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In 1987, the Tip of the Mitt
Watershed Council published the
first edition of Michigan Wetlands:
Yours to Protect. That guidebook
was the compilation of experiences gained during a three year
wetland protection project focusing on the northern Michigan
counties of Charlevoix, Emmet,
and Cheboygan.

Since then, while continuing its
wetland protection work in
northern Michigan, the Watershed
Council has initiated and coordinated the Great Lakes Wetlands
Policy Consortium and served as
the coordinating body of the
Michigan Wetlands Action Coalition. The Consortium, a binational group of environmental
and conservation organizations,
was instrumental in developing
policy recommendations to
increase wetland protection at all
levels of government in the
United States and Canada. As a
direct result of the Consortium.
the Coalition was initiated and has
served to form a network of
individuals and organizations to
promote wetland protection in
Michigan. This Second Edition of
Michigan Wetlands: Yours to
Protect builds on these efforts and
translates the experiences gained
into a tool that will serve to
empower citizens across Michigan
to get involved in wetland
protection.

This guidebook is designed to
assist concerned citizens, local
governments, conservation
organizations, landowners, and
others in their efforts to initiate
wetlands protection activities.
Chapter One focuses on wetland
functions and values, losses, and
the urgent need to protect wetland resources. Chapter Two
discusses wetland identification
and delineation. Chapter Three
considers state, federal, and local
regulatory programs. Chapter Four
presents information and strategies regarding citizen involvement. Chapter Five discusses
nonregulatory approaches to
wetland protection. Chapter Six
focuses on methods and mechanisms for educating various target
audiences. Chapter Seven addresses selected issues regarding
wetlands protection. The appendices contain materials that have
been compiled to serve as background materials for the text.

i

The Watershed Council hopes that
you find the information presented here useful in your efforts
to protect wetlands in your
backyard and throughout Michigan. If you find that you need
more information, consult the list
of organizations working to
protect wetlands in Appendix A
and contact one of the organizations that serve your geographic
area, or contact the Tip of the Mitt
Watershed Council.

Good luck in your efforts to
protect Michigan's wetland
resource. In addition to the
benefits you will enjoy, the future
generations of Michiganians that
benefit from the functions and
values of Michigan's wetlands will
appreciate your efforts. 1. 1.
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Chapter One: A Resource Worth Protecting

What is a Wetland?

and beaver, and are important spawning grounds for
many fish species.

Wetlands are unique ecosystems that serve as the
transitional zone between upland and aquatic habitats. Michigan is fortunate to contain a diversity of
wetland types ranging from broad expanses of coastal
marsh to small isolated hogs. Although each wetland
is unique, wetland areas are typically identified by
three characteristics:

Interdunal wed' nds are a type of marsh that deserves
special note. Interdunal wetlands occur in swales
between beach ridges, wind blown depressions, and
small embayments along the Great Lakes shoreline.
These wetlands depend on the Great l.akes for their
water source. As such. their hydrologic regime
fluctuzes with Great Lakes water levels. Because of
the highly variable Lmsystem characteristics,
interdunal wetlands support many endangered or
threatened species such as the dwarf lake iris, Lake
Huron tansy. or Houghton's goldenrod.

1)

The presence of water at or near the land
surface throughout the year or for some
portion of the year (wetland hydrology):
The presence of distinctive soil types which
develop under saturated conditions ( hydric
soils): and

3)

The presence of plants adapted for living in
these soils ( hydrophytic vegetation ).

These three characteristics serve as the scientific and
regulatory basis for identifying wetlands. For a more
in-depth analysis of wetland identification and
delineation, see Chapter Two.

Wetland Types in Michigan

Marshes are usually associated with surface water.

Michigan's diverse wetland resources can be classified into four major types: marshes, swamps. hogs,
and fens. Each has its own unique set of chemical
and physical characteristics, plants, and wildlife.

Swamps are simply wooded wetlands. Based on
dominant vegetation. swamps can generally he divided into three different types: I) a conifer swamp
with tamarack. cedar, balsam fir and, or black spruce
trees: 2) a hardwood swamp. with red maple, black
ash, quaking aspen. white birch. American elm arid,
or balsam poplar: or 3) a shrub-scrub swamp, with
tag alders, willows and or red osier dogwood. In
many cases. the distinctions between these vegetative
types are not clear cut. as the dominant vegetation
depends on the local climate and hydrologic regime.

Marsh is a term that represents a 'woad array of
wetlands that are unified primarily by the fact that
they are ecosystems dominated by grass-like vegetation. Typical marsh plants include rushes, reeds.
sedges. cattails. and grasses. They are wet areas
which are periodically covered by standing or slow
moving, neutral to alkaline water and are usually
associated with ponds, streams. inland lakes, or the
Great Lakes. Although some marshes occur on
mineral substrates. marsh soils are usually nutrient
rich and contain large amounts of organic matter.

Swamps are usually inundated or saturated with
surface or groundwater periodically during the
growing season. Some types of swamps. such as a
red maple floociplain forest. are associated with lakes.
rivers or streams: others are not. The soils in swamps
are usually rich in nutrients and organic matter. This
is due primarily to silt and organic matter deposits
from flooding or the accumulation of organic matter
as the swamp ages.

Nlarshes are excellent habitats and breeding grounds
for water birds such as ducks, geese. swans. bitterns.
and herons. The common loon. bald eagle, and
osprey also utilize marshes for feeding or nesting
areas, as do numerous species of song birds. Marshes
are also home to fur-bearing animals. such as muskrat

2
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a

A swamp dominated by northern white cedar.

Swamps have high nutrient, energy, and biotic
interchanges with upland and aquatic habitats. As a
result, they are very important habitat for a wide
array of wildlife throughout the year, including deer.
bear, raccoons. bobcats, eagles. songbirds and other
small animals.

Bogs are wetlands with peat soils. generally with a
high water table yet no significant inflow or outflow,
and support acid-loving (acidophilic) vegetation,
especially mosses. Although bogs can form in a
number of ways, the most common in Michigan is the
development of a "quaking bog," whereby a lake
basin is isolated from ground and surface water and a
thick floating mat of peat (partially decomposed plant
materials) forms around the edge of the basin and
gradually overtakes it.

some tropliic levels and the plants. animals. and
microbes have many special adaptations. An example
of a unique adaptation can he found in vegetation
such as the pitcher plant and sundew, which attain
nutrients by catching and "digesting" insects. Other
vegetation adapted to the highly acidic and nutrient
poor conditions include black spruce trees: shrubs
such as leather-leaf, blueberries, and cranberries.
sedges and cotton grasses: peat mosses: and many
kinds of orchids (including the endangered whitefringed orchis). Bogs are generally not rich in
wildlife, due to the low productivity and relative
unpalatability of bog vegetation.
Fens are wetland systems that generally receive some
drainage from surrounding mineral soils. In many
respects, fens are transitional between marshes and
bogs. Many fens contain characteristics typically
associated with hogs. including a high water table.
peat soils, and plants adapted to hogs. However.
because they do receive mineral inputs from ground
or surface water connections, they are slightly richer
than hogs and are calcareous (alkaline) or only
moderately acidic.

Fens receive minimal inputs from around or surface water.

-

Bogs are hydrologically separated from ground and surface
water sources.

Although bog soils are high in organic content. they
are exceedingly deficient in available plant nutrients.
As a result, the biotic productivity is restricted in

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Because they are transitional ecosystems, fens can he
extremely variable. On one end of the spectrum is a
calcareous fen which receives water that has passed
through mineral soils and is covered with grasses,
sedges. or reeds (commonly referred to as a sedge. or
wet meadow). On the other end of the spectrum is a
poor fen. which due to the accumulation of peat and
the gradual reduction in groundwater flow, is dominated by tamarack. hog birch, black spruce and other
plant species typically associated with bogs. However. because it's connected to either groundwater or
surface water. it would not be considered a true bog.
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thereby reduce the siltation of lakes. rivers. and
streams. A combination of wetland vegetation and
generally Ilat topography serves to slow water flow
and increase deposition. liecause most wetland
systems are oxygen poor. the detritus that is deposited is not oxidized. In this manner. wetlands serve
as a relatively permanent sink for organic matter. In
light of the concern for the global environment, this
function of wetlands (an help to fix carbon that
would otherwise accumulate in the upper atmosphere and contribute to global warming. Furthermore. there is a strong tendency for heavy metals and
toxic hydrocarbons to attach to the particles found in
surface water runoff. Wetlands can trap these human
induced pollutants. liowever. when the natural
ability of wetlands to Imo. :zn ,ts filters is overstressed
Iron human Inputs, other values that wetlands
provide can he threatened.

Why Protect Wetlands?
Wetlands are complex int(grat(.(! (..( ()systems that
higan. these
provide many ;tillable !unctions. In
Itincti( ins Ilecome increasingly significant as we
contiminines hake
()mimic It) lose \\ (-dam's.
hegtm to pay for \vhat intact wetlands pro\ icle it no
«)st. [he valti.thle cologkal functions oI wetlands
.111(1 the aesthetically appealing Open spate they

provide help to enhance the quality of life for
Nli(higan residents arkl tourists. The myriad of
\etlan(I functions and values can he grouped into
three genL,a1 classes: Water Quality Maintenance.
Fish and Wildlife I labitat. and Soci()-1,conomic.

WATER QUALITY MAINTENANCE VALUES

.\ [tutor tunction

edam's is the preservation of
w...iter quality In sitimle lei ins. wetlands prow( I
water quality by ento\ nog polluting nutrients and
sediments from surface arkl groundwater.
()I

Wetlands are It wild where the groundwater table
intersects or is c lose tat the land surface. they ate
usually sites tit groundwater discharge. but some
wetlands ,tre found where recharge occurs. Ns( [large sites are important for providing high quality
water lor our lakes and streams The recharge
potential of a wetland varies according to a variety of
factors. including wetland type. geographic location.
substrate. and precipitation. In most cases, groundwater recharge areas are vulnerable to pollution. and
the I iliering capacity of the wetland serves to protect
these aquifers.

\\

Excess inputs ol nutrients sm.!) as phosphot us and
nitrogen can cause increased algae growth and
increase the rate of cutrophication in aquatic e(osysterns. V'etlands retain or remove nutrients in four
ways: I LI pi a ke lw plant hie. 2) adsorption into
sediments. 31 deposition of detritus (organic materi-

alstind tt chemical precipitation. The most significant of these is the uptake of nutrients by plants
hich occurs primarily during the goiwing season.
when aquatic systems are most sensitive to nutrients.

FISH AND WILDLIFE. HABITAT VALUES

As sediments flow into a wetland from the surrounding watershed they are deposited in wetlands and

Wetlands are among the most hu>logtcally productive
ecosystems on earth. They also play a significant role
in maintaining a high level of biological diversity.
Some species spend their entire lives in wetlands.
others take advantage ()I' the biological productivity
and feed or rear their young there. Simply put,
wetlands provide critical habitat for wildlife.

Most freshwater fish are considered wetland dependent because they feed in wetlands or on food
produced there. Wetlands serve as nursery grounds
lOr the many important sport fish species that spawn
in or near wetlands.

Like fish. many bird species are dependent on wetlands lOr migratory resting places. breeding or teedMg grounds. or cover from predators. It is estimated
that over one third of all bird species in sonh
America rely on wetlands tier one of these purposes.

Wetlands trap sediment and uptake nutrients from runoff.

4
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Wetlands support many commercial activities. In
addition to the revenue generated by hunting, fishing,
and trapping wetland dependent species, wetlands
naturally provide a variety of commercial products
including blueberries. cranberries, and wild rice.
Wetland grasses are hayed in many places :or winter
livestock feed. In other seasons. live:,tock graze
directly in wetlands. Forested wetlands, paniculark.
cedar swamps, can provide sustained yields of
valuable timber if harvested with careful management
and planning. Many wetlands also produce commercial peat. which is mainly used for horticulture and
agriculture. In the early 1980's, it was reported that
Michigan was one of five states that produced 75% of
the peat in the United States. However. many
commercial activities, such as peat mining, livestock
grazing, or cranberry cultivation can severely degrade
wetlands and a majority of their values.

Nearly all of Michigan's amphibians are wetland
dependent, at least for breeding. NVetlands serve is
the preferred habitat for many furbearing animals
such as muskrats, beaver, otter, mink, and raccoon.
In northern Michigan, ceder swamps are critical to
white-tailed deer for many reasons, including winter
broNse (northern wl.qe cedar is the only food that
can sustain deer in the absence of other foods), and
important thermal cover during harsh winters.

Not surprisingly, wetland habitats are critical for the
survival of threatened or endangered species. Over
me third of all rare and endangered animal species
in the United States are either located in wetland
arms or depend on them. This is especially critical
considering that wetlands comprise only about five
percent of the conterminous United States. A few
examples of Michigan's rare or threatened animals
that rely on wetlands include the bald eagle. osprey.
h)on. and sandhill crane. Of the 238 tout' threatened
and endangered plant species in Nlichigan. 91 of
theta are found in wetland habitats. Thus nearly AO%
of Michigan's enci.vigerec.1 plants reside in less than
15% percent of :Michigan's surface area.

RAIN STORM

SOCIO-ECONOMIC VALUES

The Si cio-economic values discussed here are those
that provide either economically valued savings or
financial profit. These benefits include shoreline
protection and flood storage, commercial activities.
and aesthetic or recreational values.

TIME

NN,tlancis reduce flood peaks and flow rates.

In their natural condition, wetlands function as at
harrier to erosion. The root systetns of wetland
plants stabilize soil at the waters edge and enhance
soil accumulation at the shoreline. Wetland vegetation along shorelines reduces erosion by dampening
wave action and slowing current speed.

In addition to these commercial activities, wetlands
have been constructed and maintained to serve as
wastewater treatment systems and to reclaim areas
degraded by strip mining. In both cases. t' created
wetlands provided a cost-effective way to accomplish
human goals.

V'etlands act as a hydrologic sponge, serving to
temporarily store flood waters, thereby reducing
Hood peaks and protecting downstream property
owners front flood damage. This function becomes
increasingly important in urban areas where development has increased the rate and volume of runoff. In
the late 19-0's, the New England District of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers concluded that natural
wetland protection was the most cost effective means
of floodwater control for the Charles River near
Boston. As a result. they have acquired 8.000 acres
of wetlands in the Charles River watershed.

The richness of the plant and :Animal communities
found in wetlands make them ..:otne of Mi(higan's
most beautiful natural environments. Wetlands
provide valuable open space for visual and recreational enjoyment. In many cases throughout the
state, wetlands have been shown to enhance the
value of neighboring properties due to these factors
In addition to the hunting and fishing activities
mentioned above, thousands of people enjoy wetlands for hiking. canoeing, birdwatching, nature
photography, viewing wildflowers, and quiet reflec-

1

tion. Wetlands are indeed valued resources of
Michigan residents and visitors.

5
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Wetland Losses
Although the functions that wetlands provide make
them our most valuable landtOrms. Michigan and the
I.nited States have lost alarming amounts of wetlands.
Since European settlement. the conterminous l 'nited
states has lost Over r,3",, of its original wetland
resource. In the Great Lakes Basin. only about
of the original wetlands remain intact. In the latest
1.".S. Fish and Wildlife report t 1990 t. Michigan is

reported to have lost 500. of its original wetlands.
Although this estimate is more hopeful than the -0".
loss figure that was released in the early 1980.s. it still
represents a loss of over 5.(00,000 acres. In l981. it
was estimated that 0.500 acres were lost yearly in
Michigan. Though wetland regulations have reduced
this, the current figure is not known.

There have been no studies that document
overall ecosystem impacts cif these significant 'wetland
losses. However. one only needs to look at the
increases in 1100d damage. the degraded water
resources, the number of species that have gone
extinct. the greatly reduced populations of waterfowl.
and a my.., rl of other indicators of poor ecosystem
health to get an idea of the impacts. Another way to
visualize the impacts of wetland conversion in Michigan is to consider that we now have one half of the
functions and values that wetlands provide. I )ne half
of the erosion control. one half of the spawning
grounds. one half of the waterfowl habitat. and so on.

The beauty of the cardinal flower
enhances our quality of life.

authorize activities that further degrade Michigan's
wetland resource. Although this may be because
more people know about the wetland regulations
and therefore apply for permits. it still shows an

intense development pressure on wetlinds. On top
of this. an uncounted number of wetlands are
degraded each .ear in the state without any review
by a regulatory agency. Given this. it is crucial that
all of Michigan s residents become aware of the
,dues of our wetland resources. the threats to those
resources, and become empowered to take action to
protect those resources.

Lack year. the Nlichigan Department of Natural
Resources and the V.S. Army Corps of Engineers
receive a greater number of permit applications to

,

Wetlands provide valuable recreation and open space.
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Chapter Two: Wetland Identification and Delineation
tional wetlands. This joint manual was developed in
response to criticism from the regulated community
regarding contradictions between the various indiThe manual
vidual federal delineation met
sought to develop a methodo.ogy that would enable
agency staff to delineate wetlands based on the
following regulatory definition:

Background
Concern about wetland protection and state and
federal wetland regulations have generated the need
to identify and delineate wetland boundaries. Given
that the applicability of wetlands regulations hinge on
the delineation of wetlands, knowledge about proper
identification of wetlands is important to the wetland
protection advocate. This chapter is designed to
provide a general background regarding the science
and practice of wetland delineation. Although this
chapter might seem quite technical. knowing the
basics about wetland delineation will help citizens to
understand and analyze the work of consultants and
agency staff regarding wetland delineation.

...lwetlands arel those areas that are
inundated or saturated by surface or
groundwater at a frequency and
duration sufficient to support. and
that under normal circumstances do
support. a prevalence of vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated
soil conditions. (Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act. 33 CFR 328.3)

In Michigan, there are numerous agencies principally
involved with wetland identification and delineation.
including the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources (MDNR) in administering the GoemaereAnderson Wetland Protection Act: the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (Corps). the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS), and the Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) in administering Federal regulations that impact
wetlands: and the many local units of government
that regulate wetlands. Although using slightly
different methods, these agencies delineate wetlands
in a fairly consistent manner.

The method developed presents the concept of three
mandatory criteria t hydric soils. hydrophytic vegetation. and wetland hydrology ) to delineate wetland
areas (with several exceptions). Although this
manual came under attack by development interests
and the Bush Administration in the summer of 1991.
many feel it is the single most scientifically valid
guideline for delineating vegetated wetlands.
Currently, the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources delineates wetlands according to "The
Michigan Department of Natural Resources Wetland
Determination Draft Manual for Field Testing." The
purpose of this manual is to formalize the process
used to delineate wetlands as defined by state law:

In 1989. scientists from the four federal agencies
involved with w ind regulation formally adopted a
joint manual for identifying and delineating jurisdic-

Accurate wetland delineation requires investigation of vegetation, soils, and hydrology.

8
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Corps, EPA. and the SC S. the 1".S. Fish and Wildlife

..land characterized by the presence
of water at a frequency and duration
sufficient to support. and that under
natural circumstances does support.
wetland vegetation or aquatic life
and is commonly referred to as a
bog, swamp, or marsh. (P.A. 203

Service has published a list of plant species that occur
in wetlands for each state and region. The list separates plants into five basic categories, from plants
which almost always occur in wetlands to plants
which almost always occur in uplands. These five
categories are:

of 1979)

Obligate wetland plants (013L),
estimated probability of wetland

The MDNR method looks primarily at vegetation
communities with additional support for presence of
wetland hydrology, particularly hydric soils. Nlost
local wetland ordinances utilize either the definition
used by Michigan state law. or something similar that
is consistent with both federal and state definitions.

occurrence >99 %
Facultative wetland plants ( FACW).
estimated probability of wetland
occurrence 67-99 %.
Facultative plants (FAG),
estimated probability of wetland
occurrence 34-66 %.

Although the regulatory definitions and delineation
methods are essentially the same, the actual "line'
between upland and wetland is not always clear. In
areas of joht jurisdiction. state and federal agency
staff sometimes disagree slightly on wetland boundaries. In addition, agency staff sometimes disagree
with determinations conducted by consultants.
Often, the resolution of disputed wetland boundaries
requires multiple site visits with both parties. I lowever, it is important to remember that the state and
federal regulatory agencies have the ultimate authority over wetland boundaries.

Facultative upland plants (FACIA
estimated probability of wetland
occurrence 33-1 "b.
Obligate upland plants ( CPL),
estimated probability of wetland
occurrence < 1 %.

The Three Basic Parameters:
Vegetation, Soil, and Water
Wetlands possess three essential characteristics. 1)
hydrophytic vegetation (plants adapted to living in
saturated soil), 2) hvdric soils (distinctive soil types
that develop under saturated conditions), and 3)
wetland hydrology (the presence of water at or near
the surface for a specific period of time). These three
criteria are inter-related, and with few exceptions, all
three are present in wetland areas. The following is a
condensed version of the wetland parameters as
presented in the Federal Manual for Identifying and
Delineating furisdictional Wetlands.

The showy lady's slipper (Cypripedium reginae)
has a wetland indicator status of FACW.

An area meets the hydrophytic vegetation criteria
when more than half of the dominant species from all
strata (tree, sapling, shrub, vine, and herb), are
composed of OBL, FACW, and FAG species. Dominant species are those which, when ranked in
descending order of abundance and cumulatively
totaled. immediately exceed SO percent of the total
dominance measure, plus any species comprising 20
percent or more of the total dominance measure for
the stratum. There are several acceptable methods of
determining dominance for each stratum, the most
common being percent coverage.

HYDROPHYTIC VEGETATION

Flydrophytic vegetation is plant life that is adapted
to grow in water or on a substrate that is at least
periodically deficient in oxygen (anaerobic) as a
result of water content. In cooperati xi with the
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1) Organic soils: Because hydric soils have

HYDRIC SOILS

little available oxygen, organic materials are
not fully decomposed and tend to accumulate and form easily recognizable pears
and mucks.

Ilvdric soils are defined as soils that are saturated,
flooded, or ponded long enough during the growing
season to develop anaerobic conditions in the upper
part. In general. hydric soils are flooded. ponded. or
saturated for one week or more during the growing
season. The growing season can be defined as the
portion of the year when soil temperatures are above
Fahrenheit (or 5° Centigrade).

2) Sulfidic material: Sulfides are produced

through a process of reduction reactions in
anaerobic environments. Due to the anaerobic environment of saturated soil conditions.
soils that contain sulfates are reduced to
hydrogen sulfide and the odor of rotten eggs
is emitted.

The (*.S. Department of Agriculture has developed a
basic system of soil classification. There have been
10..S00 types of soils, called soils series. identified in
the l'nited States. Hydric soils are those soil series
which are organic soils (those in which :me half of
the top 32 inches of the soil profile is made up of
partly decomposed plant accumulations). and certain
mineral soils with poor drainage characteristics or
susceptibility to ponding and flooding (usually silty or
clayey soils). The National Technical Committee f(K
lvdric soils has developed criteria for hydric soils
and a list of th-. nation's hydric soils, of which there
are approximately 2,100 in the United States. sometimes. a list of hydric soils is developed locally for
individual counties. Generally. the county list is most
reliable due to recent updating and local knowledge.

3) Gleyed, low chroma, and low chromai
mottled soils: Soil color features known as
mottling and gleying are often the best indicators of hydric soils. as they are strongly
influenced by the frequency and duration of
soil saturation. -Gleyed" soils are identified
by bluish. greenish. or grayish colors. "Low
chroma" soils are identified by a dark or dull
quality. A -mottled" appearance refers to a
combination of brightly colored splotches of
soil in a dull soil matrix. Mottles form due to
ion movement when soils are alternately
saturated and unsaturated during the
growing season.

In addition to the soil surveys, there are numerous
field indicators to help determine if a soil would he
considered hydric. The following three are the most
commonly observed:

WETLAND HYDROLOGY

Wetland hydrology refers to the hydrologic characteristics of areas that are periodically inundated or are
saturated to the surface for at least a week during the
growing season. The presence of soil saturation at or
near the surface. or inundation for a week or more
during the growing season. typically creates anaerobic conditions in the soil. Anaerobic conditions affect
the types of plants that grow and the types of soils
which form. In this sense. hydrophytic vegetation
and hydric soils result from wetland hydrology.
Accordingly, the presence of hydrophytic vegetation
and hydric soils indicate wetland hydrology.

4'

Of the three .echnical criteria for wetland identification. wetland hydrology is often the most difficult to
determine and least exact. Numerous factors influence the wetness of an area, including precipitation.
topography, soil permeability and stratigraphy, and
plant cover. Wetland hydrology criteria include soil
drainage and permeability characteristics. and height
of the water table. According to current wetland
definitions, an area can he considered to have
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Mottled soils are a good indicator of hydric soil conditions.
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wetland hydrology under a variety of circumstances
ranging from surface inundation to the water table
being 18 inches below the surface for a minimum of
seven days during the growing season. The latter
case is limited to low permeability (silty or clayey)
soils which are able to "draw" water from 18 inches
to the soil surface (this is due to the capillary action
that results from the minute spaces between soil
particles). thus creating anaerobic soil conditions in
the upper part.

2) Water marks: Water marks are commonly
k)und on woody vegetation. They often
occur as stains on bark or other fixed objects
such as bridges or pilings. Plants and other
vertical objects often have thin layers,
coatings, or depositions of mineral or organic
matter after inundation.

Evidence of wetland hydrology can come from a
variety of sources. When available, recorded hydrologic data or aerial photographs can he useful.
Perhaps the hest evidence is the direct visual observation of inundation or soil saturation. Saturated soils
may be detected by digging a hole at least 18 inches
deep and observing the water table after it has had a
chance to stabilize in the hole.
The extent of inundation is evident by the

water marks on these bulrushes.

3) Drift lines: Drift lines consist of debris
(remnants of vegetation, sediment. litter. etc.)
that was deposited as a result of water
movement. Most common adjacent to
streams or other sources of water flow,
debris is usually deposited parallel to the
direction of water flow. However, because
shallow water can extend beyond where the
debris is deposited. drift lines do not represent the maximum level of inundation.
This eroded bank reveals a typical hydric soil profile.

In the absence of reliable hydrologic data or direct
evidence of hydrology, field indicators have beer
developed for assessing wetland hydrology. In
addition, these indicators are useful during the drier
portions of the growing season when visual evidence
of inundation or saturation is not possible. Some of
the most common field indicators for hydrology
appear below.

1) Oxidized root channels (rhizopheres):
Some hydrophytic plants transport oxygen to
their root zone. Although iron in anaerobic
environments is usually in a reduced state,
the oxygen that is transported through the
root channels allows it to oxidize (rust) along
the root or rhizome and form iron oxide
concretions (orange or red-brown in color)
along the length of the root channel.
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4) Water-stained leaves: Forested wetlands
that are inundated earlier in the year will
frequently have water-stained leaves on the
forest floor. These leaves are generally
grayish or blackish in appearance, darkened
from being underwater for significant periods.

5) Surface scoured areas: Surface scouring
occurs along floodplains where overhank
flooding erodes sediments. The absence of
leaf litter from the soil surface is also sometimes an indication of surface scouring.

6) Morphological plant adaptations: Many
plants growing in wetlands have developed
morphological adaptations in response to
inundation or saturated soil conditions.
Common examples in Michigan include
buttressed tree trunks, multiple tree trunks.
or shallow root systems.
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EXCEPTIONS

Although these indicators of hydrophytic vegetation.
hydric soils, and wetland hydrology are routinely
used by consultants and federal and state agencies. it
is important to note that there are several situations in
which wetlands will not show direct evidence of all
three criteria. These areas include wetlands that have
been disturbed (human intervention may have
removed one or more of the criteria), newly created
wetlands (hydric soils or hvdrophytic vegetation may
not have had a chance to fully develop), interdunal
swale wetlands (hydric soils or wetland hydrology
may he difficult to identify), and wetlands on sloping
glacial till (wetland hydrology may not he evident).
In addition, there are some cases in which wetlands
can become dominated by facultative upland species.
Although this is not a comprehensive list. it does
provide examples of the most common exceptions to
the three parameter rule in Michigan according to
federal delineation methods.

Wetland Identification
for the Advocate
Citizens working to protect wetlands must have a
clear understanding of what constitutes a wetland
and be able to determine with some degree of
accuracy if an area is indeed a wetland. This information is invaluable in recognizing and reporting
wetland violations, responding to dredge and fill
notices. and educating others about wetland
functions and values. The three parameters discussed
above provide a technically sound approach to
identifying wetlands. To become more familiar with
the three basic characteristics of wetlands, take some
time to visit wetlands in your area and investigate the
indicators of hydric soils, hvdrophytic vegetation, and
wetland hydrology. If you want to become more
skilled in wetland delineation, several consulting
firms across the country offer wetland delineation
training courses.

4e
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A "windshield" review of the site can provide
valuable information regarding wetland character.

The off-site identification of wetlands requires access
to detailed information about the site. In most cases.
the adequate information about an area needed to
make a preliminary assessment of wetland boundaries can be gleaned from viewing the subject
property from public roads, public waters, or from
adjacent lands ("windshield" delineations). In cases
where access to adjacent properties is granted, soils,
vegetation, and hydrology characteristics similar to
the subject property may he present. In these cases,
the wetland protection advocate can reliably document evidence of the three parameters. Soil pits
should be dug to confirm wetland soils. Vegetation
should he identified and the dominant vegetation
should be a.iolyzed in regards to its wetland indicator
status. Evidence of wetland hydrology should also
be noted.

However. in some cases. it will not he possible to
attain even visual access to the property in question.
and information about the wetland area must come
from other sources ("desktop" delineations). Sources
that can provide information directly related to
indicators of the three parameters above are available
throughout the state. Not only are these information
sources invaluable to desktop delineations. but they
are also extremely helpful in providing additional
information for on-site and windshield delineations.
Organizations and individuals concerned about
wetland protection should have the following resources on hand.

In many cases, collecting much of the evidence for
these three parameters requires on-site investigation.
In situations where wetlands are being degraded. or
an individual has applied for a dredge and fill permit.
permission for on-site investigation may not always
he granted by landowners. In these cases. wetland
advocates must he able to determine if an area is a
wetland with off-site information.

1) Michigan Resource Information System
(MIMS) Current Use Inventory Maps:
These maps are compiled by the :Michigan
inventory Program of the Michigan Department of Natural Resources. The maps
contain inventories of 60 different land use
classifications of which approximately 12

12
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relate to \etlancls. Specific classes of
wetlands include wooded. scrub shrub.
aquatic bed. emergent. and mud flats. In
addition. there are other classes which are
not classified as wetland in the NIIRIS system.
but more than likely would he considered
iurisdictional wetlands. These include lowland hardwood and low land conifer fOrest
classifications. The wetland boundaries

shown on these maps are meant to identify
approximate boundaries. The inventory is
being conducted by county, and not all of
the areas of the state are currently completed. To see if your county has a completed NIIRIS inventory, call your county
planning and zoning department or regional
planning office. or contact the NIDNR, Land
and Water Management Division. P.O. Box
30028. Lansing. Ml 180o9; (film 33 -I1 -t)
2) United States Geological Survey (USGS)

Topographic Maps: These maps are
available it several different scales and
provide landmark features including towns.
roads, bridges. streams. buildings. water
bodies. etc. that are not found commonly on
road maps. The topographic lines and
elevations are helpful in determining drainage patterns. These maps should not be
used to delineate wetland boundaries. as the
scale is too small to make the boundaries
accurate. and not all wetlands are indicated.
However. those areas that are marked as
wetlands are almost undoubtedly wetlands.
l'SGS maps may be available from the NIDNR
and through some local municipal and
commercial sources, or from l'SGS, Eastern
Distribution Branch. 1200 S. gads Street.
Arlington. VA 22202.

3) National Wetlands Inventory (WI) Maps:
On these maps. wetlands are delineated
based on features shown on aerial photographs and are displayed on USGS topographic maps or orthophotographic quadrangles. \ \X1 maps are used to show the
approximate extent of a wetland and its
association with other wetland and
nonwetland areas. Due to the scale of the
aerial photography used and the lack of
ground verification. NWT maps cannot be
used as the sole basis for determining
whether an area is a wetland. To order :NWT
maps. contact the National Wetlands Inventory. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Monroe
Building, Suite 101.9-20 Executive Center
Drive, St. Petersburg, FL 33-02:
1 -800 -t 'SA -MAPS.

4) Soil Conservation Service Soil Surveys:
Department of Agriculture's Soil
The
Conservation Service has conducted surveys
of the soils in most counties of the state. The
Soil Surveys contain a wealth of useful
information. including soil maps, engineering
suitability ratings, soil profile descriptions,
soil properties, and hydrologic characteristics.
This information is extremely valuable in
determining if a hydric would occur on a
site. To get soil surveys in ..our area. contact
your local Soil Conservation District Office or
the USDA Soil Conservation Service. Room
101. 1 405 South I farrison Road. East Lansing,
NII

18823: i'1-1-) 33--6-02.

5) Hydric Soils of the State of Michigan: The
Soil Conservation Service, in cooperation
with the National Technical Committee for
Hydric Soils. has compiled a list of hydric
soils in Michigan. This list can be used in
conjunction with count` soil surveys to
locate areas where wetlands might occur.
These soils are also useful in determining
the hydrologic status of an area. To obtain
this publication, contact your local Soil
Conservation District Office. or the National
Technical Committee for Ilvdric Soils. Soil
Conservation Service. P.O. Box 2890. Washington. 1).C. 20013.

6) Wetland Plants of the State of Michigan:
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, as part of
the National Wetlands Inventory Program.
has compiled a wetland plant list for Michi-

Like all maps, USGS topographic maps are useful, but also
have their limitations.
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A collection of resources useful for identifying wetlands.

gan. This plant list includes a comprehensive
list of the plants that occur in wetlands.
including their wetland indicator status. This
plant list is essential for determining in an
area meets wetland vegetation criteria. To
obtain this publication. contact the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. 302 Manly Miles Building, 1405 S. Harrison Road. East Lansing. MI
i8823: (517) 337-6029. or the National
Wetlands Inventory. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Monroe Building. Suite 101. 9-20
Executive Center Drive. St. Petersburg, FL
33-02: 1-800-USA-MAPS.

7) Plant Identification Guidebooks: The
precise identification of vegetation to the
species level is necessary for wetland plant
identification. For example, identifying a tree
as a "maple- is not very helpful. as there are
six species of maples in Michigan. with
wetland indicator statuses ranging from
FAC\X' to FACU. There are numerous
excellent plant guidebooks to choose from.
including Michigan Trees by Barnes and
Wagner, Ferns of Michigan by Killington.
Michigan Wildflowers by Smith. and Michigan Flora by Voss. These and other fine
resources are available at local hook stores
and other hook retailers.

8) Aerial Photography: Although not as
readily available to the public as the sources
listed above, aerial photography or other
remote sensing data can he very useful.
Aerial photography can he particularly useful
in identifying patterns of plant communities.
Aerial photography can he obtained from a
variety of sourc' :s, including your local
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service Office. local county agencies. and
local pilots.

9) Local Wetlands Maps and Inventories:
Many local organizations or municipal
governments have developed wetland maps
for their service area Although they vary
greatly in terms of scale and quality. they can
serve as excellent resources.

In addition to these published resources. information
about the site from people familiar with the area is
also valuable. Adjacent landowners. or those who
frequent the area for recreation purposes can provide
information regarding flooding, plant or animal
species found in the area. or recent construction
activities. Although these resources are valuable.
they can not serve as a reliable substitute for on-site
investigation.
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myriad of agulatory agencies administer laus that
impact wetlands in Michigan. This chapter focuses on
the state program, the federal program. and provides a
general discussion about local wetlands protection.

Michigan's Wetland
Regulatory Program
THE GOEMAERE-ANDERSON WETLAND
PROTECTION ACT

At the center of Michigan's wetland management
program is the Goemaere-Anderson \',;'etlands Protection Act, P.A. 203 of 1979 (See Appendix B). The
MDNR Land and Water Management Division administers the permit program. However, local governments may also adopt wetlands ordinances. In which
case an application for a permit must also he filed
with the local government.

Act 203 has several components. First, it establishes a
state policy to protect the public against the loss of
wetlands and makes explicit findings as to the
benefits wetlands provide. Second, it establishes a
permit program regulating some activities in wetlands
which are above the ordinary high water mark of
lakes and streams. Third, Act 203 provides enforcement language and sets maximum penalties for
violations. Fourth, it explicitly authorizes regulation
of wetlands by local governments.

public nuisances or harms.

Coverage
A permit under Act 203 is required to: I) place fill
material in a wetland: 2) dredge or otherwise remove
soil or minerals from a wetland; 3) construct, operate
or maintain any use or development in a wetland; or
4) drain surface water from a wetland. Furthermore.
these requirements apply only to wetlands and
activities that meet the following criteria: 1) wetlands
as defined in Act 203; 2) wetlands not subject to a
permit under Act 346 or Act 247; and 3) activities
which are not specifically exempted in section 6 (2)
of the Wetlands Act. Each of these requires some
elaboration.

Definition
The definition of wetlands in the Act has two components. First, the Act defines wetland as "land characterized by the presence of water at a frequency and
duration sufficient to support and that under normal
circumstances does support wetland vegetation or
aquatic life and is c(.mmonly referred to as a bog,
swami or marsh.-

At the center of Michigan's wetland management program is the
Goemaere-Anderson Wetlands
Protection Act, P.A. 203 of 1979.

Wetlands below the ordinary high water mark of a
lake or stream are considered part of the lake or
stream and are regulated by the same acts that
regulate activities in lakes and streams. However, Act
203 criteria still apply to any permits that may he
issued. The Inland Lakes and Streams Act. P.A. 3'i6
of 1972, regulates dredge, fill or construction activities
in inland lakes and streams and associated wetlands
below the ordinary nigh water mark. The Great
Lakes Submerged Lands Act, P.A. IC of 195-i, applies
to the Great Lakes and Lake St. Clair. including
adjacent wetlands.

Second. wetlands are separated according to whether
or not they are contiguous to a waterbody. Contiguous wetlands are those found in close proximity to a
lake, stream, pond, Great Lake, etc. and/or have a
direct hydrological relationship with it. According to
the administrative rules promulgated for the Act (See
Appendix C), wetlands within 500 feet of an inland
lake, stream, or pond and 1000 feet from a Great
Lake are considered contiguous. Non-contiguous
wetlands are isolated from lakes and streams hydrologically and, generally. geographically.

The basis for regulation is clear: wetlands provide
public benefits and no individual or group of individuals has the unrestricted right to alter the natural
character of wetlands, as alterations may pollute the
water, increase flood risks, lower lake or well water
levels, destroy fish and wildlife habitat, or cause other

Activities in contiguous wetlands are regulated
without regard to the size of the wetland because of
their close relationship to lakes and streams. Noncontiguous wetlands, however, are regulated only if
they are greater than live acres in size. In counties of
less than 100,000 people, non-contiguous wetlands
are not regulated at all until the MDNR wetland
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provided that any future non-farming uses
will require a permit: and

inventory is complete. In addition, as authorized by
Section 2(03), the N11)NR can regulate wetlands of
any size anywhere in the state if the wetland is
determined to he essential to the preservation of
natural resources of the state.

Exemptions
Activities in wetlands requiring Act iin or Act 2.17
permits are not subject to an additional Act 203
permit, although Act 203 regulatory standards apply
to the other state acts. In situations where two or
more resource management acts apply. MDNR's Land
and Water Management Division reviews one permit
application under the criteria of all the applicable
acts. This permit consolidation prevents unnecessary
duplication of permits and review processes.

A variety of activities were exempted from the need
for an Act 203 permit in section 6(2). although the
Michigan Environmental Protection Act (MEM). P.A.
127 of 1970, and other law s still apply. Although
specific circumstances may exclude a particular
situation, in general it can be said that ,he exempted
activities include:
1)

General Permits
The MDNR may issue general permits on a state or
county basis for a category of activities that are
similar in nature and have only a minimal adverse
individual or cumulative effect on the environment.
In the current program. applications under a general
permit still undergo a full review. including a site
inspection or the presentation of site specific information, and must meet all regulatory standards. However, the general permit process allows the Department to reach a decision without public notice. This
allows the MDNR to process minor applications more
efficiently. The Department may also public notice
an application that would otherwise qualify under a
general permi: category to allow more opportunity
for public review and comment. General permits can
be revoked or modified if adverse effects warrant the
use of individual permits.

Some existing farming activities including
minor drainage as defined by the Act:

2)

harvesting of forest products:

3)

Some minor road improvements it idverse
effects are minimized, width is not added.
nor rerouting necessary:

-i)

Distribution power line construction and
maintenance if effects are minimized:

'1)

Small gas or oil pipeline construction if
adverse effects are minimized;

6)

Iron and copper tailings basins and water
storage areas:

7)

Straightening, widening, or deepening of
private agricultural drains and drains constructed or improved (not just designated)
pursuant to the Drain Code of 1956. as
amended, but only if necessary for agricultural production:

Construction of farm roads. Iitrestry roads,
or temporary roads for moving mining or
fbrestry equipment if effects are minimized.

9)

Permit Standards
Section 9 of the Goemaere-Anderson Wetland
Protection Act details the specific standards that must
be met before a permit is issued. Wetland advocates
should become familiar with these permit standards.
particularly when reviewing permit applications.
According to Section 9. no permit can be issued
unless the N1DNR determines that: 1) the issuance of
the permit is in the public interest, 2) the permit is
necessary to realize the benefits derived from the
activity, and 3) the activity is otherwise lawful.

In determining if the project is in the public interest,
according to Section 9(2) MDNR field staff must
consider the following:
)

8)

Drainage of non-contiguous wetlands (unless
designated as necessary for preservation by
the MDNR) if necessary for crop production,

17
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The relative extent of the public and private
need for the proposed activity;

2)

The availability of feasible and prudent
alternative locations and methods to accomplish the expected benefits from the activity:

3)

The extent and permanence of the beneficial
or detrimental effects which the proposed
activity may have on the uses to which the
site is suited. including the .benefits the

..._
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wetland provides;
4)

The probable impact of each proposal in
relation to the cumulative effect created by
other existing and anticipated activities in
the watershed;

5)

The probable impact on recognized historic,
cultural, scenic, ecological, or recreational
values and on the public health or fish
or wildlife;

6)

The size of the wetland being considered;

7)

The amount of the remaining \vetlimd in the
general area;

8)

Proximity to any waterway; and

9)

Economic value, both public and private.
of the proposed land change to the
general area.

Furthermore, in considering a permit application,
according to Section 9(3), the N1DNR shall give
serious consideration to findings of necessity for the
proposed activity which have been made by other
state agencies.

Enforcement
Failure to obtain a necessary permit. or a violation of
a condition in a permit issued under the Act, is
subject to civil and criminal penalties. Actions may
be brought hy either local prosecutors or by.
Michigan's Attorney General. and if found to be in
violation, financial penalties, restoration, and/or jail
sentences may be imposed by court verdict or order.
The court may impose a civil fine of S 10,000 per clay
of violation of the Act or violation of a court order. as
well as ordering restoration.
Criminal penalties are slightly different. A person
who violates the Act is punishable by a fine of up to
S2,500. Willful or reckless violations of permit
conditions by a person or corporate officer can result
in a fine of not less than S2.500 nor more than
S25,000 per day of violation, and 'or imprisonment for
not more than one year. A second such violation
constitutes a Felony. punishable by a fine of up to
$50,000 per day of violation. and/or up to two years
of imprisonment. In addition to these penalties. the
court may order a person who violates this act to
restore the affected wetland as nearly as possible to
its original state.
The MDNR Land and Water Management Division
and Law Enforcement Division investigate reports of
possible violations and initiate enforcement actions.
Federal agencies, or local governments with wetlands
ordinances, may also choose to pursue enforcement
action independent of any stoic' action. Few viola-

Section 9(4) specifically states that "a permit shall not
be issued unless it is shown _;tat an unacceptable
disruption will not result to the aquatic resource." In
addition, this section states that "a permit shall not he
issued" unless the applicant also shows either that the
proposed activity is "primarily dependent upon being
located in the wetland" or that "a feasible and
prudent alternative does not exist." This clearly
shows that the burden of proof regarding these
standards is placed upon the applicant.

ataki,cat. L Ate"

.,4

Act 203 also authorizes the N1DNR to require mitigation for unavoidable adverse impacts that otherwise

meet the permit criteria described above. The
mitigation guidelines listed in the Act's administrative
rules see': no net loss of wetlands and mitigation
projects that will replace the functions of the impacted wetland on or near the same site as the
impacted wetland.
These permit standards serve as the justification for
permit denial or approval. An understanding of these
criteria will help to ensure that wetland advocates
provide relevant input into the permitting process.
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State and federal laws are designed to regulate activities that
would adversely impact wetlands.
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lions result in effective enforcement actions by the
MI) \R for variety of reasons. .mong (hum the lack
of interest on behalf iii some County Prosecutors to
pursue violations. staffing constraints. and the Attorney General's workload. To increase the elfectiveness of permitting programs and deter violations.
wetland advocates must support proper enforcement
Cl the Act as much as possible (See Chapter Four).

OTHER STATE LAWS AFFECTING WETLANDS

The role of state government in protecting Michigan's
Natural Resources is mandated by the Michigan
Constitution. Article 1. Section 53 provides that

The conservation and development of the
natural resources of the state are hereby declared to be of paramount public concern in
the iniete,.- of the health. safety and general
welfare of he people. The legislature shall
provide for the protection of the air. water.
and other natural resources of the state from
pollution, impairment and ,:;struction.

to inure directly include compliance with Acts 203,
10- and other state statutes.

l'he Michigan Environmental Protection Act
(MI.:PA) I PA. 12" of 1970) places a duo; on all
individuals and organizations, whether private or
public. to prevent or 1111111111iZe environmental degra-

dation which is caused or likely to he caused by their
activities. Its requirements are in addition to those
provided by any other law. NIEPA prohibits any
conduct which is like', to pollute. impair or destroy a
Like, stream. t and or other natural resource of the
state unless the entity proposing or authorizing the
activity can show: 1) there are no less harmful
feasible and prudent alternatives; and 2) the "conduct
is consistent with the promotion of the public health,
safety and welfare in light of the state's paramount
concern for the protection of its natural resources
Irons pollution. impairment or destruction." Any
person, organization or governmental body can go to
court to enforce MITA against any other person.
organization or governmental body.

The Michigan Endangered Species Act (P.A. 203 of

Consistent with this mandate. there are many state
regulations that affect wetlands in Nliclugan. \ brief
synopsis of these laws appears below

The Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act
P.A. 3 t- of I9-2) is designed to protect the waters
the state from sedimentation caused by soil erosion.
Perniits are required for earth changes which disturb
one or note acres of land or which are w ithin
feet of a lake or stream, excluding plowing, tilling,
mining and logging land uses. Before a permit is
issued, the applicant must prepare a soil erosion and
sedimentation control plan. Although the A. t is
administered by the NIDNR Land and Water Management Di\ ision. permits are issued by counties or local
agencies through programs approved by the MDNR.

19'.1) requires a permit for activities that could
adversely impact threatened and endangered plant
and animal species or their habitat. since a large
percentage of Michigan's endangered or threatened
species reside in wetland areas, this Act can be useful
in protecting critical habitats.

( Cl

The Subdivision Control Act t P A. 288 of 19(8)
requires the approval of the Michigan I )epartment of
Natural Resources for the preliminary plat of any
subdivision containing lots within or affected by a
Iloodplain. and any subdivision involving land
abutting a lake or stream where public rights may be
affected. In many cases. wetlands are involved and
are brought to the attention of the developer and
appropriate agencies during the review process
Amendments to the Subdivision Control Act have
been drafted and considered, but not introduced.
The amendments would expand the NIDNR's review

The Flood Plain Regulatory Act ( P.A. IC)? of 1908)
assesses the location and extent of floodplains.
streambeds. stream disdlarg and stage c'haracterisues
for the state's watercourses to minimize flood damage. A permit is required for any dredging, grading.
or construction of a building within the 100-year
lloodplain of any river. stream. or lake.

The Inland Lakes and Streams Act I P.A. 34e of
1972) regulates lakes and streams and associated
wetlands. excluding the Great Lakes and Lake St.
Clair. The Act applies to) artificial or natural lakes.
rivers, streams, and creeks as defined by having
definite banks, a bed. and visible evidence of a
continued flow or cttntinued occurrence of water.
This is interpreted by the NIDNR to include intermittent or seasonal streams. Permits arc required to
dredge, fill. or construct or place structures below the
orchnary high water mark and connect any waterway
to an inland lake or stream.

The Shorelands Protection and Management Act
(P.A. 215 of 19 "01 protects parts of the Great Lakes
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The Federal Wetland
Regulatory Program

shoreline that are specifically designated by the
Natural Resources Commission as high risk erosion.
flood risk. and environmental areas. To be designated as such, environmental areas must he deemed
necessary for the preservation and maintenance of
fish and wildlife along Great Lakes shorelines and
areas influenced by Great Lakes water levels.

The federal government's power to regulate discharges into the waters of the United States arises
from authority conferred on Congress by the "Commerce Clause" contained in the U.S. Constitution.
The phrase "waters of the United States" is broadly
defined to include rivers, lakes, streams, ponds, and
wetlands that are, or could be, used in interstate
commerce. Since this criteria can be met if a particular wetland supports recreation activities, supports a
commercial fishery, or provides habitat for any one of
the more than 800 federally listed migratory birds,
practically all wetlands in the country are considered
"waters of the United States."

The Sand Dunes Protection and Management
Acts ( P.A. 146 and P.A. 147 of 1989) provide protection for designated critical dune areas in Michigan,
many of which contain interdunal wetland swales.
The Act prohibits construction activities, vegetation
removal, and other uses involving contour change
that may increase erosion and decrease stability.

In Michigan, the MDNR and the U.S. Am y Corps of
Engineers (Corps) share the responsibility of administering and enforcing the federal wetlands regulatory
program. The wetland regulatory authority and
responsibilities of the Corps are based on Section 10
of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C. 403)
and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act of 1977 (33
U.S.C. 1344). The Corps has the authority to bring
enforcement actions, including criminal or civil
actions, against violators of these laws. In its day to
day administration of the federal wetlands program,
the Corps is subject to oversight by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, which is ultimately responsible for the administration of the Clean Water Act.

11111 aJla
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Public Act 347 of 1972 was enacted to prevent erosion
events such as this.

COMMON LAW

It is possible that an alteration of a watercourse or
wetland may alter streamflow. water quality, or runoff
patterns so that certain common law doctrines may
he relevant. Riparian. surface water, nuisance and
trespass law may all apply. For instance. if a landowner drains a wetland or alters surface water flows
so as to discharge an increased amount of water onto
the property of another, the latter may sue for
damage and an injunction preventing further discharge in excess of natural conditions.

SECTION 10 OF THE RIVERS AND HARBORS
ACT OF 1899

Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (33
U.S.C. -403) regulates virtually all work in, over and
under waters listed as "navigable waters of the United
States.- Some typical examples of projects requiring
Section 10 permits include beach nourishment, boat
ramps, breakwaters, bulkheads, dredging, filling or
discharging material (such as sand, gravel or stone),
groins and jetties, mooring buoys, piers (seasonal or
permanent), placement of riprap for wave protection
or streambank stabilization, boat hoists, pilings, and
construction of marina facilities.

On the Great Lakes and other listed navigable waters
of the LS.. the Corps' regulatory authority under
section 10 extends to the ordinary high water mark.
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For example, the ordinary high water mark elevation
for Lakes Michigan-Huron is 580.8 feet (International
Great Lakes Datum). During high water periods, it is
the water's edge or ordinary high water mark,
whichever is greater. On inland waterways listed as
"navigable waters of the U.S." such as Lake
Charlevoix, the Corps' regulatory jurisdiction extends
landward to the ordinary high water mark and any
adjacent wetlands.

lines. The Corps must prepare an environmental
impact assessment and make a finding of whether an
environmental impact statement should he prepared.
The guidelines quire that practicable alternatives to
degrading a wetland be considered before a permit is
approved. If the project does not require access or
proximity to water, it is presumed that practicable
alternatives are available. This is the "water dependency test."

SECTION 404 OF THE CLEAN WATER ACT

The Guidelines also state that no permit should be
issued if it would:

The Section 404 programthe primary federal
program governing activities in wetlandsregulates
the discharge of dredged or fill material into the
waters of the United States including adjacent wetlands. It covers activities such as placement of fill
material for impoundments, causeways. road fills,

dams, dikes, and property protection devices such as
riprap, groins, seawalls, breakwaters, revetments, and
beach nourishment. Adjacent wetlands often extend
landward beyond the ordinary high water mark.
Therefore, in most situations Section 404 regulates a
larger area than Section 10. The 404 program is
intended to minimize adverse impacts by preventing
the unnecessary loss of wetlands and other sensitive
aquatic areas.

In the permit review proces,. the Corps analyzes the
impacts of the proposed activity under a simultaneous review process demanded by three different
sets of regulations: Regulatory Programs of the Corps
(33 CFR Part 320-330), Corps Regulations for Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (33
CFR Part 23), and, in 404 discharges, the Section
404(b)(1) Guidelines for the Specification of Disposal
Sites for Dredged or Fill Material (40 CFR Part 230).

Like Michigan's Wetland Protection Act, the federal
wetlands permitting program requires application of a
"public interest test." In determining the public
interest, the Corps considers all factors of the proposed activity, including conservation, economics.
aesthetics, general environmental concerns, historic
values, fish and wildlife values, flood damage prevention, land use, navigation. recreation, water supply
and water quality, energy needs, safety, food production and the needs and welfare of the public.

For activities involving 404 discharges. a permit will
he denied if the discharge that would be authorized
by such a permit would not comply with the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency's 404(h)(1) guide-

1)

Cause violations of state water quality
standards;

2)

Violate toxic effluent standards;

3)

Jeopardize federally listed endangered or
threatened species;

4)

Adversely affect municipal water supplies,
plankton, fish, shellfish, wildlife and special
aquatic sites (e.g. wetlands);

5)

Adversely affect the capacity of a wetland to
assimilate nutrients, purify water, or reduce
wave energy; and

6)

Significantly reduce recreational, aesthetic
and economic values.

Mitigation is an important element of both the Section
404(b)(1) guidelines and the public interest review.
The term mitigation is defined as the lessening of
adverse impacts though avoidance. minimization. and
compensation. In situations where a project is water
dependent, or sometimes even after strict applications
of the permitting standards, a permit will be issued
for a project that will have adverse wetland impacts.
In such a situation, the lost wetland functions and
values should he replaced.
Mitigation is sometimes inappropriately used to try to
convince wetland managers to issue a wetland
dredge and fill permit that would otherwise have an
unacceptably disruptive impact on the aquatic
resource. The Corps does not issue permits based on
mitigation plans, but rather considers the total impact
of the proposal without the possible compensation.
However, the Corps does approve permits that
include mitigation for losses they are convinced are
unavoidable.
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EPA's Section

404(b)(1) Guidelines
No permit to fill wetlands or other waters
of the United States can be approved unless
the project meets the 404(b)(1) guidelines.
These regulations require the applicant to
comply with four main requirements to
ensure the proposed project does not have
a significant or avoidable effect on the
environment. The applicant has the burden
of proof to demonstrate compliance with
the 404(b)(1) guidelines.

1) Alternatives:
Prohibits issuance of a permit for projects
where feasible, less environmentally damaging alternatives are available. For
projects which would fill wetlands but do

not depend upon wetlands in order to
fulfill their basic purpose (are not water
dependent), the regulations presume the
availability of less environmentally damaging alternatives.

2) Adverse Impacts:
Prohibits issuance of a permit for projects

which would cause or contribute to significant adverse impacts to the aquatic
environment.

A unique aspect of the Section 404(b)(1) guidelines is
its "advance identification- (ADID) authority. Under
Section 230.80 of the guidelines, agencies have the
ability to identify and provide public notice of areas
unsuitable for dredge or fill discharges. Although no
advanced identification projects have taken place in
Michigan, this authority provides a potential tool to
guide development activity away from critical wetland areas. Citizens and local governments can
initiate consideration of important wetlands for
potential ADID designation.

THE ROLE OF OTHER AGENCIES

As mentioned above, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has ultimate authority over the Section
404 program. The EPA has primary responsibility for
approval of 404.regulations, provides comments on
water quality issues, ensures compliance with
404(b)(1) Guidelines. and has the power to veto
Corps permit decisions. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service is charged with reviewing permit applications
to assure that impacts on wildlife and endangered
species are minimal according to the Fish and
Wildlife Act of 1956 (16 U.S.C. 742a, et seq.), the
Migratory Marine Game-Fish Act (16 U.S.C. 760c760g), the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16
U.S.C. 661-666c) and the Endangered Species Act (16
U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). The National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) (42 U.S.C. 4321-4347)
declares the national policy to encourage a productive and enjoyable harmony between people and
their environment. Although these federal agencies
are routinely notified regarding permit applications,
in several instances across Michigan. review of Corps
permitting activities by other federal agencies has
been initiated by citizen action.

3) Water Quality:

Section 401 of the Clean Water Act provides Michigan
and other states with a powerful tool to protect
wetlands. The Clean Water Act authorizes states to
adopt surface water quality standards. Any federal
permit or license which may involve a discharge to
waters of the United States requires a Section 401
water quality certification from the state. based on the
surface water quality standards. Each Section 404
individual permit application and all proposed
general permits are subject to Section 401 review by

Prohibits issuance of a permit for projects
which would violate any applicable state
water quality standard.

4) Mitigation:
Requires project proponents to eliminate
avoidable impacts and to minimize and
compensate for unavoidable impacts to
the extent appropriate and practicable.

the state. However. for a state to take advantage of
this oversight power, the state's water quality standards must have criteria specific to wetlands. The
MDNR Land and Water Management Division is
currently working with the Surface Water Quality
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Division to develop water quality standards specific
to wetlands in Michigan.

For a discussion of additional laws and policies
which may influence wetland activities and for more
detail on the laws mentioned here. see Eastern
Michigan Environmental Action Council's Guide to
Michigan's Watercourse and Wet larid Protection Laws.

Counties along the Inland Water Route or in the
Detroit River, those wishing to alter wetlands must
have two permits, one from the MDNR under Act 203
and one from the Corps under Section .404 and/or 10.
On most inland lakes, only a MDNR permit is'required. Contact the Corps for a list of federally
navigable waters in Michigan.
For those applying for permits to alter wetlands in
joint jurisdictional areas, the MDNR and the Corps
have coordinated efforts to reduce permit duplication.
The Corps and the MDNR have jointly developed a
single application form to be completed by the
applicant. This one form is sent to the Permit
Consolidation Unit of the MDNR Land and Water
Management Division. If the activity requires Corps
review, a copy is made and forwarded to the Corps.
From this point on, the applications undergo similar,
but separate processes. In some cases, an MDNR
permit will be issued. but a Corps permit will be
denied, or vice versa. Again. activities in joint
jurisdictional water must have both permits to he
authorized. In areas that are not under joint jurisdiction, the federal agencies review MDNR Public
Notices for major discharges, but do not issue a
separate
permit.

STATE ASSUMPTION OF THE FEDERAL PROGRAM

Primary responsibility for a state-assumed permit
program rests with the EPA. The MDNR assumed
administration of the Section 404 wetlands program
in August of 1984. Authority to assume the proi_tram
was granted due to the similarities between Section
10'i and the activities regulated by Act 203 along with
the other state regulations that affect wetlands. and
because MDNR had demonstrated its ability to
administer the regulations as effectively as federal
agencies. EPA's oversight authority allows it to
review all Section 404 permit applications submitted
to the state. However, the EPA has waived review of
all applications except "major discharges." "Major
discharges" are defined, in part. as:
1)

Greater than 10.000 cubic yards of fill:

2)

Discharges that contain to,:ic materials: and

3)

Discharges into areas determined to he
unique. or where the waterway's commercial
value could he significantly reduced.

Both state and federal wetland regulatory programs
provide opportunities for the public to become
involved in the permitting process. Please see the
next chapter for more information regarding citizen
involvement.

Local Regulations

In the case of "major discharge" applications, the EPA
coordinates review of the application by the Corps
and FAX'S through the public notice process. Although the state still has jurisdiction, the NIDNR
cannot issue a Section .404 permit over an objection
from the EPA. If the state and the EPA disagree. and
EPA's objections cannot he resolved, then -104
jurisdiction Jr O that particular application reverts to
the CA irps. This is the only situation under which the
Corps would actually regain jurisdiction.

In Michigan, local government has traditionally been
delegated the primary responsibility for land use
control through zoning. Local wetlands protection in
addition to MDNR regulation is consistent with this
home rule tradition. Act 203 specifically authorizes
municipalities to regulate wetlands (Section 8(4)).
This authority is supplemental to the existing authority of a municipality to enact zoning ordinances in
the public interest under the County. Township, and
City and Village Zoning Enabling Acts. Given the
importance of the functions and values that wetlands
provide. some municipalities in Michigan have adopted local wetland zoning ordinances (See Appendix E).

In addition to this, the Corps has retained jurisdiction
over the Section 10 activities as described above and
Section -404 act; ities in Great Lakes coastal areas.
their connecting \vaterways, and major tributaries to
the upstream limit of federal navigability. In the
areas where the Corps has retained jurisdiction. both
a Corps and a MDNR permit is required for activities
in wetlands. For example. in Emmet and Cheboygan

Indirectly, county sanitary codes and local ordinances
which regulate the placement of septic systems may
he used to protect wetlands. If a sanitary code
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prohibits septic systems in areas with high water
tables, then those areas are not likely to he used as
building sites requiring dredging and filling. These
high water table areas may also be wetlands. Thus.
in some cases, enforcement of sanitary code provisions may prevent wetland destruction from housing
development. However. engineered "mound" septic
fields are often permitted in wetlands.

Benefits of Local
Wetlands Regulations
Benefits to the resource:

Recently, local wetlands regulation has generated
much controversy. Although local municipalities
seek to enact wetlands ordinances in an effort to
provide for the health, safety. and general welfare of
local residents, opponents see these efforts as "overregulation." Regardless, from the perspective of the
resource, the individual wishing to alter the resource.
and the general public, many benefits result from the
local regulation of wetlands in addition to the state
and federal programs.

Local wetlands ordinances can
regulate activities that adversely
impact wetlands but which are
exempt from state and federal law.
Local wetlands ordinances can
protect important wetlands not
covered by state or federal law.

Local wetlands ordinances can
require ecological buffers to protect
the ecological integrity of a vvitland.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of local wetlands
regulations is the ability to achieve quick response to
violations. Local government inspectors can make
frequent visits to construction sites. The Presence of
easily accessible and responsive local enforcement
personnel can ensure compliance and address
violations in a timely manner. Conversely. :ADM
enforcement actions may proceed very slowly
through the court system. even when the local
prosecutors or Attorney General's office are able to
undertake prosecution.

Local involvement in wetland regulation can provide the opportunity to
integrate wetland protection into
development plans.

Benefits to the applicant:
Local wetland ordinances can provide the early identification of lands
subject to wetland permits, thus
reducing costs and time delays.

LOCAL WETLAND PROTECTION OPPORTUNITIES

Local wetland protection can take many forms. Some
communities integrate wetland protection provisions
into their zoning ordinanc ;, while others have
comprehensive stand-alone ordinances with regulatory standards, procedures for permits. and enforcement provisions. In many instances the municipality
will also create a wetlands map to accompany the
ordinance (See "Wetland Maps and Inventories" in
Chapter Seven). The type of wetland protection
program enacted in a municipality is based on many
aspects. including the local political climate. available
funding or funding mechanisms, staff expertise. etc.
Accordingly, every local ordinance will be different.
The various wetland protection options for local units
of government are outlined below.

Local units have the authority to
provide incentives for wetland protection that state and federal governments cannot, including cluster
options, density bonuses, zoning
variances, and tax incentives.

Local involvement in wetland regulation helps ensure complete applications and thus expedite and clarify
state and federal permit processes.
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Local Zoning Options

More Benefits...
Local permits can encourage the
avoidance of wetlands early in the
development process, thus allowing
the applicant to avoid the expensive
site engineering that must he done to
develop a wetland site.

Benefits to the general public:
Local wetlands ordinances foster
better land use decisions, thus ensuring the long term ecological integrity

of a community.
Insofar as wetlands will be better
protected, their presence will contribute to community well being with
improved water quality, flood damage protection, wildlife habitat, and
valuable recreation and open space.

Condition Local Permits on State and Federal Permits
Perhaps the simplest type of local wetlands regulation
is one that requires the issuance of a state or federal
wetland dredge and fill permit (or a letter from the
agency stating that no permit is necessary) before a
local zoning permit can he issued for activities in
wetlands. This type of local regulation can be
implemented in any municipality at little or no cost.
Although this type of ordinance can help to reduce
the number of development activities that go
unreviewed by state and federal agencies, it is limited
in that it only covers wetlands and activities that are
regulated by state or federal law.
Supplemental Regulations
These are specific standards and criteria that apply to
land use activities in all zoning districts throughout a
community. These standards apply to activities that
require a site plan review and those that don't.
Typically, supplemental regulations provide standards
for regulating activities that affect wetland resources
and other sensitive areas such as sand dunes, natural
rivers, lake and stream shoreline areas, scenic views,
etc. Because the supplemental regulations apply in
all or a designated number of zoning districts, specific
mapping of a sensitive areas district or wetland zone
is not necessary.
Site Plan Review
In this process, detailed proposed development plans

are reviewed to ensure that the development meets
specific wetland protection criteria. Since most local
governments already administer some sort of site plan
review process in their local zoning ordinance, this
approach adds little additional staff time. To effectively protect wetlands, specific wetland protection
standards must be developed. Site plan review
standards can include site design provisions to ensure
that no wetlands are dredged or filled, soil erosion
and stormwater controls are in place, ecological
buffers are in place. and prohibit the creation of lots
composed of only wetland. The site plan review
process provides an opportunity for local units of
government to integrate wetland protection into their
existing zoning program and protect wetlands in a
proactive manner by regulating activities not covered
by the state and federal regulations.

Local ordinances avoid public works
expenditures to replace the functions
that wetlands provide naturally, such
as flood and erosion control.
By improving the protection afforded
to wetlands, local wetlands regulations save individual homeowners
money by avoiding the costs of
settling foundations, driveways
breaking up prematurely, leaking
basements, and other adverse results
of wetland development.

Overlay Zone
This is a separate zone placed over existing zoning
districts that adds new regulations to those of the
underlying zone. This provides the opportunity for
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the local government to -zone" for wetland protection without completely -revamping" the zoning
ordinance. In addition, this also prevents the need to
map wetlands districts separately from other districts.
A municipality could choose to include all wetlands
in the community in this zone, or limit the overlay to
specific wetlands based on some criteria (e.g. critical
wetlands or wetlands not regulated by the state).
The provisions in this zone can he the same or
additional standards as that required for the site
plan review process.

Stand-Alone Ordinance
Perhaps the most time- and staff-intensive wetland
protection option for the local government is the
stand-alone special purpose wetlands protection
ordinance. These ordinances typically contain
standards that are more strict than state or federal
regulations and include sections on regulatorv.
standards and procedures for permits, and enforcement activities. Although the cost of a comprehensive wetlands protection ordinance may seem daunting, many communities have developed fee structures
whereby the applicant benefitting from the wetland
alteration pays the full cost of permit review, including site inspection, wetland delineation, and meetings.

In any of these options, there are issues that must he
addressed, including mapping. wetland definitions.
regulated activities, enforcement and penalties, and
relationship with state and
federal regulations. Unless these
issues are adequately addressed
in a community forum. a proposed local wetland regulation
will generate much controversy.
For additional treatment of these
options. see the Michigan
Society of Planning Official's
(MSPO) Community Planning
Handbook, the Rouge River
Watershed Council's Protecting
Wetlands At the Local Level:
Options for Southeast Michigan
Communities, or the American
Planning Association's Protecting
Non Tidal Wetlands. In addition.
organizations such as NISPO, The
Clinton River Watershed Council.
Environmental Protection
Coalition of Oakland County.

and Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council have ongoing
planning and zoning programs.

Once again, the shape and form of a local ordinance
depends on a variety of factors. Accordingly, there is
no one "best" way to protect wetlands at the local
level. For instance, a well enforced requirement that
conditions local zoning approval on state and federal
permits may be more effective than a comprehensive
stand-alone ordinance that is not enforced at all. For
information regarding local wetlands protection or
model ordinances, contact your local organization
involved in wetlands protection (See Appendix A ),
one of the resource groups listed in the paragraph
above. or one of the municipalities that have enacted
a wetlands ordinance (See Appendix F).
In some communities, the enactment of a wetlands
protection ordinance has been a long and intensive
process: in others. there was little controversy. If
done correctly, the benefits to the wetland resource
and the local community will be well worth

the effort. -
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The Value of
individual Action
Both state and federal regulations provide opportunities for citizens to participate in the wetland regulatory process. In addition to providing comment on
applications to alter wetlands as provided by law.
citizens can effectively promote wetland protection in
many other ways. Given that many wetland violations go unaddressed by regulatory staff, informed
citizens can provide a key role in reporting wetland
violations and encouraging regulatory response. In
addition, informed citizens can raise the overall level
of appreciation for wetland resources and supp. it for
wetland protection.

The success of any regulation largely depends upon
public support. This is particularly true in the case of
Nlichigan's Wetland Protection Act, the enforcement
of which almost always relies upon the efforts of
locally elected prosecutors. As citizens are informed
and motivated to participate in local wetland protection efforts, their activities will necessarily influence
local, state, and federal initiatives in a positive
manner. Thus, local action is instrumental in providing a political force to promote wetland protection at
all levels. This chapter will focus on citizen involvement in the permit process and reporting violations.
Citizen action as it relates to education and raising
awareness is the subject of Chapter Six.

MDNR Notification Process
As mentioned in Chapter Three, the N1DNR Land and
W-,ter Management Division administers the Michigan
Wetland Protection Act and other state regulations
impacting wetlands. For a $25.00 annual fee, anyone
may receive a weekly listing (distributed bi-weekly)
of all permit applications the MDNR receives (See

Appendix D). To receive the weekly listing, send a
$25.00 check payable to the State of Michigan and a
written request to:
Land and Water Management Division
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
P.O. Box 30028
Lansing, MI 48909

It is important to note that this listing is simply a list
of all applications that the MDNR receives and only
serves as a first line of notification for the wetland
advocate. The listing can be used to identify proposed projects i a particular area. The applications
are listed in order according to their application
number. The first two digits represents the year, the
second two represent the MDNR District Office. First
look for the applications submitted in your MDNR
District, then the project location can be pinpointed
by county, waterbody, and township section. The
project type appears in the "waterbody" column.
Next, the "application number'. column indicates
which statute is controlling. If it is Act 203, then the
project involves a wetland. If it is Act 346 or 247, the
project may or may not be in a wetland. A separate
203 permit is not required if a 346 or 247 permit is
also required. Therefore, the MDNR reviews the
project under Act 346 or 247 but must also consider
Act 203 requirements. In these cases, the application
must be reviewed or the appropriate agency contacted to determine if the proposed activity will
impact wetlands.

Participating in the
Permit Process
OBTAINING PUBLIC NOTICES

The first step of actually participating in the permit
process is to obtain information regarding permit
applications. Applications that are public noticed are
typically sent to the appropriate Lake Association.
adjacent landowners, watershed councils, and local
units of governments (townships, municipalities, and
Soil and Water Conservation Districts). Although this
sounds like broad distribution, most public notices go
virtually unnoticed by the general public. Fortunately, there are several statewide programs that
provide the opportunity for local citizens to he aware
of wetlands permit applications in their area. These
include both the MDNR and the Corps notification
process. and the MUCC "Wetland Watch" program.

An application listed for your area does not necessarily mean that it will be public noticed and that public
comment will be solicited. Often. the permit application will be processed as a general permit, and
therefore not subject to public notice, or the applicant
will withdraw the application.

The opportunity for public comment is provided for a
dredge and fill application if the MDNR issues a
formal public notice. The MDNR issues a public
notice for most individual applications. The public
has 20 days to submit written comments on the
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proposed activity. whereas local governments have
15 days to file comments. Since a copy of the full
application is not always posted with the public
notice (e.g. the alternatives analysis may he missing),
a special request may need to he made to the MDNR
for further information. Also. since the MDNR does
not routinely send public notices to individuals. a
special request must he made to receive notices for a
specific area.
The MDNR may choose to issue a public notice and
call for comments even if an activit\ is otherwise
covered by a general permit. but they do not normally do so. The purpose of the general permit is to
avoid delays in permit decisions for minor activities.
Although watershed councils receive copies of
general permit applications. public notice and
comment are eliminated. Current general permits
include minor fills of 300 cubic yards or less. open
pile boardwalks. exploratory pad locations and access
roads for mineral drilling activities. and others.
Contact the MDNR Land and Water Management
Division for a current list of activities regulated by
general permits.

Corps Notification Process
As explained in the previous chapter. the Corps has
authority to issue permits for activities regulated
under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act and
on selected waters under Section .40-i of the Clean
Water Act. When the Corps jurisdiction overlaps the
N1DNR's, a -joint public notice- is issued by the
Corps. Comments are received by both agencies
when a joint public notice is issu-d. Included with
the joint notice is a description of the proposal and
sketches of the proposed activity. As with the MDNR
notice. individuals have 20 days to file comments.

MUCC Wetlands Watch Program
A third source of information on wetland permit
applications is the Michigan United Conservation
Clubs' (MUCC) Wetlands Watch Program. MIJCC acts
as a clearinghouse for public notices. both MDNR
and Corps. MUCC will send the notices they receive
to individuals or groups in a specific region free of
charge. This provides one of the simplest means for
wetland advocates to access public notices in their
region. However, the weekly application notices
must still be obtained from the MDNR to review all
submitted applications in addition to those that are
public noticed.
To receive Corps and MDNR public notices from
MUCC, write to:

Michigan United Conservation Clubs
P.O. Box 30235
Lansing, MI

.18909

EVALUATING AND COMMENTING ON
PERMIT APPLICATIONS

The Role of the MDNR and Corps
The Corps and MDNR coordinate application processing to some degree. Applications to authorize
activities in wetlands are submitted to the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources Land and Water
Management Division (LN.VNID) in Lansing. The

application is first reviewed by the Permit Consolidation Unit (PCU) and listed on the weekly listing of
applications received by the Department. If the
application materials are incomplete. PCU staff
contacts the applicant for more information. If an
applicant does not respond to a request for further
information within 30 clays, the application may he
considered withdrawn.

To receive Army Corps notices. write to:

When the information is considered administratively
complete. PCU staff determines if the permit will he
reviewed under the general permit process and if the
permit is subject to Corps regulation. In areas of joint
jurisdiction. a copy of the permit application is
f()rwarded to the Corps' Detroit District Office.
Although the process is similar. MDNR and Corps
application reviews are conducted independently.

District Engineer
Detroit District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 1027
Detroit. MI .48231-1027

The Corps also has the authority to issue general
permits which may not be public noticed. However.
general permit standards differ hetween the state and
federal regulatory programs. As a result, a permit
application that is not public noticed by one agency
!night he by the other.

Sometimes, the activities for which a permit is being
sought have already begun. In these cases. the
application is referred to as an "after-the-factapplication. Although the wetland more than likely

29
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has already been adversely impacted, the agency staff
are required to evaluate the project using the same
criteria as if the project had not commenced. If the
final decision is a permit denial or a modification of
the work done, the applicant may he required to
restore the wetland completely or modify the existing
project to minimize impacts.
In most cases, permit applications reviewed by the
MDNR field offices and under the Corps individual
permit process receive a site visit by agency staff.
The field review of the subject parcel enables the
agency staff person to make site-specific determinations about the proposed project.

by law (See Chapter Three). In addition. agency staff
must also consider public input. the comments of
local units of government. and the findings of other
state and federal agencies. In the case of the MDNR,
if a public hearing is requested on a wetland dredge
and fill application, then one must be held. The
Corps staff have discretion regarding holding public
hearings (See the discussion on public hearings later
in this chapter).
Although the corps has no statutory time limit, the

MDNR has 90 days to make a dc ision after receiving
a complete application. The time is extended if a
hearing is held.

If the local government denies a permit application
under its ordinance, the MDNR must refuse to issue

Agency staff must review the proposed project in

light of the regulatory standards and criteria stipulated

Dredge and Fill
Permit Review Process
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an Act 21)3 permit except vhere statewide or regional
henefus ate involved. .\ local decision to i .te a
if At t
permit. however. is not binding on the
2o3 standards would he %iolated. Violations of local
ordinances have their own remedies.

period. I 'p to two 1 2 month extensions may he
graired tt there is no (lunge in the activity for which
the permit was originally issued.

Denial of the permit application:

Any person aggrieved by an NIDNR decision on a
permit application may request a formal contested
to review the decisi(m.
case hearing from the Nil
If appeals to the NIDNR are exhausted, then an
aggrieved person may go to court. The Corps has no
administrative appeal process. Relief from an adverse
Corps decision can only be obtained through the
federal ccma system.

2)

Issuance of the permit with modifications: or

The Citizens' Role

3)

Issuance of the permit as it was originally
proposed.

When the agency staff has reviewed public continents. other agency comments, and applied the
regulatory standards, a decision is made. There are
basically three options:
I

I

1Ithough the NII)NR and Corps wetland protection
programs are seen as a maim impediment to development. relatively few permit applications are denied.

Percentages of state and federal wetland
fill permits that are issued,
denied, or withdrawn.

Federal

State
WITHDRAWN
20%

WITHDRAWN

The citizens' role in evaluating permit applications is
very important to the wetlands protection process.
Not only do citizens provide valuable information.
but they also serve as a reminder to agency staff that
the purpose of the wetland regulations is to protect
the public's interest in maintaining the functions and
:dues that wetlands provide. The process described
below presents a simple procedure to help citizens
analyze public notices and determine the best
course of action.

Step One: Understand the Permit Application.
Assuming you have taken the steps to receive a
public notice, there are important pieces of intOrmanon contained in the public notice of which the
wetland advocate needs to he aware. These pieces
of information include:
I

I

The (late' the public notice was issued (the
agencies will receive public 0)111111QIII tc)r

calendar (la\ s from the issue date):

300/n

if

MI haiMPI .110

PERMIT DENIED - 30.
(Section 404)

PERMIT DENIED - ts°,
(P.A. 203, 247, and 346)

When the decision is made to issue the permit with
cations. a -draft- permit is sent to the applicant
lot his or her signature. When the draft permit is
signed and returned to the Department. it is then
issued and the applicant must comply with its terms
and conditions. For unmodified permits. the permit
The permit mac
is issued directly from the Nil
he valid tOr a period extending until the end of the
following calendar Year. or in sonic cases for a longer

2)

The application file number (this number
should he included in any correspondence):

it

The protect 1()cati(m (this is helpful when
investigating the site):

it

Adjacent landowners I these individuals are
often very helpful in providing information
ahout the site),

The type and extent of the activity (this is
critical when assessing project impacts):
o)

The wetland boundaries (keep in mind that
the boundaries as drawn on the application
materials may he those of the applicant and
subject to agency verification ): and
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to exist. Although by law the applicant has
the burden of proving that no alternatives
exist. often the alternatives analysis is very
superficial. Common alternatives that
minimize impacts on the wetland resource
include the use of upland building sites,
alternate methods of construction to minimize fill, or bridges over wetlands instead of
culverts and fill. Remember, alternatives can
also include practicable alternate locations
not presently under the applicant's control
but reasonably available. Local knowledge
regarding alternatives can he very important.
Because local citizens are familiar with the
area in question, :hey may know about
alternatives (such as available land or other
access sites) that are not apparent to the

The purpose of the proposed activity (this
is critical when determining if the proposed
project is dependent on being located in a
wetland and if there are available
alternatives).

Step Two: Gather Information.
NoW that you have the permit application in your
hand. it is time to apply your knowledge regarding
wetland definitions, functions and values, and the
appropriate wetland regulatory standards. To he
most effective, any individual or group commenting
on an application should have first-hand knowledge
of the wetland values and functions of each site in
order to determine the potential project impacts. Fish
and wildlife values, shoreline stabilization values,
hydrologic values, endangered or threatened plants
and animals, nutrient and sediment retention capabilities, recreational uses. and any other benefits should
he identified.

regulatory staff.

Information can he sought from a variety of sources.
Although not always granted. permission to it the
site should he requested from the landowner. If
permission is not granted. then the site should he
investigated from adjacent private or public land. The
informational resources mentioned in Chapter Two
should he reviewed for pertinent information regarding the wetlands on site. Other agencies such as the
Michigan Natural Features Inventory. the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. and college and university
faculty may provide valuable information. It is very
helpful in the evaluation of a project if people with
knowledge of the site provide information regarding
the functions that the wetlands provide. For instance.
in regards to habitat values, reliable information
regarding animals, birds. or fish, etc.. that use the
wetland should he collected.

Step Three: Apply the Regulatory Standards.
The effectiveness of your comments will depend
upon how relevant they are to the regulatory standards that the agency staff must apply. The requirements lOr Act 203 and the section Am( h)(1) guidelines are presented in Chapter Three. In reviewing
both the Corps and 11)NR public notices. there are
three main questions that the wetland protection
advocate should always consider. These questions
effectively summarize the regulatory standards.
1)

2)

Is the project in the public ifiterest? The
degradation of wetlands harms the public by
effectively depriving the functions and values
that those wetlands provide. When determining if a project is in the public interest.
consider the following questions: Is there a
demonstrable need in the community for the
protect? VCill the benefits of the project to
the community outweigh the negative harm
to the public?

3)

Will an unacceptable disruption to the
aquatic resources result? When trying to
assess the disruption to the aquatic resources,
consider the following questions: What
individual and cumulative impacts will the
proposed project have on public and private
uses of the wetland and the wetlands natural
functions? Is the wetland habitat for endangered, threatened. rare, or special concern
plants and animals? Have the impacts been
minimized to the greatest extent possible?
Will negative impacts he appropriately
mitigated by the applicant?

Step Four: Take Action.
Alter answering the questions above. the wetland
advocate must determine whether or not to take
action. If the project has no alternatives. is in the
public interest, and will have an acceptable disruption on the aquatic resources. then there is no need
for further involvement. However, this is seldom the
case. in practically all cases, citizens can provide
comment valuable to the permitting process. The
most effective ways to provide comment are through

Do feasible and prudent (or "practicable- in
Corps permits) alternatives exist? If the
project is not dependent upon being placed
in a wetland, then alternatives are presumed
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letters and public hearings.

Most concerns can he adequately expressed by letter.
Written comments should always indicate the application or process number and be addressed to the
contact person in the written notice, as this ensures
that the comments will he considered for the appropriate application. Written comments to the MDNR
or Corps should be straightforward and factual.
Opposition to issuance of a permit or suggestions for
modifications should he stated clearly. Comments
should include information on environmental impact
and statutory compliance, including local ordinances.
If a project violates a local code, the MDNR will
typically deny the permit. If you plan to engage in
follow-up activities, request that you he notified
regarding the agency's final decision.

only those f-sues related to the wetland permit
process. One alternative is to have the local government hold a public meeting free of the constraints of
a formal Corps or MDNR hearing. This provides the
opportunity for the citizens to discuss all issues
related to the project in addition to wetlands impacts.

Public hearings should be requested when greater
public involvement would he effective, when written
comments may not be adequate. Public hearings can
he useful for providing additional comment on
applications where large projects a;e proposed that
would impact many individuals, involve wetlands
important for maintaining the water quality of a lake
or stream, have valuable fish and wildlife habitat,

The Corps will send a copy of every written comment
to the applicant. The applicant is given the opportunity to respond and encouraged to contact those who
have commented. Some applicants directly contact
those who file comments to discuss their concerns.
In many cases, this provides a good forum to discuss
alternatives that minimize or avoid wetland impacts.
The wetland advocate must he very thoughtful in
determining when Co call for a public hearing.
Although the Corps is given some discretion when a
public hearing is requested, the MDNR is required to
hold one. The regulatory agencies have limited
resources. Public hearings that are called for reasons
extraneous to wetland protection will do nothing to
protect wetland resources. Staff time spent on superfluous public hearir takes time away from duties
such as enforcement or investigating potential
violations. Unnecessary hearings can work
against the wetland advocate by providing
the opportunity for the applicant to make
his or her case stronger.
Citizens often request a public hearing when
they are interested in a public review of all
aspects of a proposed development. They
then feel frustrated when told by the Corps
or \IDNR hearings officer that they must
limit their questions and comments to
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serve important hydrological functions, or are rare or
representative examples of particular wetland types.
In addition. public hearings often serve to educate
the local community about wetland values and the
wetland regulatory process. while giving the public a
chance to have their voice heard.

REPORTING VIOLATIONS

Citizen complaints frequently trigger enforcement
actions. As agency staff resource limitations provide
for minimal enforcement. wizens can serve as the

-eves and ears to ensure that wetlands are not being
illegally degraded. However. to participate in
enforcement actions effectively, the appropriate types
of information must be reported to the regulatory
agencies. Nobody benefits from inaccurate violation
reports. as they waste valuable regulatory staff time
and result in overall fewer enforcement actions. To
make sure that your role in enforcing wetland
regulations is as effective as possible. the following
process is recommended.

A written statement should he prepared in advance of
the hearing, and the major points of the statement
should he presented at the hearing. The written
statement should he left with the hearing officer for
the official record. Any opposition to the project
should be explained and justified. factually and
succinctly. Additional comments may he submitted
after the hearing if necessary.

Step One: Assess the wetland.

Step Five: Follow-up On Agency Decisions.
In most cases, after a letter is sent or a public hearing
is held. the citizen and the agency staff person never

Citizens reporting violations should be able to
provide information regarding the following:

have another interaction. Follow -up on agency
actions is important to thew etland advocate. A
request for notification of the final permit decision
will usually he granted. However. if for some reason
it is not. the permit decision can he requested in
writing under the Freedom of Information Act

1)

The exact location of the wetland. including
Township and Range numbers:

2)

Evidence showing that the area is indeed a
wetland t See Chapter Two): and

2,1

If the final decision is to deny the permit, he aware
that the applicant can always reapply. If the permit is
issued, make sure you understand the permit conditions, if any. Noncompliance with the conditions of a
permit constitutes a violation of the wetland protection statutes. Agency enforcement of the provisions
may depend on citizen notification of the violation.
In addition, follow-up on agency decisions can
provide useful background when assessing cumulative impacts in a watershed, and provides helpful
direction for future wetland protection efforts.

Circumstances to show that .he wetland is
likely to he jurisdictional under state and
federal law.

Step Two: Assess the activities in the wetland.
Do the activities indeed constitute violations of state
and federal wetland regulations. The exact activities
that are taking place in the wetland must be assessed
and the dates these activities took place must he
included. Keep in mind that there are many exempted activities in both state and federal wetland
regulations (i.e. cutting trees in a wetland). Complaints to the regulatory agencies regarding exempted
activities will not he addressed by agency staff.

Ensuring Enforcement

Step Three: Assess the ownership. agents,
contractors, or controlling interests.

Nlanv wetlands are degraded due to ignorance of
permit standards or before necessary permits are
olmained. Both the MDNR and the Corps are responsible for enforcing their respective wetland protection
programs against unauthorized and unpermitted
activities. Violators it both state and federal acts can
he made to restore the wetland to its naiural state
and or he subject to lines and jail sentences I see

Any agency enforcement action must bi.! addressed to
the appropriate responsible parties. Information
regarding the property owners and the individuals or
contractors who are engaged in the w etland activity
saves agency staff valuable time If vou are unsure
of the property ownership. a call to the county
equalization office w ill provide the appropriate
information.

Chapter Three 1.

Step Four: Determine if permits have been issued.
Many complaints that are reported to the MDNR or
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Corps involve activities that have been permitted.
Unless there is a gross violation of permit standards,
the agency staff will not investigate activities in
wetlands that have received a permit. However.
remember that in areas of joint jurisdiction, a permit
is needed from both the MDNR and the Corps. In
these areas, activities done in compliance with a
permit from one agency may constitute a violation of
the other's wetland protection statute. Determining if
a permit has been issued can sometimes be difficult.
Usually, an issued permit will be posted at the site. If
this is not the case, the landowner or agent should he
able to provide a copy of the permit. The appropriate agency can also be contacted to provide information on permit issuance.

included. The identity of those reporting violations
will be kept confidential to the greatest extent possible. However. the citizen wetland protection advocate should he aware that the violator can request
information regarding who reported the violation
through the Freedom of Information Act. Although
this is unlikely, you may want to file an anonymous
complaint. Alternatively, the wetland advocate
should also be aware that MDNR and Corps staff is
less likely to respond to anonymous complaints.

Step Six: Follow up on your violation report.
Due to a variety of constraints, enforcement action is
not always a high priority for the MDNR and the
Corps. As a result, it is very important to follow up

Step Five: Report to the appropriate agencies.
Getting your violation report to the appropriate
agency staff person is very important. If you are in
areas of joint jurisdiction. both the MDNR District
Office (See Appendix E) and Corps should be
notified by letter and a phone call. In areas of sole

f:0

"FAIR.;
_yZ t

NIDNR jurisdiction, the MDNR District Field Office

should he notified. In addition. in several circumstances, Conservation Officers have been effective in
initiating enforcement actions. Violations should also
be reported to these individuals.

.

/,5725°,771-

If a local ordinance is in place, contact the appropriate local officials also. A municipality may be able to
issue a stop work order in a more timely manner

4.57E6',0'

than Corps or MDNR staff.

ohorrigitatii,

When reporting violations, you should both call the
appropriate agency and write a letter. The phone call
may initiate the enforcement action, and it is harder
for agency staff to ignore a letter in the file. In
addition, you may want the written documentation of
AdENtirt;":00kin;MITC40,4011i
your report when following-up and encouraging
'tiONTROMNGT111102=2414
enforcement action. In addition, violations in which
several calls or letters are received tend to get more
attention. For this reason, other wetland protection
advocates should also he encouraged to report
.:.../;ASSESSlutacnvnicists':
particular violations.
erraEvEn4rat:

0

To be most effective, letters and phone calls
should include all the information listed above
in a clear manner. In addition. as the agency
staff may want additional information. your
phone number and address should also be

ASSESS THE.WETIAND.,

rb

-
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on enforcement activities with the appropriate agency
staff person. Not only can citizens provide additional
information, but they can also provide motivation to
agency staff.

OTHER OPTIONS

The wetland protection advocate may find that the
Corps and MDNR fail to take enforcement action
against a violator. In that situation. other avenues are
available to ensure that the law is enforced. Options
such as the Contested Case process or filing legal
suits for injunctive relief provide mechanisms for
citizens to further protect wetlands when the activities
of MDNR or the Corps are inadequate. Although
these options do provide opportunities. they are not
without cost.

Contested Case Hearings
Under Michigan's Administrative Procedures Act (P.A.
306 of 1969) all citizens are provided the opportunity
to file for an administrative hearing to contest any

action or inaction of a state agency. The contested
case hearing process is commonly used by applicants
to contest permit denials. but can also be used by
wetland protection advocates to contest permit
issuances or other regulatory activities (often called
"third party contested cases"). The MDNR has a
packet of materials explaining the contested case
process available to the public.

mental body to prevent or minimize environmental
degradation. On the federal level. Section 505 of the
Clean Water Act allows citizens to bring suit to
enforce the guidelines in Section
In addition.
since the destruction or impairment of the values that
wetlands provide may adversely impact adjacent
landowners, common law doctrines, including
riparian rights, nuisance. and trespass law, may he
applicable. (See the discussion of these laws in
Chapter Three.)
Although these options exist, they are seldom utilized. This may he due to the fact that substantial
resources (time and money) are usually required to
pursue these options. In legal challenges to wetland
activities, it is critical to have specific and credible
scientific information. Expert witnesses will he
brought in to support both sides of the conflict;
without credible experts legal challenges to enforce
wetland protection regulations will he unsuccessful.
In addition to biological information. engineering and
economic information may also be necessary. In all
cases where the wed., nd advocate considers pursuing
legal means, an attorney skilled in environmental law
should he consulted.

Citizen Involvement in
Local Wetland Protection
Programs

The contested case process has limited utility for the
wetland protection advocate. There are two major
drawbacks: 1) it does not provide injunctive relief.
and 2) there is currently a two year wait for a contested case hearing. Asa result, third party contested
cases can be filed. but wetland dredge and fill
activities done in compliance with an issued permit
can still continue. Theoretically. h the time the
contested case hearing is held. the work could he
completed. For this reason. lawsuits requesting
injunctive relief are usually filed along with the
contested case hearing request.

EXISTING PROGRAMS

As mentioned in the previous chapter. many local
governments have enacted local wetland zoning and
stand alone ordinances. The type and level of
protection provided by these local ordinances varies
greatly, as does the role of local citizens in the
process. The Michigan municipalities that have
enacted wetland protection ordinances are listed in
Appendix F. If you live in one of these municipalities. you shoukl contact the appropriate local agency
to see how you can participate in the process.

Judicial Remedies
In all municipalities, review of state and federal
wetland dredge and fill applications should include
an analysis of the local zoning ordinance to assure
compliance with any provisions that might he used to
protect the wedancl. If the prole( violates the local
ordinance, the MDNR and Corp, should he notified.
In addition. the local zoning administrator or review-

\Ithough the Goemaere-Anderson Wetland Protection
Act does not authorize citizens to file tut to ensure
that the law is not violated. there are other legal
avenues. The Michigan Environmental Protection Act
(MEPA) (P.A. 12- of 19-0) authorizes any person.
organization, or governmental body to Ilk: suit
against any other person. organization. or govern-
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ing body should be made aware of the proposed
activity to ensure appropriate local review.

has worked in other communities, the critical issues
that must he addressed, and innovative ways to fund
local wetland protection programs. In addition to the
local initiatives that focus solely on regulation of
wetlands, local governments can also initiate community land trusts. natural features ordinances,
stormwater management guidelines, and other
resource management options that will benefit
wetlands. See Chapter Three, or contact the local
municipalities who have enacted wetlands ordinances
for more information.

Step Three: Educate the Local Community
and Media.
Citizens can help to inform officials about wetland functions, values, and regulatory options.

PROMOTING ADOPTION OF LOCAL WETLAND
PROTECTION PROGRAMS

Communities which do not currently have wetland
provisions in their zoning codes should he urged to
enact them. Citizen wetland protection advocates can
play an integral role in initiating regulatory and
nonregulatory wetland protection activities at the
local level. There many local wetlands protection
options available and each community is different.
Successful wetland protection zoning provisions or
ordinances must be individually tailored to meet a
community's needs. Although the process that leads
to the enactment of successful wetland protection at
the local level is different in each case, the following
steps serve as a general guide to follow when
initiating local wetlands protection efforts.

Step One: Identify Community Leaders Supportive of Wetland Protection.

Enacting any ordinance is a political process. To be
successful. community opinion leaders must be
educated on wetland values and enlisted to support
wetland protection. It is also important that the
wetland protection advocate involve leaders from the
regulated community (developers. contractors.
realtors, etc.) in supporting the efforts. If these individuals are not involved in the process at the beginning. they may serve to block the process later on.

To he successful, local wetlands protection efforts
must have a broad base of support. An informed
citizenry is critical to ensuring this support. Since
local television stations and newspapers play a very
important role in forming attitudes, wetland protection advocates should make extra efforts to ensure
media sources are well informed.

Step Four: Participate in the Process.
If the local unit of government is serious about
protecting wetlands and there is adequate public
support. they will begin to engage in developing a
wetland protection program. In most cases, this will
involve drafting zoning provisions or ordinance
language by the planning commission, planning staff,
or the establishment of a committee. In each of these
situations, the wetland advocate will have the opportunity to participate either through public hearings or
serving on an advisory committee.

The ordinance should be tailored to the local
government's available resources. Clear, detailed, and
reasonable standards and requirements are the key to
successful wetland zoning. To ensure success. the
ordinance should he in accordance with prior planning efforts and he based on a thorough knowledge
of the local wetland resource. Since existing state
and federal programs will impact the local efforts. the
appropriate agencies should he consulted prior to
enactment.

Step Five: Ensure Enforcement.
Once a good ordinance is in place. proper administration and enforcement hecome crucial. Funding is
essential for good enforcement. as well as community
support for the ordinance. Citizen wetland protection
advocates must continue to he involved in raising
awareness of wetlands protection in the community.
participating in the local wetlands review, and
reporting violations.

Step Two: Encourage Local Government to
Investigate their Options.
Citizen wetland protection advocates should provide

information to the local government officials regarding the benefits of local wetlands protection. the
range of regulatory and nonregulatory options. what
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Local Citizen Wetland
Protection Teams

public involvement in wetland protection. There are
numerous activities that citizen teams can get inc olved in. including:
I

\\ (irking to protect wetlands on an individual basis
can he \ ery draining. Although individual action is
, mica! to the protection of Michigan s wetlands. a
group of interested citizens can provide an effectne
wetland protection program. Many organizations
across the state are active in initiating. training. and
Coordinating local citizen wetland protection ettorts.
some of these include Clean Water Action. Clinton
River Watershed Council. Michigan 'nited ConservaIi(m Clubs. Huron River Watershed Council. Lake
Michigan Federation. and Tip of the Mitt Watershed
council (See Appendix .A).
If vou are interested in forming a wetland protection
team. .i good first step is to contact existing org,anizalions to see if there are alread\ efforts in Your area or
if they can provide the structure and expertise for the
team. Lake associations. watershed councils. or
environmental groups are all likely places to start.
Do not let the lack of a group in your area deter you.
Many of the groups who are coordinating local
citizen wetland protection teams in other areas of the
state can provide information to get you started.

One of the hest ways to motivate citizens to protect
wetlands is to focus the efforts ()I the group on a
specific geographic region. \ot only does this make
the efforts of the citizen team more relevant to the
individual members. but it makes monitoring and
response activities more effet.tne and easier to
()ordinate. Depending (m the size of the region, it
may he hest to divide it into geographic areas such as
watersheds. lakes. rivers. townships or counties. and
to assign ,it least one committee member as the
monitor of each area.

Receiving wetland perma application notices
and responding to public notices from
regulatory agencies:

3)

Monitoring their local wetlands for unauthorized alterations:
Assessing cumulative wetland losses:

si

Documenting functions and values of local
wetlands: and

oi

Educating other citizens.
:101vIII(2`, such as these can lead to the

long term protection of wetlands.

Advocacy Guidelines
As mentioned above, the role of the public is critical
to the protection of Michigan's wetlands. As a result.
It is important that citizens take this role seriously and
the wetland
pamcipate with integrity. Even tin
advocate nay feel like the "deck is stacked on the
wrong side.- following certain guidelines will ensure
that public participation is given the respect that it
deserves. Although each of us go about protecting
wetlands in our own way. these general guidelines
help ensure that public participation Is taken seriously:
)

Base \ our position on solid technical information and sound policy analysis:

21

Gather information in legal \\ ays:

3)

Respect the legal rights of others. including
the potential \ dator:

in't use wetlands protection as a 'red
herring. to further other goals that have
nothing to do with wetlands. and
t ;unusually \\ ork to improve and expand

\ our kn()\.\ ledge of wetland definitions.
\ attics. functions. and the regulations that
protect these \ aluahle landtOuns.

IC,1111`, t .111 pro\ kle an effecti\e int...charnsin lor

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

2)

+)

Pie initiation and coordination of a citizen wetland
protection team provides an ongoing mechanism to
protect wetlands In a proactne manner. t often. the
threat of immediate environmental damage draws
itizens into at non. Then. alter a particular issue has
been addressed. wetland ad\ ocates ()nen go hack to
iheir clad\ II\ es. not to he mon\ aced until the next
le\ elopment proposal threatens wetlands in their
area. Local groups (an continue their momentum and
apitalize on the L ))ntacts and experiences gained by
I,kusing on proactive acti\
(

Inventorying critical wetland areas:

I
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Wetland regulatirms are critical 10 (Iv protection of
supplementMichigan s wetland resources. If
ing these regulations with nonrespilatory techniques
can increase their eflectueness. Mere ale a variety of
lionregulalorr techniques that can he initialed hi.
inclit.idua/ citizens. consen vtion and environmental
omanizations. and units olgoveriinwilt. Nonre!..nilatory techniques can he either binding or nonbinding.
but all require cooperation card support on behalf of
the landowner and the community.

Binding Nonregulatory
Approaches
Mans. nonregulatory approaches can effectively
protect wetlands in perpetuity. Others provide
renewable temporary binding agreements. Seven
such techniques are discussed here. including land
donation. conservation easements. deed restrictions.
purchase, eminent domain. tax incenti\ es. and
wetlands restoration initiatives.

conservation easements. \ conservation easement
under Act IT" can provide limitations on the use of.
or can prohibit certain acts on. a parcel of land or
body of water. The interest can he in the form of a
restriction. easement. covenant or condition contained in either a deed. will, or other instrument.
The easement should require that the land or bock of
water he retained or maintained in its natural, scenic
or open condition, or in a specific use such as
agriculture. open space or forest.

The easement is enforceable agairist the owner of the
rut or water even if the party seeking enforcement
,vas not a party to the original conveyance or contract. The easement is considered a conveyance of
real property and must be recorded with the register
of deeds in the appropriate county to he enforceable
against a subsequent purchaser of the property who
had no notice of the easement.
As with land donations. the granting of a conserva
lion easement may result in tax benefits to the
grantor. Again. a person considering granting a
conservation easement should contact an attorney or
accountant for an analysis of possible tax benefits, as
well as their local government for information about
local regulations that may apply.

DONATION

Where a private foundation or governmental agency
is interested in maintaining wetlands in their natural
state, the donation of wetlands is the most direct and
efficient method of wetland protection. A donor s gift
of land is tax deductible if it is made to a statewide or
local land trust. governmental entity. or any other
charitable nonprofit organization under Section Sall
(c)( i) of the Internal Revenue Code. Each donation
of land has different tax advantages for different
individuals. Different types of taxes (e.g. real property taxes. gift taxes or income taxes) are affected
differently in each situation. Landowners considering
donation of wetland property should he encouraged
to retain a tax attorney or accountant to analyze the
tax consequences for his or her particular situation.

DEED RESTRICTIONS AND COVENANTS

Deed restrictions are clauses placed in deeds restricting the future use of land. When property containing
wetlands is transferred. deed restrictions can prohibit
uses or activities by the new owners that would
destroy. damage or modify wetlands. The Conservation and (historic Preservation Easement Act allows
for deed restrictions along with easements.

CONSERVATION EASEMENTS

When land is donated or devised. the donor may
include a reverter clause providing that the property
must be returned to me original ow ner or to a third
party capable of maintaining the land in accordance
with the restrictions (such as a non-profit land trust or
governmet t hodo if the land is not managed according to the restrictions.

t:onservation casements can he used to transfer
certain rights and privileges concerning the use of
land or a hods. of water to a non-profit organization.
governmental body. or (idler legal entity without
transferring title to the land. In lichigan. the conservation and Historic Preservation Easement Act (P.A.
1,)- of 1980) authorizes the creation of voluntary;

A covenant is a wntract between a landowner and
another party stating that the landowner will use or
retrain from using their land in a certain manner.
Like a deed restriction..[ covenant can require that
landowners refrain trom activities that will damage
wetlands. Once placed in deeds, covenants become
deed restrictions.
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Regional Land Trust. Natural Areas Council of
West Michigan. Nlichigan Audubon Society.
Little Traverse Conservancy. Ducks l'nlimited. Southwest Michigan Land Conservancy.
and other organizations can be potential
funding sources. The Michigan Chapter of
the Nature Conservancy maintains a list of
local land trusts.

PURCIIASE

Acquisition of wetland property is a straighttOr.vai.1
but costly method of protecting wetlands. Acquisition of property by public agencies ensures public
access and public control of wetlands. Because
acquisition does not involve regulation. it is a politically attractive alternative. However, in addition to
the cost factor, acquisition of wetlands alone does not
always guarantee protection in perpetuity. Without
restrictions, a unit of government may decide to
convert the wetland to an alternate public use (e.g. a
golf course), adjacent wetlands may be destroyed
thus impacting the "protected" area, and agencies
with superior powers could engage in activities that
would destroy the wetland (e.g. a federal hydropower project).

3) Local Municipalities:

Iany local governments are willing to fund wetland acquisition
program since many of ths: values that
wetlands provide directly benefit local
municipalities and their residents.

4) Federal Sources: There are numerous
federal programs that are designed to support wetland acquisition across the country.
The following have been used to purchase
wetlands in Michigan.

If the decision is made to purchase wetlands. the
purchaser should consider all the options. including
purchase of fee simple title. easements and development rights. bargain sales and o.'ler purchasing
methods. A fee simple purchase provides the
purchaser with more permanent control and protection, but a less than fee simple purchase such as
purchase of an easement or development rights) has
numerous advantages. First, a less than fee simple
purchase is less costly, and second, the original
owner retains title and continues to pay taxes to the
local community (although the assessment may he
reduced). Innovative purchasing methods should
also be considered by the seller. The bargain sale
provides large tax incentives to the seller while
'educing the purchase price for the buyer. An option
contract may also be a useful mechanism.

a)

The Federal Land and Water Conservation Fund provides monies to the state to
buy open space lands which may contain
wetlands. Contact the MDNR Office of
Budget and Federal Aid.

b) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service grants
under the Pittman-Robertson Act (16
699) provide funds to the state for
acquisition of wildlife areas and wildlife
restoration. Funds are from a tax on

ammunition and weapons. Contact the
NIDNR Wildlife Division.
C

)ne of the major impediments to the purchase of
wetlands is the financial burden. f lowever. there are
several state and federal programs designed to
provide capital for the acquisition of land for public
benefit. The following is a list of several possible
sources of funds for wetland purchases.

'.5. Fish and Wildlife Service grants
under the Dingell-Johnson Act (16 U.S.C.
provide funds to the state to cover
of the cost of fish restoration and

management projects. Funds are derived
from a tax on fishing equipment. Contact
the MDNR Fisheries Division.

d) The Coastal Zone Management Act r 16

1) Private Sources: Donations from private

1 -IS-+) provides funds for acquisi-

individuals or corporations in the form of
specific property or money can be used to
acquire wetlands. This would include
grassroots fund raising efforts from local
aizens, lake associations and other community groups.

tion of coastal estuarine sanctuaries.
including the Great Lakes. Before funds
are granted. each state must have an
approved coastal zone plan. For more
init,ihiation. contact the MDNR Land and
Water Management Division.

2) Nonprofit Organizations: The Nlichigan
Chapter of The Nature Conservancy. Nlichigan Nature Association. Grancl Traverse

5) State Sources: The k)llowing Nlichigan
programs can be used to provide funds for
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wetland projects.
a) The Michigan Natural Resources Trust

Fund provides a possible source of
money to purchase recreational, scenic
and environmentally important land in
Michigan. Applications can be obtained
from the MDNR Recreation Division and
must he submitted to the fund for
approval by April 1 of each year.
1))

Proceeds from Michigan Duck Stamp
sales and contests go to purchase of
wetlands by the State. Contact the
MDNR Wildlife Division.

3821-3823). eliminate
(16
federal subsidies to thrillers who convert wetlands for
agricultural purposes. Although the combination of
these incentive and disincentive programs help to
protect wetlands. the protection provided is by no
means permanent.

Food Security Act

On the state level. Michig,an's Farmland and Open
Space Preservation Act (P. A. 116 of 19-4) provides
tax breaks for landowners who agree not to develop
land. .-s wetlands constitute open space, protecting
them would allow a farmer to qualify for the tax
relief. However. as in the federal tax incentive
programs. the agreements between the individual and
the state are for a 10 year period.

EMINENT DOMAIN

WETLAND RESTORATION PROGRAMS

Eminent domain is the power of federal. state. or
local municipal governments to take private property
for public use. This power is founded in both the
federal and state constitutions. This is the same
power that allows regulatory agencies to -take- land
as a result of regulations. However, the power is
limited to taking for a public purpose and prohibits
the exercise of the power without just compensation
to the owner of the property which is taken. The
private wetland owner's power is severely re-

In addition to protecting existing wetlands. the
federal programs listed above provide incentives to
restore previously deg .ded wetlands. If Michigan is
to regain the ecological integrity of its wetland
resource. thousands of acres must be restored.
Although the science and methodology of wetland
restoration is rapidly evolving and somewhat controversial, simple techniques such as plugging drains or
busting up field tiles can successfully restore wetlands
in agricultural areas.

strictedhe or she must sell. Although this mechanism is available, it is politically unattractive and very
costly. As a result, government entities seldom use it
to protect resources. For a further discussion regarding regulatory takings. see Chapter Seven.

TAX INCENTIVES OR PRIVATE
LANDOWNER SUBSIDIES

Several existing programs provide economic incentives for landowners to protect and enhance wetlands. Essentially, these programs provide tax
reductions in return for short term wetland -easements- to encourage farmers to protect wetlands.

On the federal level, these include the Water Bank
Program (16 L. S.C. 1301-1311) and the Conservation
Reserve Program (16 LS C. 3831). Both programs
are administered by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service. The programs offer financial payments
to farmers who enter into 10 year agreements not to
destroy wetlands through agricultural practices. In
addition. the Swampbuster provisions of the 1990

In Michigan. the wetlands restoration efforts have
been initiated and coordinated by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (F WS) with the cooperation of
several nonprofit organizations. including the Michigan Wildlife Habitat Foundation. West Michigan
Wetlands Foundation, and the Wetlands Conservation
Association. Funding is provided by the FWS,
agricultural agencies. and private donations. Field
work is provided by prcfessional staff from the F\X'S
and the nonprofit organizations. and volunteer
personnel. The programs seek out degraded wetlands on private property that can be easily restored.
Many of the wetlands projects are on lands enrolled
in the Conservation Reserve or Water Bank Programs
Typically, there is little or no cost to the landowner.
To provide long term protection. the organizations
involved also take conservation easements on
wetlands that are restored. Call the F\X'S local private
lands coordinators (Figure 1) or one of the organizations mentioned above for !wife information (See
Appendix A ).

On the state level, the MDNR is developing a wetland
restoration strategy to rebuild Michigan's wetland
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resource. The strategy. still in its formative stages.
seeks to create a broad base of support to ensure the
initiation and coordination of innovative and successful restoration projects. Initial input for the strategy
was gathered from realtors. business associations.
regulatory officials. and conservation and environmental organizations. The strategy will he integrated
into Michigan's statewide wetlands management plan
which is currently being developed.

MICHIGAN NATURAL AREAS REGISTRY

The Michigan Chapter of The Nature Conservancy
promotes the preservation of important natural areas.
including wetlands, through voluntary nonregulatory
agreements between landowners and The Nature
Conservancy. The Michigan Natural Features Inventory (NINFI), a program partially supported by funds
from The Nature Conservancy, provides a listing of
significant natural areas in the state. The Nature
Conservancy staff provides outreach to the landowners of significant areas to develop positive relationships and voluntary protection agreements. To
qualify for the Registry, a property must be either
ecologically significant. such as an unusual wetland
or old growth forest, or he a relict plant community
(survivors from climates and ecosystems of the past)
or be habitat for rare, threatened or endangered
plants or animals. The Nature Conservancy should
be contacted concerning properties which might he
eligible for registration.

Voluntary Nonbinding
Programs
The nonregulatory approaches listed above provide
hinding mechanisms to protect wetlands for either
the short or long term. In addition to these mechanisms. there are several approaches that encourage
wetland protection in a nonbinding. nonregulatory
manner. These programs serve to educate landowners and provide public support for the need to
protect wetlands.

NATURAL HERITAGE STEWARDSHIP
AWARD PROGRAM

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Private Lands Coordinators

Coordinated by the Michigan Natural Features
Inventory, this program promotes the voluntary
preservation of endangered or threatened species and
their habitat. Currently. the program focuses on
threatened species that inhabit the Great Lakes
shoreline and interdunal swale wetlands, including
Houghton's goldenrod, dwarf lake iris, and Pitcher's
thistle. The program uses information from the NINFI
to target properties which may have significant
habitat. The purpose of the project is to contact
landowners and provide information regarding how
to protect and enhance significant habitat areas either
on their property or on nearby state land. Since
wetlands are the home for more endangered and
threatened species than any other landform. this
program can help to raise awareness and encourage
proper stewardship of wetland areas.

WETLAND STEWARDSHIP PROGRAMS

2.

Seney National Wildlife Refuge
(906) 586-9851
Shiawassee National Wildlife Refuge

In northern Michigan, the Tip of the Mitt Watershed
Council has developed a Wetland Stewardship
Program to involve landowners in wetland protection
who may not he willing or ready for permanent
protection. The Watershed Council has identified
wetland owners in their service area and encouraged
them to become wetland stewards. The goal of the

(517) 777-6590
3.
4.

Ecological Services Field Office
17171337 -6650
Ottawa National Wildlife Refuge
(419) 898-0014
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program is to protect wetlands through voluntary
commitments from the owners of the resource.
The Watershed Council Wetland Stewardship Program promotes the protection of wetlands through
voluntary, non-binding agreements between wetland
owners and the Watershed Council. The wetland
steward agrees not to drain, dredge or fill or in any
other \vay destroy his or her wetland. They also
agree to notify the Watershed Council when they
plan to sell the land or if they decide not to participate any longer in the Stewardship Program.
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agencies or The Michigan Chapter of The Nature
Conservancy to promote acquisition proje( s. In
addition. local wetland teams can promote management and protection through wetland stewardship
programs or other landowner award programs.
The Grass River Natural Area (GRNA) in Antrim
County is an example of a successful cooperative
wetland purchase effort. The GRNA is managed by a
local nonprofit organization along with the Antrim
County Board of Commissioners and provides the
opportunity for thousands of visitors each year to

experience wetlands. With the assistance of The
Nature Conservancy and the Soil Conservation
Service. about 1.000 acres of land were acquired by
purchase. direct donation from individuals. and by
transfer from the State of Michigan. The Three Lakes
Association was the original sponsor of the project
and has continued its involvement throughout.
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There are numerous similar projects throughout
Michigan that were made possible by dedicated local
citizens who initiated the efforts. Grassroots education to provide public support and the involvement
of numerous agencies and organizations were also
key to their success.

Wetland Stewardship programs can promote the protection
of wetlands through oluntary nonbinding agreements.

In return for becoming a Wetland Steward. the
'Watershed Council provides assistance regarding land
management. advice on other protection measures.
and a certificate of appreciation. Hopefully. the
wetland stewards also receive the satisfaction and
pride which come from knowing they have helped
protect Michigan's wetlands.

The Citizen's Role in
Nonregulatory Protection
Programs
Just as utizenc are critical to the regulatory process.
individuals or local wetland protection teams can he
essential in promoting nonregulatory protection. A
local wetland protection team can initiate acquisition.
conservation easement. or restoration programs in
their community, obtain information and assistance
on protection techniques. and work with state

The Grass River Natural Area provides the opportunity to
experience wetlands first hand.
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II illatitl; are taint' HI..111( Ingan

ul ins ols eel with wetland protection publish
periodic, newsletters thaf ('lien contain
information relevant to wetland protection.
For example. Clean \Vater .1(tion produces
the 'Clean Water Report.' .1 monthly newsletter that lc h.:uses un water quality issues.

N MO S/ I almible

lamllarm. I hoverer theianctiuns and values that
wetlands pniVirle are poor/i. ItneleiNtarml In the last
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protultng information rextrtIttn; wetlancl functions.
rallies. awl regulations In the other members cif their
communities. (:itc.-.ens can l'actt., in the jiillainni;
Ihniugb celucatimi
topic cileas to hell) protect
(Biel clIrdrowss mrsing.
I

KnoWIL'Clge

3) News Media: Newspapers. radio. and
tele\ ision news play a cry important role in
informing the public about various issues and
lomung public opinion. Although the quest
it) get a 'good sk't I). on behalf of news
media can tend to result in a less than
tl mrough treatment tit an issue. wetland
advuL ates tall 'Mille the illecha to locus on
wetland protection. citizens can provide the
media with press rdcases about recent
newsw, ohs. wetland events. provide pertinent -human interest pieces on wetland
\attics and functums. and encourage editorials in support of wetlands protection. in
situations where a particular paper presents
wetland issues in a less than thorough
manner. citizens t an respond with letters to
the editor or guest editorials. Conversely.
covens should also take the time to tomph-

illfi,1111(111oll ,howl the

11111CIMS and l'allteS
_2)

\ government and
nongosernment agencies publish intorma(lona' 1-xioklets and brochures regarding
wetlands and wetland protection. These
publications serve as eNc'elent resources

2) Publications: \
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1:11(1,clite restaratum. pmteelum. and inailaqclcchnitlitc. /hr fl (Wand rc.sigtilvs.
In each of these to /)!c areas. lit

ImdeCtum

aaracatcs must (onside). the tippial)mile
m(chaiiisms and laiwt ritialem

Mechanisms and Materials
There are mans educational materials and met:luny-Ails as allable to the citizen wetland protectitm
advocate. In sitliatit)11:, where mechanisms are riot
currently being used. individuals. local wetland
protection teams. or eilVirOilillental i)rgarliZatit)ils tail
aklapt illeklianisilis nn ()ratlike elsewhere.
belt 1w provides an mei-view (1.existmg
educational 1110.11,1111Nill's .111(1 materials.
1)

Newsletters: Newsletters can he effective in
sharing inlorman(in between pcopie or
groups regarding wetlands. \ewsletters su(
as Great Lakes tVi.liandsarry articles nn
recent research findings and policy issues.
Most environmental organizations in

Newspapers play a sew important role in forming
public opinion.
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ment

lough « erage ol \Yell:Intl issues

>tgailizations invol\ \vtlancl protection
should clevelop a good working relationslup
ith the local media. \yhich will help to
(.11,4111' that \\'(11:11k1 stories .tre rc.portecl

lair .mcl technically souncl manner.
)

Radio and Television Public Service
Announcements: As pan of their licencing
requirements. radio and television stations
must devote a certain portion of their broadcast tune to public service announcements.
etland protection ad\ (wales k an use this
mechanism to educate the general pubic
regarding wetland values and prole...non
Radio stations will usually read a written
public service announcement on the air.
Community access cable stations may
provide free training and use mil \ ideo production equipment. t:orporate sponsors can
IBC oht.uned to help k\ er pndesskinal production costs and broadcast rates during
hours.
prime time \

Television and Video: \ ideo 1,

\ cry

poerful public education tool.
there :ire se\ eral NcerlanLi

.\1t11(kigh
Iclew..iv;i11;(1)1c.

there is a grave need to develop eclucati(mal
video materials. c nice developed. educational \ ideos can be aired on c()iitiritinit\
( )r viewed 1V various
groups throughout the state. In addition.
\\ etlancl protection advocates can encourage
I. )cal commercial hroacicast stations to
provide quality programing re.;arcling
\\ ctland ftmctions ,mcl values. There ;ire
in.mv opportunities for cooperation het\veen
the private sector. nonprofit organizations.

and go\ efluilvill orl the pr(illt IBM ()I
tAltication.11 aetLind

6) Curricula Programs:

iclo)s
Programs I rat

Ric complete educational materials and
lear implementation strategies have been

plc

\\ ell rek c.ivecl by lc:Idlers and -(:11(11)1

tellis ( lassroom inatc.rials on wetland \
Fklukaare \\ idelv \
ind font tic
:onal c lin-will.' that provides students \\ ith
irporturutv to solve problems relatecl tic
c

weilancl protection or read about Ito\\
people ha\ e protected \vetlands helps
students dc..\ clop skills that they can use LA)
protect \Yetlands in the ['mitre.

-)

Workshops: Both government agencies and
non-governmental organizations can conduct
work,:hop., to educate the public. local
officials. developers. or wetlands activists
about programs to protect wetlands. Interactive workshops provide an opportunity for
participants to ask questions and engage
themselves in the material. Workshops that
are cooperatively sponsored ht' different
entities (e.g. environmental organizations and
regulatory agencies) can ha\ e wide appeal to
different target groups and help to build
weilancl protection coalitions. For a workshop to be successful, the information
presented must be relevant and tailored to
the audience. There are several professional
wetlands training firms in the United States
that provide technical wetlands courses. In
addition, professional conferences provide
the opportunity to present programs or
attend workshops.

8) Demonstration Projects:

Practically any
ongoing wetland protection and management
practice can he turned into a demonstration
project. Successful restoration projects can he
used to demonstrate the techniques to other
land miters that are considering wetland
restoration. To be most effective. the projects should he presented through either onsue workshops or detailed publications.
They should he done in such a manner that
the critical practices are clear. including ways
mil w hich those practices can he replicated in
other situations.

9) Wetland Manuals for Decision Makers:
Many officials. elected or appointed, are
often unaware of laws, policies, regulations.
plans, programs. authorities, references. or
incentives covering wetlands use and management. V'etland protection advocates can
cleyelop ,in educational manual for elected

officials in their community. In addition to
the items listed here, the manual should
include suggested improvements to wetland
management.

10) "Adopt a Wetland" Programs:

Several

organizations in Michigan have initiated
witterbody adoption programs. Although the
coact nature and focus of these programs
N ;tries, they all provide the opportunities for
(cal citizens or youth groups to "adopt an
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14) Bumper Stickers (or buttons, iron-on Tshirt decals, sun shields for cars, etc.):

to protect a.
11) Field Trips: The cwt il()gy. tunLums. and
values of \\ olands can he hest appreciated
when experienced first hand. Field trips It
local wetlands can provide excellent ippor(unities to learn afx)tit all ,opens (4. \\ edam!,
in a manner that encourages inch Ideals Ic
appreciate their unique qualities
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Wetlands provide excellent outdoor classrooms
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incentives that Lan rc..suit from permanent
wetland protection must be made clear.

2) Developers and Contractors: I )evelopers
and contractors provide a critical link in tile
wetland protection process. Although the
individual landowners are ultimately responsible. it is usually a developer or contractcw
who is actually engaging in activities that
degrade wetlands. Programs for this target
group should focus on regulatory standards
and best management practices. Since the
relationship between wetland advocates and
developers is often adversarial, educational
programs or workshops that are jointly
sponsored by environmental organizations
and members of the development community, or I regulatory staff. tend to he more
effective than those sponsored by the
environmental groups alone.
11111M7$411F.-

Realtors can be instrumental in informing land purchasers about wetland functions, values, and regulations.

3) Realtors: Realtors can also he a critical link
in the wetland protection process. Realtors
can be instrumental in informing land
purchasers regarding the functions, values.
and regulatory constraints related to wetland
properly. Local hoard of realtors meetings
provide valuable opportunities to present
workshops or programs regarding wetland
identification. values. and regulations.
4)

Local Governments: h )cal si,c)t crnment
Ificiak are important target audiences for
wetland protector. In situations \\here
municipalities are considering I. )c,il wetland
protection programs or regulations. they will
need solid inIcirmaticm regarding all aspects
of wetland regulation. including functions

and values. w etland definitions and delineation methods, and state and federal regulatory standards. Even in those communities
that are not considering local wetlands
regulation. local government officials play an
important role in wetlands protection. N(it
only are local governments given the opportunity to comment on dredge and fill applications. but their local planning and zoning
decisions can have severe impacts on locally
significant wetland resources. Efforts to
educate local government officials should
focus on the wetland values that benefit the
local residents (e.g. the cost savings of using
intact wetlands for flood prevention). It is
also important to remember that there is an
extremely high -turnover- rate on local
government boards and commissions. As a
result, educating this target group is an
ongoing process.
5) Regulators:

It is unrealistic for the citizen
activist to expect that those charged with
implementing wetlands regulations have
expertise in all aspects of wetlands ecology
and management. Regulatory staff are
seldom granted the opportunity to attend
workshops and seminars to enhance the':
knowledge and skills. Corps and NIDNR
officials benefit from information provided lw
wetland advocates regarding local regulations
that impact wetland protection. recent
scientific advances. and policy changes at al:
levels. Citizens will benefit by cultivating
positive information sharing relationships
with the regulatory staff that serve their area.

6) School Aged Children: Although school
aged children do not normally participate in
the protection activities described in this
guidebook, they are nevertheless essential
target audiences. Educating today's children
on wetland values and functions will ensure
that tomorrow s voters and professionals
make informed decisions regarding wetland
protection and management. In addition. not
.ill benefits that come frc)in educating s( hoc)]
aged children are realized after a child is
grown. It has been show n that a child's
awareness of environmental issues also
serves tt) raise the :1arenesc of the adults
with wluch he or she interacts.

Chapter Six: Education
The biological productivity anti cliversav that
wetlands represent provide excellent outdoor
classrooms to teach practically all key concepts of ecology and hiolot.w. Educational
programs for school aged ,.iildren should
provide the opportunity to experience
wetlands first hand. To help build important
decision making and action taking skills.
educational programs should provide students with the opportunity to engage in
wetland protection activities or provide
examples of how other individuals have
successfully worked to protect wetlandS.

Whether it is through the reduced risk of flooding.
clean water for drinking or swimming. a successful

duck hunt. or a peaceful sunset over a marsh. every
Michigan resident and visitor benefits from the
functions that wetlands provide. Efforts to increase
the awareness of wetlands will serve to deepen the
appreciation. respect. and protection that wetlands
are provided. Citizen wetland protection advocates
can initiate these projects on their own. through the
work of a local wetlands protection team. or through
existing environmental organizations.

7) Conservation and Environmental Organizations: There are many conservation and
environmental organizations that are not
currently involved in wetland protection.
Efforts should he male to pros ide them with
the necessary in: rnnational tools to empower
them to play a posal\ e role in protecting
wetlands. It is critical that even individuals

and organizations who are working to
protect wetlands continue to raise their level
of awareness and understanding of wetland
ecology. regulation. nonregulatory protection
mechanisms, and successful protection
strategies. Each year, numerous professional
workshops. courses. and conferences on
wetland topic s provide %aluable education
opportunities. As wetland protection advocates gain more expertise. their level of
effectiveness and credibility will increase.

8) The General Citizenry: Although all the
individuals in the target audiences listed
above are citizens. there are millions of
Michigan residents that don't fall into any of
the above categories. Efforts should be made
to inform these individuals regarding the
values that wetlands provide and the importance of protecting them. This overall
awareness raising \\All provide an informed
ctizenil that will sum-ion regulatory and
nonregulaton- wetland protection efforts.
Mechanisms that have broad public outreach
and appeal such as television or print media
should be utilized as much as possible.

Wetlands are truly places of discovery.
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The Impact of Wetland
Regulations on Affordable
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The Impact of Wetland
Regulation) on Economic
Growth

ipponcnis cc1 etland protett ion often 3. ite that
wetland regulations lead to 31 lat.k ccl 3010r(13Thie

housing. I .pun closer review, it Pet.omes apparent

that the economic costs of regulatory review are
(on)pared hi other tests. \lany wetland
(lex elopment protects are illiated on wetlands that
are adjacent to lakefront propertysome of the most
expel-.31\e real estate in Nliclugan.

\fiord:11-31e-

housing protects are rarely propketl for these
properties. Furthermore. additional costs of wetland
development arise f nnn the site engineering (dredging. idling. et( .1 that must Ile done to prepare a
(hest' (3. tsts 1.1,1 he .n,)ideci by ,IppP).1 ethnds
'natek Liffet.hn2 de% el( spt)lent
'.(11.111(i sue.

.1 t_ornmon criticism of wetland reLfulanons is that

they halt etononuc development and community
growth. ''since only ten to twenty-five per(ent of
wetland applications to the state and less than ten
percent of the federal wetlands dredge and fill
applications are dented I and many of these are
reapplied for and issued with modification,3i. wetland
regulations are not "halting- a significant amount of
economic development. Granted. there are costs
related to the wetland regulatory process. but these
costs are minimal compared to the wetland funtuons
and \ ;dues that would he lost if wetlands were
degraded without any regulatory re\ iew
inillititp.iitt;eS in

Costs of Local Wetland
Regulations to Local

Government
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negative impact on economic development. For example. the t il\* of Novi issued mei. tour times as many
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review can be returned to the applicant or put
towards performance guarantees for any mitigation.
In addition, the escrow account can be set up so chat
added fund:, must be supplied by the developer if the
permit process is to continue.

Local Wetland Regulations
To some special interest groups, the very concept of
local wetlands protection regulations is a controversial issue. The reasons they criticize local wetlands
ordinances are varied. Below, a few of the most
common criticisms of local wetlands ordinances are
presented, and a short response is provided.
Opponents of local wetlands regulation say that
municipal wetlands regulation has all too often been
unreasonable, excessive, and administered with
lengthy delays and multiple hearings. Although this
may be possible in isolated instances, these claims
have not been substantiated with any factual information or convincing statistics. In addition, if these
ordinances were in fact legally excessive and administered with lengthy delays, a history of litigation
would be expected. This has not been the case.
Opponents of local wetlands regulations have also
stated chat the local control of wetlands is used for
economic and racial exclusionary purposes, and that
local wetlands boards are composed of lay people
who do not have an environmental or technical
background. There has been no data presented to
support the first claim. In regards to the second
point, local boards who make decisions on all local
land use issues are seldom land use professionals.
Accordingly, these boards rely on the findings and
recommendations of professional staff. In the case of
wetlands regulations, local wetlands boards often pay
for professional wetland consultants with escrow
accounts set up and paid for by the applicant. The
information upon which the boards base their
decisions is thus gathered in a technically sound and
professional matter.

Another criticism of local wetlands regulations is that
of the duplication of permits. Depending on the type
of local wetlands regulation, two wetlands permits
may in fact be required before work that degrades
wetlands can begin. Opponents of local wetlands
regulation state that this creates undue time and cost
constraints. Supporters of local wetlands regulation
usually respond with one of three comments: 1) the
cost is minimal compared to the costs of the wetland
functions that are lost when wetlands are destroyed;
2) local wetlands review can be (and often is)
integrated into the normal zoning review process and
therefore does not add an additional permit or a time
constraint; and 3) wetlands provide values that are
both important to the local municipality, the state,
and the country as a whole, and as a result, local,
state, and federal permits should all be required for
activities that degrade wetlands.

The debate over local wetlands regulations has
resulted in legislative efforts to preempt the ability of
local units of government to regulate wetlands. This
debate is likely to rage on well into the future.

The Value of Small
Wetlands
Michigan's wetland protection law, the GoemaereAnderson Wetlands Protection Act (P.A. 203 of 1979),
exempts numerous small wetlands that are isolated
from surface waters. This was not due to some
finding by the legislature that small wetlands are not
valuable, but rather a political compromise made to
pass the bill. Small wetlands can be extremely
important ecological resources for many reasons.
including flood storage and endangered species
habitat. Recognizing this, and realizing that varying
ecological systems might require local management
of wetlands, the original drafters of P.A. 203 wisely
authorized local governments to have the legal
authority to protect these valuable resources. Although the Act does authorize the MDNR to regulate
small isolated wetlands if a determination is made
that the wetland is important for the protection of
natural resources in the state, the MDNR rarely
implements this provision. The fact that locally
important wetlands can be best managed by local
municipalities is as true today as it was in 1979. For
this reason, among others, the enactment of local
ordinances should he promoted to protect wetland
resources not adequately protected by state law.

The desire for uniform statewide wetland regulations
has also been used as a justification by some interest
groups to support the preemption of local wetlands
ordinances. Land use regulations are not uniform
across the state because land is not uniform across
the state, nor are local concerns. Removing the
authority of local municipalities to regulate wetlands
in their jurisdiction ignores this simple fact.
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The Value of Buffers
One of the shortcomings or the Goemaere-Anders(
Wetland Protection Act is that it tails to protect
ecological buffers between upland activity and
wetlands. The ecotone that occur, it the boundary
between wetland and upland serves as important
wildlife habitat and is mportant to water quality by
attenuating silt and contaminants associated with
runoff. Other states wetland regulatory programs
protect this important zone.

l'nder the current state and federal regulations in
lichigan. earth change activities can occur to the
edge of a wetland without a permit. With this sort of
development, the ecological benefits of the buffer
zone are lost and the wetland is directly impacted by
the adjacent development. Local wetlands ordinances and amendments to Act 203 should strive to
protect wetland huller zones. In addition. local
zoning requirements such as building setbacks or
required vegetated strips can he used to effectively
protect wetland buffers.

The Degradation of Wetlands

Used as Stormwater Basins

adverse impacts on natural wetlands, as the artificial
wetlands are created and managed for this purpose.
Additionally. the wetlands that are created provide
lunctains and values not provided 1w other means of
,tormwater management.

The Dubious Value of
Wetland Classification
Schemes
The term "wetland classification- has been used to
represent two different concepts. In one. a wetlands
classification scheme developed by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service is used as a sort of taxonomical key
to describe different wetland types. Alternatively, as
in this discussion. wetland classification refers to the
concept of "classifting- wetlands into ranked categories based on their functions and values to society.
and basing the amount of protection provided to
these wetlands on these rankings. In efforts to
-streamline- wetlands regulations. this concept of
classification is presented as an attractive mechanism
to focus regulatory effrs on wetlands with a "highranking. However. the are several problems with
wetlands classification that question its benefits to
wetlands protection.

one of the most useful natural functions of wetlands
is that of maintaining the water quality of lakes.
rivers. and streams by removing silt and other
contaminants from runoff. Tliis natural function is
sometimes put to work to treat stormwater before it is
discharged to surface or groundwater. Although this
seems like a good -use- of wetlands. studies have
shown that stormwater discharge to natural wetlands
alter the hydrology. water quality. topography.
egetation. and biological communities.

First. there are likely to be biases in the ranking
criteria. Given the variety and abundance of species
using wetlands. how does one rank various types of
habitat against each other? Are marshes better than
swamps? Is variety or abundance "better- than a rare
or endangered species? In regards to functions. is the
urban wetland that traps sediment from entering the
Rouge River more -valuable- than a ceder swamp
that is used by deer for winter cover in the Upper
Peninsula? It is extremely difficult to answer these
questions in an objective manner.

For these reasons, direct discharge of stormwater to
natural wetlands should be avoided. The negative
impacts of stormwater on natural wetlands can be
reduced through the use of retention ponds located
in uplands or the conveyance of stormwater through
grass lined swales. lhese mechanisms help to
remove the sediment and pollutants from the
,tormwater before it enters the wetland, and can
serve to minimize damage due to hydrologic e lunges
Furthermore. artificial wetlands t_an be k rested
specifically for the purpose of stormwater management. In this case. there are no issues regarding

Second. most functions are not easily assessed. All
wetlands serve multiple functions to some extent. and
their values depend on how they are situated in the
landscape and the characteristics of the watershed.
To accurately measure all the functional values of
each wetland would he prohibitively expensive and
administratively impossible. Fic)wever. without
accurate functional assessments a classification
scheme Falls apart. Another wav to look at this is to
(outsider the context of the functional evaluation. In
the context of permit review. the direct impacts of the
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to the existing resource base and represent a posime
way for humans to utilize the functions that wetlands
provide in a positive manner. The critical issue of
wetland creation is in regards to mitigating wetland
losses. The creation of wetlands where they did not
exist before can he extremely costly and has been
shown to have a low rate of success from an ecological perspective. For these reasons. wetland creation
should only be used to offset wetland losses when
there are absolutely no other alternatives. In addition. there must be stipulations to ensure that the
losses are appropriately replaced by the creation
protect. including requiring a minimum of two acres
of created wetlands per every one acre lost (since at
least half of the creation projects fail in some way).
monitoring and maintenance provisions. and financial
commitments (bonds or escrow accounts) to ensure
that the project is successful in the long term.

proposed project on wetland functions can be
assessed. Outside of the context of specific activities
in specific wetlands. functional evaluation becomes
extremely subjective.
The third. and perhaps most controversial issue
related to wetlands classification, is the concept of
providing unequal protection to different classes of
wetlands. Potentially, wetland classification could he
used as a mechanism to eliminate protection for
-lower- classes of wetlands. or to weaken protection
so it is rendered ineffective. All wetlands provide
some functions valuable to society. Given that
Michigan has lost over half of its pre-settlement
wetlands. schemes that would promote the degradation of more wetland acreage. regardless of the type
and "value.' should not he promoted.
In addition to these. .nv classification scheme will
have to he linked to some sort of detailed inventory
initiative. Given the problems inherent with inventories. and the difficulty of developing a classification
scheme and applying that scheme to a particular
wetland, wetlands classification would add time
delays and costs to wetland regulations.

The Problems Associated
with Wetland Mitigation
Banking
Wetland mitigation banking.' is a term used to refer
to the creation. restoration. or enhancement of
wetlands by a developer to serve as a "hank- with
-credits- to compensate for future wetland impacts.
The concept of the mitigation hank is attractive to
landowners. developers. and economists as it integrates a market-based element into wetlands regulanon. The concept has geneiated much debate since
its inception.

Wetlands Creation Cautions
The concept of creating wetlands has been put forth
as a way to solve practically all problems with
wetlands regulation. The distinction between wetland creation and wetland restoration is important.
Wetland restoration refers to the rehabilitation of
wetlands that have been degraded or hydrologically
altered. Wetland creation refers to the construction
of wetland. ....here they did not exist before.

( )11 the positive side. mitigation hanks can encourage
the creation. restoration. and enhancement of large
wetland areas. which generally have a lower cost per
acre than smaller wetland restoration projects.
Nlitiganon hanks also provide a greater flexibility to
developers. whereby instead of designing and
implementing their own mitigation plans. they can
purchase or use existing iireclits.

The three most common reasons for wetland creation
in the L.nited States are wastewater treatment. coal
mine drainage control. and replacement of wetland
loss. In Nlichigan. the most common reason has been
for the mitigation of unavoidable losses through state
and federal wetland permitting programs. There has
been little follow-up of these mitigation creation
projects and there are few methods a.ailahle to
determine the -success.' of a created wetland in
replacing the functions lost with the destruction of
the original ..etland.

on the other hand. mitigation banking projects have
many disadvantages. litigation hanks often encourage the cheapest and easiest wetland creation.
enhancement. or restoration projects. Thus. marshes
or shrub-scrub swamps are created to mitigate for the
loss of other wetland t. hes. This loss of one w (Aland
type for another does not benefit the state or nation's
se\erely degraded wetland resource. Furthermore.

Lake wetlands properly created and managed for the
purpose of stonnwater management. \' etlands
rented for the purpose of wastewater treatment add
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Wl'Iland

Ing:111011 prr >it2( 1,, are seldom successful. In

recent Honda study. only i freshwater wetland
mitigation protects were deemed ecologically successinspected hv the Florida Department of
ful out I if
Environmental Regulation.

ro a large extent, wetlands clerk c their values from
their location in the landscape and their relationship
with other xvetlancls and waterhodies. \litigation
hanks replace wetlands lost in one location with
wetlands located in another. Nlan wetland functions
ire site-specific and are lost when the wetland is
destroyed. These cannot he replaced by wetland
credits in a mitigation hank at some other site. This
disadvantage is amplified 1w the fact that mitigation
hanks would encourage developers to propose offsite mitigation. as this sort of mitigation is less expensive than performing on-site and in-kind mitigation.
In the regulatory process. the existence of mitigation
banks may allow de' elopers to exert considerable
pressure on regulatory agencies to forego thorough
alternatives analysis and impact avoidance. Developers may argue that because mitigation is achieved
through their -credits- in the -hank.- they should
receive a permit to dredge or fill wetlands that
otherwise may not he issued
As permits are reviewed. applicants should always be
subject to restrictions in which all alternatives are
utilized to first avoid, then minimize. impacts on
wetlands. In the case of unavoidable wetland
impacts. mitigation for wetland impacts should he
done in accordance with the 60emaere-Anclerson
Wetland Protection Act and section 404 of the (Jean
Water Act (See Chapter Three and Appendix C).
Furthermore. the creation. enhancement. or restoration of wetlands for mitigation should only he
permitted if the proposal includes features that
ensure its success.

The Difficulty of Quantifying Wetland Values

ing wetlands values for mam reasons.
First. different wetlands pr,)\ ide .1 ' army ()IJunctions

that have mart' different values. Attempting to put
an economic value on a wetland presents the problem of comparing and weighing vastly different
commodities. while at the same time trying to assess
how the values may compete (e.g. peat mining v.
photographing orchids). Additional complexity is
added when the evaluator attempts to compare the
value of an intact wetland with an alternate use such
as a shopping mall development. Although conventional economics attempts to solve this problem by
reducing everything to dollars. this is practically
impossible given that many wetland -products- do
not compete in the marketplace.
Second. the generalized -law of supply and demand"
falls apart when considering wetland values. For
example. habitat values are in many cases more
dependent on the location and size of the individual
wetland rather than overall quantity.

Third. commercial .alues are short term. whereas
wetland functions provide long term values. From a
purely economic point of view. most investors seek
to retrieve their investments in ten to twenty Years.
and seldom consider long term implications. Given
this. a decision based solely on economic valuation
may support wetland destruction. However. once a
wetland is converted. its functions and values are lost
to society forever. This simple tact is seldom. if ever.
factored into the economic aluauon of a project that
seeks to alter wetlands.
The last. and probably the most significant when
considering wetland protection. is that most valuable
products of wetlands serve the public but have little
or no commercial value for the individual wetland
owner. For example. inch\ iduals downstream entov
the water quality and flood prevention benefits front
intact wetlands upstream. The upstream wetland
owner may have difficulty quantifying, these benefits
to his or herself.
Often. there is conflict between what is in the public'
interest and what the landowner feels is in his or her
best economic interest regarding the use of wetlands.
Many of the current wetland regulations at the local,
state. and federal level were developed to protect the
public's interest in privately ow Fled wetlands.

.\ few w ()ids should be said regarding the issue (if
quantifying wetland \ :dues. Although wetland
unctions and \ alues are accepted and even lauded
scientists. environmentalists. developers. politicians. and the general citizenry, actually quantifying
those castes in economic terms is dillicult. The took
of economics pro\ c' to he inadequate when consider-
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Proper Use of Wetland
Inventories and Maps
Wetland inventories and maps can he extremely
useful items, if their inadequacies are understood.
Chapter Two discusses the wetland maps that are
widely available throughout the state and their
shortcomings. This discussion deals with wetland
maps from the regulatory angle.
One of the main criticisms of the implementation of
the ( ;oemaere- Anderson Wetland Protection Act is
that the mandated statewide wetland inventory has
not heen completed. On the local level. in practically
every attempt to pass a wetlands ordinance, a
wetlands inventory has been called for. Wetlands
inventories can provide an excellent means by which
To inform landowners that they may have regulated
wetlands on their property However. wetland
inventories, no matter how comprehensive. are not a
viable substitute for on-site investigation of wetland
boundaries. Accordingly, wetland inventories serve
a very limited regulatory purpose. This is not a
problem, as long as the regulated community realizes
the limited utility. When wetland inventories are
misused or misperceived to serve as delineating the
boundaries of jurisdictional wetlands. problems arise.
When the state finishes the wetlands inventory. or
when a local government produces a wetlands
inventory, it is critical that the purpose and its
shortcomings he clearly spelled out. Otherwise.
individuals may use the excuse. "My wetland is not
on the inventor.- to avoid the regulatory process.

Inadequate Enforcement of
Wetland Regulations
Presently in Michigan. when a violation is identified.
the MDNR staff may issue a cease and desist letter to
the responsible individual which stipulates required
remedies. If the responsible individual complies with
the terms of the letter. many times no further enforcement action is needed. If further enforcement action
is needed. legal actions to enforce wetlands regulations must be brought about by the enforcing agent,
either through the county prosecutor or the Attorney
icneral. Currently, there is a lack of effective court
action. primarily for three reasons: 1) the lack of
sufficient staff to adequately review permits and
enforce the Act. 2) the difficulty of getting appropri-

ate action from county prosecutors, and 3) the work
load of the Attorney General's office. If a county
prosecutor is unwilling to take the case, and the
Attorney General's office does not have the time.
MDNR staff are out of options to pursue enforcement.

Hundreds of wetland violations go unaddressed each year.

Furthermore. there are no citizen suit provisions in
the Michigan Wetland Protection Act which would
allow citizens to file suit in a court of competent
jurisdiction for an injunction or othei process against
any person to restrain or prevent violations of
Michigan's wetland protection statutes. However,
citizen suits to enforce Section 404 are authorized by
Section .SO-S of the Clean Water Act. Citizens seeking

to use this as a remedy must file suit in federal court.
Indirectly, it is possible to use this provision to
enforce Michigan's Wetland Protection Act by filing
suit in federal court against the EPA for improper
oversight of the NIDNR's administration of the assumed Section -104 program.
There are a variety of ways to improve the enforcement of Michigan's Wetland Protection Act. Perhaps
the most direct would be to increase the staffing
levels to the point where a sufficient amount of staff
were devoted to enforcement activities. Other
improvements include granting the authority for
NIDNR staff to issue appearance tickets. and :Ludlow.ing citizens to sue to enforce Act 203. Both of these
options would involve amendments to the Act.
Michigan's criminal code allows the issuance of
appearance tickets for minor offenses, including
misdemeanors, where the maximum penalty is a $500
fine and or 92 days in jail. The authority to issue
appearance tickets would provide the NIDNR a viable
enforcement tool for minor offenses and to deter
minor violations of Act 203. I fowever. there are
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Ltking. there are se\eral court (...iscs \\ Inch help to
define this. In two court cases in which the I
(:nort deemed a taking had occurred
Federal

\ era! con( ern' that 1111.1)-4 he addresed when

amendments to authorize this tout are introduced.
ale first is that the deltnition of a "minor offense in
legards to wetland ..ictivincs must he clearly (it:lined,
e (AIM d Is that appearance tickets eliminate the
possibility of pursuing restoration or further penalties
tinder the criminal code. I loWeVer. civil action for
relict (il the same violation would he po.sihle

through the administrati( )11 of `(_-(..ion if ft of the
Clean \Vater Act. I flonaa Mick /th/a,ines I Infed

I

sicties, and Lore/mho. //arbor/. / uded.siaiesi. the
landowners had bet .eprived of 9:;".) and 9O".,
respectively of the \ ails! of their land. In Nlichigan.
Isles. pica 1. flepartnunn
cases such as Blitc
Vantral Resources and Buntl 1)upcni1)ent of Natural
Rccnittl-cs support the .1I)NIt's authority to deny
development activities in wetlands pursuant to state

Amending the various resource management statutes
to include citizen 1-0.1i1 provisions provides a \VaV to

help ensure that the statutes are indeed complied
and enforced by the entOrcing agent. Citizen
provisions would enable citizens to file for an
injunction to restrain or prevent violations of the
specific statutes. and to require restoration of ecosystem damage. Although the Nlichigan Fmlronmental
Protection Act does authorize citizens to sue to enjoin
environmental impairment. it is seldom Used. Integrating citizen suit provisions into the resource
management permitting statutes would make suing
for specific performance under a particular statute

regulations.
In the past decade. several 1e:4p-dative initiatives in

more straightforward.

The Issue of
Regulatory Takings
( )11e of the most Lontentious aspects (II wetlands

protection is the 'takings. issue. As mentioned in
Chapter Five. governments have the power of
eminent domain which allows them to lake- property \\ hen it is in the public. interest and pro\ sled
that the landowner recei\es just COMPenSat km. In
Mk! cases. landowners claim a regulatory taking has
occurred \\ hen they are deprived of the preferred use
ot their land due to the application of wetlands
regulatory standards. Mthough these claims resonate
with deep-seated American \ allie), dens ed bons the
Filth Amendment of the Constitution. the courts have

Micmgan have sought to amend the GoemaereAnderson Wetland Protection Act so that the simple
designation of an area as wetlands would constitute a
regulatory taking. Ibis concept does not meet the
required 'denial of all economically viable uses- test.
and would di\ erge significantly from court decisions
regarding this issue. The Michigan Court of Appeals
has held that the mere designation of property as
wetlands by the \ IDNIZ does not constitute a taking
1 if the property (Both/ t. /)par/thou of Vaturai
kcsomves and Carabc.1/ 1. Department (fA'athreli
R('sources,. In Cmthell. the court established that the
test kir determining if there was a taking of property
was whether the wetlands designation -deprives the
()wner of an economically lable use of his land.- not
whether the owner was depri\ ed of the most profitable use of his or her land,
the takings ',slid' has been (Renntlated 111 recent
ears. The (:( irps processes ()Yet- '7,i).(lutt permits

throughout the Lnited ',tate!, each Year. since the
Clean \Vater .\ct was passed in 19-2. oniv two permit
det.i),itin), have been ruled a taking. It is a simple last
that vast maionty of wetlands regulatory actions do
not depri\ e the Landow tier of all economic uses of
their land. and thence. a regulatory taking does not
occur. The same holds true for Nhclugan s \Vetland
Protection .\t. ince there are se\ erai economic uses
\\ hich do not even iccillire a permit. it is extremek

«insistently ruled that individual 1:.ndowners (I)) not
hive the unrestrained right to engage in achvitics
hick aci\ ersely impact the public good.

difficult f( )1- a 1.1rhAM\ ter h ) demonstrate that the

In general. l() JCR:tinkle 11 a regulator\ taking has
the (()un
occurred. two [Hidings must be inade
that the rcgulatory statute does not subsiannall\
advance legitimate public interests. and 't the
go\ eminent regulations deny a landowner essenualk
ail economically Lible uses (11 his or her land.
Alth(sigh there is no set formula to determine if a
regUlation or go\ ernmental action constitutes a
I

designation ()I an area as \\ etlands or ,t denial (i1 a
pcrinii I( 1r a partletliar
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Appendix A:
Michigan Organizations involved in
Wetland Protection
Across Michigan, there are countless individuals and
numerous environmental and conservation organizations working to protect or enhance wetlands. Many
of these organizations and individuals have united to
form the Michigan Wetlands Action Coalition. The
Coalition serves as an informational clearinghouse
and communication network for wetlands protection
in Michigan.

The purpose of this Appendix is to provide the
reader with a brief overview of the organizations that
are actively involved in wetlands protection. The
organizations listed responded to a questionnaire that
was sent to wetland protection advocates across the
state. Although there was an attempt made to ensure
that all organizations working to protect wetlands
were listed, some may have been missed. If you are
involved with a wetland protection organization that
does not appear on this list. please write the Tip of
the Mitt Watershed Council for more information
regarding the Michigan Wetlands Action Coalition.
Each organization profile includes address. phone.
wetland resource materials on hand. a brief narrative
about their activities. and their geographic area. If
You are looking for assistance with wetlands protection activities in your region. use the geographic area
maps to locate the local organization that serves you.
If vou are in a region that is not served by a local
organization, contact one of the statewide wetland
protection organizations. If you are seeking specific
expertise or resource materials, use the narrative
information or the wetland resource materials key to
it lenuft the appropriate organization. 1 r

Michigan Wetlands: Yours .to
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KEY to "Resources" and "Materials/Services" Entries
A
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National Wetlands Inventory Maps

V

L .S.G.S. Topographic Maps
MIRIS Maps
Wetland Maps Produced Locally
Watershed Maps
Model Local Ordinances
Other

)

t

Slide Shows
Brochures
Guidebooks
Textbooks
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Other
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Clinton River Watershed Council
821R flall Road
tica.
I

Phone.

k 313) --;,)-11.22

1, \X.

I 313) -30-8199

the Clinton River Watershed cticincil (CRW C i hats pro\ did assistance (,) lot. I
governments in regards to wetland protection t()r decades. The Council conducts
river corridor inventories in cooperation \\ tilt local go\ ernments to identity
appropriate local government action and has an \clopt-A-'stream program which
includes associated wetlands. Staff could potentially serve as 'expert witnesses in
regards to police and wetlands regulation issues. CRWC works with citizens to
help sok e environmental problems and develop strategies to meet environmental goals.
Resources avadab/e.
Materials Services.

A0
-

*

Ti

=

Detroit Audubon Society
121 South \lain street
i8tio-

Royal (Aik

Phone

(313) -;

Detroit Audubon society IDAsi routinely lomment, on dredge and till applications
and assists citizens with their continents DA', NA ill hold conservation easements.
accept donated properties statewide. and assist in developing a local land trust.
species
DAS will also assist in site documentation. especially
Resources available
NI:aerials services:

:V

Ti

East Michigan Environmental
Action Council
2122.0 \\: Is Mile Rood

l3lonifield Township.
Phone.
F.AX

tiin1 -aonn

(3131 2.4,8--;188

iii

The Fast lichigan Environmental \c tion t hunt it I EN1F.V.:i [(munch.. assists c miens
\\ ith comments on dredge and till applications In special cases. the\ \\
take legal .croon. In addition its assisting citvens in work on local \\ issues.
FMEAC also pi-, k ides comment iegarcling pending Inns!. state. and lecleral
legislation
Ti

Rest Rm. es as ailable

\ 1atenals 'ter\ ices.

V
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Environmental Protection Council
of Oakland County
N Adams. >utte 1 11
Rochester Hills. NII -48309
Phone-

313)

The Environmental Protection Council 01 Oakland County (EPC) comments on
dredge and fill applications and assists citizens \Yoh their comments. The EPC
actively works %s oh local units of government to develop and implement local
wetland protection measures. The EPC will iake legal action when necessary and
has board members who could potentially serve as "expert witnesses.'
Resources availableNlatenals :services.

*

1

+

V

Friends of Rose Township
9001 Fish Like Road
Holly. MI -0-1842

Phone:

'3131()i-(--6(18

The Friends of "rise Township IFRT) comments on dredge and fill applications
and assists citizens with their comments. The FRT also provides information about
habitat preservation. grassroots wetlands protection initiatives. and educational
materials.

..:es .11Iahle
Materials "er'iees

0

Res,

*

V

Friends of of the Crystal River
P.() Boy i2i
Glen Arbor. All -0(-)36

Phone:

(»I(» 33-t--1-051

CrLstal Riser

Friends ,1 the Crystal River I FOCR i has ticLiised the minority of their %Nork on the
Crystal RI\ er ss.itershed Ft X:R has been ins olved in the contested Lase he:11111v,
process. circuit Loon litigation. and EPA oversight of NIDNI1 permitting actions

Watershed

Resoun. es as ailable

\I.uertals ',Cr

i

es

V
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Friends of the Rouge
2-o3 stark Road. '-uite
Loonia. \ I I i8
Phone

')I1

1313) -42--123-t

Ilse Friend, ot the Rouge (FOR) focuses its ellons on the Rouge Ricer W..11CrIlled
FOR 1 urk, with local governments, and provide, basic intommtion on wetland
protection.

1

Resource, available:

\laterial, sen k es,

V
Rouge River
Watershed

Gallen River Watershed Council
I' 0 Pox
Ncew- Buffalo.

\II lilt

The Gallen River Watershed Council (GRWC) routinely comments on dredge and
till applications and assists citizens with their comments. GRWC, educational
programs ft.cus on the identification and appreciation of wetlands and other
natural resources in the area. They w ill assist citizens in locating -expert witnesses- and engaging in litigation and contested case hearings. GR\VC also has a
program to protect wetlands and floodplains through conservation easements. and
will assist in developing local wetland protection ordinances.
Resources available
\ latenais 'services

A0

Grand River Preservation Coalition
io-r2 .\hrigacior Trail. N F
Comstock Park. MI l').2,21
('hone

.0101 -8-1-usi.sc)

The ()rand River Preservation Ct.,111(10t1 tt 'IRPC I routinely continent, on dredge and
till application, and assists citizen-, with their comments. GRPC cc ill also assist

aliens with gathering information on local wetland issues throughout the Grand
Ri\tr Water,hed
1<csource, as ailable:

!arena I, 4r. ice,
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Huron River Watershed Council
I ts \\

,,,,11,41, it

\ikir \II
Phone

A1

,,12.ititii,.-;2,18

FAN

The I futon !<I\ yr A att.TIted ('t
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.111d
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inonitor (giant.' plant and animal populations. They do 11,1e sLif th_1( ,()111,1
!MA C. .11,o 11.1, .1 program to protgt. t
potenti.111 er\ c .1, expert V.
\Alt
And floocIpl.iins through Lon,erv..ition
t.le eloping i,2{...11 ttetlancl prow( him (tix.lin.ince,

*

A

\ .111,thlt

Ke:stuniit

Nlateii.ti. -.LT\ ice,

Huron River
\Vaterched

V

ee

Lake Michigan Federation
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t
12s W A t.,tern..-iiiite
NIti,ket.zon. \1I

Phone

01-1')

iiItti

b,
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I
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Leelanau Conservancy
Watershed Council
l';- N First street
1' O. Box ioir
Leland. MI -49654

Phone:

(0161 256-9665

The Leelanau Conservancy Watershed Council provides technical information
regarding wetlands, but does not participate in specific cases. When greater
involvement is needed, they make referrals to the appropriate individuals.
organizations. or agencies.
Resources available:
Materials Services:

A

*

Michigan Audubon Society
()till W. st..loseph Hwy.
P 0. Box 8(1i2Lansing. MI 48908-052Phone:
FAX:

51-) 886-91-H
I 517) 880-9466

The Michigan Audubon Society I N1As r routinely comments on dredge and till
applications and assists citizens \\ ith their comments. NLAS has a Wetland Watch
program that involves ;45 local chapters throughout Michigan. Although NIAS and
affiliates occasionally get involved in litigation or contested cases. the primary
focus is on monitoring and advocacy at the local ley el In addition. NIAS is
involved in wetland protection advocacy efforts on the state and federal level
Resources available:
Materials services:

Michigan Lake and Stream
Associations, Inc.
122-1 2 N Main Street
P O. Box 249
Three Rivers. .\I1 -19093
Phony

.f,161 2-*-82.00

FAN.

.o16) 2'3-2919

A

The Nlichigan Like and Stream Associations Inc I NIIASA r serves as communication link between hundreds of individual Like associations throughout Nlichigan
mitred to assist member aSMKutimis is hen ins olved in litigation and
contested case hearings. N1lAsA also ads Ise. citizens on understanding is etland
ic.gulations and tin the best a ppf0,1dIt's to .11iml or minimize wetland destruction
Resourc,es available
\Luc:mils ser, ices

"
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Michigan United Conservation Clubs
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Northern Michigan
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Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council
P

Box 3151
V.)-2,2
'um% as

Phone:

thin)

I 181

Fax.

((do))

4--;928

i(mtinely comments on dredge
The lip of the Mitt Watershed Council (TOM
and fill applications and assists citizens with their comments. TONIWC offers an
Adopt-A-Stream- program that includes associated wetlands. -AVetland Stewardship' program. a planning and zoning program to promote water quality protection. and a wetland delineation service Several stall could potentially serve as
'expert witnesses' and the staff attorney provides legal ad ice TONIWC also
publishes (;reat Lakes Wetlands. and coordinates the Great Lakes Wetlands Polley
consortium and the Nlichigan Wetlands Action Coalition.
Resources available:
Materials. Services:

0

.

7

*

+

7

)

Upper Peninsula
Environmental Coalition
P.O. Box
Houghton. NII

Phone:

0931

I9r1ni -182-6;4

The l'pper Peninsula Environmental Coalition 1I TEC) recei.es dredge .ind 1111
applications for the entire Vpper Peninsula (11 Michigan and either reviews and
makes comments on them or lefers them to appropriate agencies and inch% (duals.
1-PEC ,s() helps to ,00rdinate and develop action strategies for particular wetland
protet t., in issues
Resources available
Materials Services

Water and Air Team for Charlevoix
P

Box nIS

charle% ins.

Phone-

19-.2o

10161 ;-i--;')30

:nelv comments on dredge and
\\ .tier and Air Team for Challe\mx
IIII applftations and assists t lawns ss uh thtrn Lomments as much as possible
WATC11's -Adopt-A-stream- program can he expanded to include wetlands. and
the\ .are .11'.111,1hie to help in litigation or contested Las(.:. hearing,

Resnur is

.us ulahle

.1..it,..rials set, R es
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West Michigan Environmental
Action Council
1-i$2 Wealthy s E.
Grand Rapids. NII

Phone.

10101 ii1-30A1

West Michigan Environmental Action Council iWNIEAC) routinely comments on
dredge and till applications and assists citizens with their comments whenever
possible. WMEAC's "Adopt-A-Stream- program includes wetlands. Several staff
and members could potentially serve as expert witnesses.' In addition.
WMEACs wetland protection activities include publishing issue alerts and lac t
sheets. providing speakers. working with media, coalition building, strategic
planning, and policy development.
Resources available.
Materials Services.

V

Wetlands Conservation Association
P.O. Box l3
Stevensville. NII -01r-0133
Phone: (016i -429-1802

The Wetlands Conservation Association tWCA, routinely comments on dredge and
fill applications and assists citizens with their comments The Association is
developing a conservation easement program and is actively pursuing wetland
restoration protects \\*CA will pursue litigation or contested cases when necessary
The \VGA is also active in providing wetland protection advice to citizens
Resources available:
Materials serk

Advise
and Assist

A0
.

Advice and Assist

Wetlands Foundation of
West Michigan
1110 N. Division

College Park Plaza

Grand Rapids. \ll tosii3
Phone.

The Wetlands Foundation iit \\ est \ lichigan assists with the design. tunding. and
permitting of protects that restore. enhance. or create wetlands primarily for habitat
values. The Foundation does not comment on dredge and till permit applicalions
on a regular basis I lowever. it does [unction as a resource center for public
education regarding wetlands and will assist citizens with their comments on
permit a pplik an( ins

Resources aailable

A0

Materials series
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See. 8 ( I) Within 00 days after receipt of the completed application and fee, the department may hold
a hearing If a hearing Is held, it shall be held in the county where the wetland on which the permit Is to

made known at the time of the application for the permit.

lake, river, or stream.
(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), proposed use or development of wetland shall be considered
as a single permit application under this act if the scope. extent. and purpose of a use or des elopment are

(f) An enssronmental assessment on a form supplied by the department of the proposed use ar
development if requested by the department which shall include effects upon wetland benefits and the
effects upon the water quality, flow, and levels, and the wildlife. fish, and segtation within a contiguous

(d) A statement describing the proposed use or development
(e) 'Ilse wetland owner's name and address.

(b) The location of the wetland.
(c) A description of the wetland on which the use or development is to he made

(a) 'Ilse person's name and address.

subsection the application shall include

Sec 7 (I) Except as provided in section 8(4), to obtain a permit for a use or development !Local in
mention 5, the person degring the permit shall file an application with the department on a I
provided
by the department accompanied by a fee of $M 00. A person who has a penult for the partnidar activity
under Act No 348 of the Public Acts of 1972, or Act No 61 of the Public Acts of 1939, as amended, being
sections 319 I In 319.27 of the Michigan Compiled Laws, does not need to pay the fee presented by this

(o) Operation or maintenance, including reconstruction of recently damaged parts, of set-skiable dikes
And levees in existence on the effective date of thin act or constnicted pursuant to this act
(P) Construction of iron and copper mining tailings basins and water storage areas.
(3) After the effective date of this act but Immediately prior to the approval of a state program under
project solely insolves the
section 404 of title 4 of the clean water act of 1977, 33 U.S C 1344, wlwre
discharge of fill material subject to the individual permit reqrsilements of section 404 of title 4 of die c Iron
Aim act of 1977. 33 U S C 1144, an additional permit shall not he required by this act

(n) Maintenance, repair, or operation of electric transmission and distribution power lines and
construction of distribution power lines If the distribution power lines are constructed, maintained. nr
repaired in a manner to assure that any adverse effect on the wetland will be otherwise minimized.

assure that any adverse effect on the wellaird will be otherwise minimized.

having a diameter of 6 inches or less, if the pipelines are constructed, maintained, or repairer) in a manner to

horn the existing location of the street, highway, or road.
(m) Maintenance. repair, or operation of gas or oil pipelines and constructkm of gas or oil pipelines

klaintenance or improvement does not include adding extra lanes. increasing the right of way. or deviating

such a manner as to assure that any adverse effect on the wetland will be otherwise minimized

from the department This subdivision shall not apply to a wetland which is contiguous to a lake or stream,
or to a tributary of a lake or stream, or to a wetland which the department has determined by clear and
convincing evidence to be a wetland which is necessary to he preserved for the public interest, In which
case
permit shall be required.
Maintenance or improvement of public streets, highways. or roads, within the right of way and in
(1)

harvesting of agricultural products Except as otherwise provided in ths act, land unproved under this
subdivision after the effective date of this act shall not be used for nonfarming purposes without a permit

owned by a person who is engaged in commercial farming and the land if to be used for the production and

(h) Afaintenance, operation, or improvement which Includes straightening, widening, or deepening of
the follow ing which is necessary for the production or harvesting of agricultural products
(1) An existing private agricultural drain.
(11) That portion of a drain legally established pursuant to Act No. 40 of tbe Public Acts of 1966, as
amended, being sections 280 I to 2800.10 of the Michigan Compiled laws, which has been constructed or
Unproved for drainage purposes.
(lip) A drain constructed pursuant to other provisions of thin act.
(j) Construction or maintenance of farm made, fount roads, or temporary roads for moving mining or
forestry equipment, if the roads are constructed and maintained in a manner to assure that any adverse
effect on the wetland will tie otherwise minimized.
(k) land-lege necessary for the production and harvesting of agricultural products if the wetland is

If the department receives an application with respect to a wetland whkh is located in

4

expected to accrue from the proposal shall be balanced against the reasonably foreseeable detriments of the

benefits derived from the activity, and that the activity is otherwise lawful
(2) In detennining whether the activity Is In the public interest, the benefit wlikb reasonably may be

determines that the Issuance of a permit is in the public interest. that the permit is necessary to realize the

Sec. 9. (I) A permit for an activity listed in section 5 shall not be approved unless the department

be made and returned to the department within 43 days after the munkipality's receipt of the permit
application. The detainment shall approve, modify, or deny the application as provided in this act.

modif ication, on denial of the application to the department. The recommendations of the municipality shall

(5) If municipality does not have an ordinance regulating wetlands. the department shall promptly
send a copy of the permit application to the municipality where the wetland t in ated The municipality
may review the application: may hold a hearing on the applicatkm; and may recommend approval,

municipality whkh ha.s an ordinance regulating wetlands, the department brunediately shall forward the
application to the municipality, which shall modify, deny, or approve the application under this subtectisin
The inunkipality shall notify the deportment of its decision The department shall prneeed as pros ided in
this act.

wetlands

department. The department shall develop an agreement with each municipality which has an ordinance
regulating wetlands The agreement shall provide for an exchange of information with the department
Including information regarding the environmental Impact of each (imposed use or deselopment inn
wetlands. the proposed decision on each application for a proposed use or development on wetlands, and
other information that may assist the municipality in administering its ordinance. The agreement shall
provide that the department shall trot issue a permit if the municipality has denied permission for the permit
under its ordinances, unless the permit ins oho
use or development of regional or statewide public
benefit Th.. agreement shall require that the municipality use an application form supplied by the
department, and that each person applying for a permit make application directly with the municipality
Upon receipt, the municipality shall forward a copy lif each applkation to the department. The department
shall begin rec teing the application as provided in this act The municipality shall review the application
pursuant to its ordinance and shall modify approve, or deny the application within 00 day s after rein mt.
1 he department shall inform any interested person whether a munkmality has an ordinance regulating

protect wetland Each municipality which adopts an ordinance regulating wetlands shall notify the

The department shall prepare a biweekly lit of the applications made &aunt the prey i0111 2 week, and
shall promptly mail copies of the list for the remainder of the calendar year to the persons who requested
notice The biweekly list shall state the name surf address of each applicant, the location of the wetland in
the proposed use or development Including the nice of both the proposed use or development and of the
wetland affected, and summary statement of the purpose of the use or development
(4) A municipality, by ordinance, may provkle for more stringent def inition and regulation of wetland
than is provided under this Relents subsection is supplemental to the existing authority of a municipality to

(3) A person who desires notification of pending permit applications may make n written request to the
department accompanied by an annual fee of 325.00 which shall Ise credited to the general fund of the state.

remedies, bring appropriate legal action in a court of scrinpeterri jurisdiction

detemtinations required by section 9. The action taken by the department may be appealed pursuant to Art
No 306 nil the Public. Acts of 1909, as amended A property owner may. after exhaust., of administrative

application shall ire considered approved, and the department shall be considered to have made the

issuance of a permit containing conditions necessary for compliance with this act If the department does
not approve or disapprove the permit application within the time provided by this subsection, the permit

for the denial or the modificatkIns requested to the applicant Department approval may include the

prepare and send the permit to the applicant If the department denies, or requests a modification of. the
permit application the department shall send notice of the denial or modification request, and the reasons

deny the permit application. If the department approves the permit application, the department thrill

apply is located Notice of the hearing shall be made in the came manner as for the promulgation of rules
under Act No. 300 of the Public Acts ol 1969, as amended, being sections 21 2131 to 21.315 of the hikhigan
("unlinks' laws The department may approve or disapprove a permit application without a public hearing
unless n person requests a hearing in writing within 20 days after the mailing of notification of the permit
application as required by subsection (3). or the department determines that the permit application is of
sq.:laic ant impact to warrant a public hearing
(2) If a hearing is not held, the department shall approve or disapprose the permit application within 90
days after the completed permit application is filed with the department If a hearing is held, the
department shall approve or disapprove the permit apphcation within 90 days after the conclusion of the
hearing time department may approve a permit applicatkm, request modifications in the application, or

13 (I) If. on the base of information available to the department, the department finds that

(2) An order issued under subsection (1) shall state with reasonable speedway the nature of the variation

AINIIMI

8

this state on

4111111..1.

Sec 19 (I The department shall make or cause to be made a preliminary lr.ventory of all wetland in
inty by county basis and file the inventory with the agricultural extension office, register of
deeds, and county clerk.
(2) At least 2 hearings shall be held in each state planning and development region created by Esecutne
Directive No. 1873-1. The bearing shall be held by the department after publication and due notice so that
interested parties sissy comment on the inventory. After Ili., hearings the department shall Issue a final
Inventory which shall be sent and kept by the agricukund extension office, register of deeds, and county
clerk. legislators shall receive an inventory of a county or regional classification foe their districts Including
both preliminary and final Inventories unless the legislators request not to receive Lim materials.
(3) Before an inventory is made of county, interested persons may request the department to inspect

(2) Aerial photographs and satellite telemetry data reproductions shall be made available to the
respective county register of deeds for cost as determined by the department.

Sec. 18 (1) As inventories of wetland are completed, the Inventories shall be used as 1 of the criteria by
the department in issuing permits. The Inventories shall be periodically updated. The maps, ground surveys,
and descriptions of wetlands included is the Inventories shall be submitted to the respective county register
of deeds and shall become public document available to review by any member of the public.

Sec 17 (1) The department shall promulgate and enforce rules to implement this act pursuant to Act
No 308 of the Public Acta of IWO, as amended.
(2) If person Is aggrieved by any action or inaction of the department, the person may request
formal hear., on the matter involved The bearing shall be conducted by the department pursuant to Act
Acts of 1969. as amended.
No. 338 of tl
(3) A deteronnation, action, or inaction by the department following the hearing shall be subject to
judicial review as provided in Act No. 338 of the Public Acts of 1939. as amended.
(4) This section does not limit the right of a wetland owner to institute proceedings in any circuit of the
circuit court of the state against any person when necessary to protect the wetland owners rights

Sec. 18 If a permit is dented for a proposed wetland activity, the landowner may request revaluation
of the affected property for assessment purposes to determine its fair market value under the use restriction.

state

Sec 15 lice fees and civil fines collected under this act shall be deposited in the general fund of the

to its original condition immediately before the violation. The restoration may Include the removal of fill
nutenal deposited in the wetland or the replacement of soil, sand, or minerals.

person who violates this act to restore as nearly as possible the wetland which was affected by the violation,

violation. or by imprisonment for not more than 2 years, or both.
(4) In addition to the penalties provided under subsections (I), (2). and (3), the court may order a

department under this act, or a corporate officer who his knowledge of or is responsible for

violation,
guilty of a misdemeanor. punishable by a fine of not less than 02,500.00 nor more than 025.000 00 per day of
violation, or by unprisonment for not more than I year, or both. A person who violates this section a second
or subsequent time is guilty of felony, punkhable by fine of not ITO...than 150,0710.1:0 for each day of

(3) A person who wilfully or recklessly violates a condition or limitation in a permit issued by the

$25e9 03

to a mil fine nut to exceed $l0,00000 for each day of violation
(2) A person who violates this act is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not more than

uounctn-e relief upun request of the department under section 13(1). An action under this subsection may
be brought m the circuit court for the county of Ingham or Ica a county in which the defendant is located.
resides, or u doing business. The court has jurisdiction to restrain the violation and to require compliance
with this act. In addition to any other relief granted under this section. the court may impose. civil fine of
not more than 910930 00 per day of violation A person who violates an order of the court shall be subject

Sec 14. (I) The attorney general may commence a civil action for appropriate relief, including

applicable requirements.

and shall specify a time for compliance, not to exceed 33 days, which the department determines it
reasonable. raking into account the seriouniess of the violation and good faith efforts to comply with
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department shall issue an order requiring the person to comply with the prohibitions or conditions or the
department shall request the attorney general to bring a civil action under section 14(1)

person is in isolation of this act or a condition set forth in a permit issued under section 9 or 10, the

Sec

Sec 12 II) The department shall require the holder of a prtnit 10 provide information the department
reasonably reflOileS 10 Obialll eomplunce with this act
(2) Upon reasonable cause or obtaining search warrant. the department ma) enter on. upon. or
through the premises on which an actis ay listed to section 5 is located or on which mformation required to
be maintained under subsection (1) is located

(a) A violation of a condition of the permit
by inurepresentation or failure to fully disclose relevant facts
(b) Obtaining a pe
(c) A change in a condition that requires temporary or permanent change i n Ilse ac may

determines that the activities authorued by the general pemnt have an adverse impact on the environment
or the actulties would be more appropriately authorized by an mein ulna! permit
121 A permit may be terminated or modified for Cause. includuig

Sec II (I) A general permit may be revoked or muddled if. after opportunity fur a public hearing or
a contested case hearing under Act No 308 of the Public Acts of 1989. as amended. the department

completed or terminated A general permit shall not be valid for more than 5 years

(3) The department may establish a reasonable tune when the construction, development. or use O to be

(2) The department may impose conditions en permit for a use or development if the conditam are
designed to remove an impairment to the wetland benefits, to mitigate the impact of a discharge of fill
material, or to otherwise improve the water quality

perm it

See 10 (1) The department. after notice and opportunity for a public hearing. nay issue general
',moo on a state or county basis for a category of activities if the department determines that the activities
are sundar to nature, will cause only minimal adverse environmental effects when performed separately.
and will have only minimal cumulative adverse effect on the environment A general permit issued under
this subsection shall be based on the requirements of this act and the rules promulgated under this act, and
shall set forth the requirements and standards which shall apply to an activity authorized by the general

also shows either of the following
at The proposed activity ts primarily del .ndent upon being located in the wetland
(b) A feasible and prudent alternative does not exist

set forth us section 3 and subsection (2) shall be consdered. A permit shall not be issued unless the applicant

(h) Provo-nay to any waterway
(.1 Economic value, both public and private, of the proposed land change to the general area
(3) In considering a permit application. the department shall give serious consideration to findings of
necessity for the proposed activity which have been made by other state agencies.
(41 A permit shall not be issued unless it is shown that an unacceptable disruption will not result to the
aquatic resource,. In determining whether a disruption to the aquatic resources is unacceptable, the criteria

on the public health or fish or wildlife.
(I) lice size of the wetland being considered
(g) The amount of remainmg wetland in the general area

(c) The extent and permanence of the benef octal or detrimental effects which the proposed activity:may
have on the public and private uses to which the area a suited, including the benefits the wetland provides
(d) The probable impact of each proposal in relation to the cumulative effect created by other exuting
and anticipated activities in the watershed
(e) The probable impact on recognized historic, cultural, scenic, ecological, or recreational values and

pollution. Impatrment, and destruction. The following general criteria shall be considered
(a) The relative extent of the public and private need for the proposed activity.
(Is) 11se availability of feasible and prudent alternative locations and methods to accomplish the
expected benefits from the activity

activity The dectsam shall reflect the national and state c-oncern for the protection of natural resources from

85
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Approved _

Governor

The act is ordered to take immediate effect.

Sec. U. This act shall take effect October 1, 1%0

which the parcel is located.

7

86

Clerk of the litAne of Representatives

Secretary of the S_eute

multiplied by 2, as determined by an inspection of the most recent assessment roll of the township or city in

in dispute occupies in the total parcel of land, of the state equated evaluation of the total parcel,

Sec. 21. (1) This act shall not be construed to abrogate rights or authority niberaise provided by Lau
(2) For the purposes of determining if there has been a taking of property without just compensation
under Michigan law, an owner of property who has sought and been denied a permit or has been made
subject to modifications or conditions is the permit under this act or the department's action or inaction
pursuant to this act may file an action is court of competent jurisdienon.
(3) If the court determines that an action of the department pursuant to this act constitutes a taking of
the property of person then the court shall order the department, at the department's option, to do one or
more of the following:
(a) Compensate the property owner for the full amount of the lost value
(b) Purchase the property In the public interest an determined before its value was affected by this act
Of the department's action or inaction pursuant to this act.
(c) Modify its action or inaction with respect to the property so as to minimize the detrimental affect to
the property's value.
(4) For the purposes of this section, the value of the property may not exceed that share which the area

by the current property tax roll shall be notified of the possible change in the status of their property
Notification shall be printed on the neat property tan bill mailed to Property owlets in the county. It shall
°Detain information specifying that wetland inventory has been completed and is on file with the
agricultural extension office, register of deeds, and county clerk. and that property owners may be subject
to regulation under this act.

Sec. 20. As wetland inventories are completed as specified in section 19. owners of record as identified

property and the department shall make a written wetland deterrninatioo. The determination shall be made
within reasonable time *few the request. Completion of the inventory shall nut delay enplerrientation of
this act.
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pros isions of Act No. 442 of ihe Public Acts of 1976. as amended. being
§15 231 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
161 Decisions reached by the department which deny at modify an
application for a permit shi.11 be supported by written documentation to the
applicant based upon the applicable criteria contained in section 9 of the
act. The department shall create a form based on the criteria from section 9
of the act to be completed and placed into each application file When a

of a permit application and supporting documents consistent with

(4) An application may be considered to be withdrawn and the file for
the application may be closed if an applicant fails to respond to any written
inquiry or request from the department for information requested as a part
of the application form within 30 days of the request or such longer period
of time as needed by the applicant to provide the information agreed to. in
writing. between the applicant and the department.
(5) Upon request, the department shall provide any perscri with a cop>

order, or draft made payable to: "State of Michigan".

R 281.922

Permit applications.
Rule 2 (I) An application for a permit shall be made on a form
prescribed and provided by the department.
(2) An application for a permit shall not be deemed as received or filed
until the department has received all information requested on the application form. the application fee, and other information authorized by the act
and necessary to reach a decision. The period for granting or denying an
application begins as soon as all such information and the application fec
arc received by the department.
(3) Application fees shall be submitted to the department with the initial
submittal of an application form. The fee shall be paid by check, money

these rules

(3) Terms defined in the act have the same meanings when used in

inches.

pipe and which has an actual measured outside diameter of less than 6.75

in subdssision (a) of this subrule.
(c) "Pipelines having a diameter of 6 inches or less" means a pipe
which is equal to or less than what is commonly referred to as a 6-inch

(b) "Electric transmission line" means those conductors and their necessary supporting or containing structures located outside of buildings that are
used for transmitting a supply of electric energy, except those lines defined

(a) "Electric distribution line" means underground lines below 30 kilovolts and lines supported by wood poles.

(2) As used in the act:

REST COPY AVAILABLE

water, and a surface area of water Oat is more than 5 acres This dots not
include lakes constructed by excavating or diking dry land and maintained
fiir the sole purpose of cooling or storing water and does not include
lagoons used for treating polluted water.

es ',fence of a continued flow or continued occuncnce of water
(in A natural or permanent artificial inland lake or impoundment that
occurrence of
has definite banks, a bed, visible evidence of a cumin

(i) A river or stream which has definite banks, a bed, and visible

classified as minor
(e) "Inland lake or pond a river or stream" means any of the following.

7. 8. and 9 of the act, is issued for categories of activities that are not

Id) "Indic (dual permit" means a permit which, as authorized by sections

of the act, is issued for categories of minor activities, as defined in
subdmston (0 of this subrule.

(c) "General permit" means a permit which, as authorized by section 10

Great lakes for purposes of this d.:finition.

ordinary high watermark of an inland lake or pond or a river or stream or
is within 1,000 feet of the ordinary high watermark of one of the Great
lakes or Lake St Clair, unless it is determined by the department, pursuant
to R 281 924(4), that there is no surface water or groundwater connection
to these waters.
(is 1 Two or more areas of wetland separated only by barriers, such as
dikes, roads, berms, or other similar features, but with any of the wetland
areas contiguous under the criteria described in paragraph (i), (n). or (iii) of
this subdivision. The connecting waters of the Great Lakes. including the
St Mary's. St. Clair. and Detroit rivers, shall be considered part of the

(in) A wetland is partially or entirely located within 500 feet of the

inland lake or pond, a river or stream, one of the Great Lakes, or Lake St.
Clair.

(h) "Contiguous" means any of the following:
(i) A permanent surface water connection or other direct physical
contact with an inland lake or pond, a river or stream, one of the Great
Likes, or Lake St. Clair.
(n) .A seasonal or intermittent direct surface water connection to an

§28I 701 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws.

(a) "Act" means Act No. 203 of the Public Acts of 1979, being

Michigan Compiled Laws)
R 281.921 Definitions.
Rule I ( I) As used in these rules:

17 of Act No. 203 of the Public Acts of 1979, being §281.717 of the

(By authority conferred on the department of natural resources by section

15 Lb, lilt,

5,..cue, ol Suit oo June

I inc rule, lake ,11c.

riled

WETLAND PROTECTION

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
LAND AND WATER MANAGEMENT DIVISION

(oil A natural or permanent artificial pond that has permanent open
water with a surface area that is more than I acre, but less than 5 acres.
This does not include ponds constructed by excavating or diking dry land
arid maintained for the sole purpose of cooling or storing water and does
not include lagoons used for treating polluted water.
(I) "Minor activities" means activities that are similar in nature, that
will cause only minimal adverse environmental effects when performed
separately. and that will have only minimal cumulative adverse effects on
the environment.
(g) "Wetland vegetation" means plants that exhibit adaptations to allow.
under normal conditions, germination or propagation and to allow growth
with at least their root systems in water or saturated soil.
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(a) A violation of a condition of the permit

(b) Physical or chemical characteristics of a soil column which provide

property owner or agent within a reasonable period of time after receipt of
the request.

determination shall be made in writing and shall be provided to the

that meets the definition of contiguous under R 281.921(1 XbXiii). The

department shall determine if there is uo surface or groundwater connection

(4) Upon the request of a properly owner or his or her agent, the

(c) It supports plants or animals of an identified regional importance
(d) It provides groundwater recharge documented by a punk agency.

ecosystem.

following functions shall apply to a particular site:
(a) It supports state or federal endangered or threatened plants, fish, or
wildlife appearing on a list specified in section 6 of Act No. 203 of the
Public Acts of 1974, being §299.226 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
(b) It represents what the department has identified as a rare or unique

provide such findings, in writing, to the legal landowner stating the reasons
for this determination. In making such a determination, I or more of the

strated anaerobic conditions, can be utilized to identify the current and
recent depth and fluctuation of the water table or inundation.
(3) If the department makes a determination that a wetland otherwise
outside of the jurisdiction of the act is essential to the preservation of the
natural resources of the state under section 2(gXiii) of the act, it shall

Characteristics, such as gleying, low chroma mottling, or chemically demon-

evidence of the current and recent degree of saturation or inundation.

vegetation.

enough during the growing season to develop anaerobic conditions in the
upper part of the soil that favor the growth and regeneration of wetland

the department shall use the following characteristics of the soils or
substrate to verify the existence of a wetland:
(a) The presence of a soil that is saturate.' flooded, or ponded long

considered. A wetland that has not been recently or severely disturbed will
contain a predominance, not just an occurrence, of wetland vegetation or
aquatic life. Where there is a predominance of wetland vegetation, and no
direct visible evidence that water is, or has been, at or above the surface,

water that is necessary to determine an area to be a wetland will be
reflected in the vegetation or aquatic life present within the area being

on visible evidence that the normal seasonal frequency and duration of
water is above, at, or near the surface of the area to verify the existence of
a wetland. Under normal circumstances, the frequency and duration of

provide a written response stating, to the legal landowner within 30 days of
the on-site evaluation, whether the parcel contains wetland and the basis for
that determination.
(2) When performing wetland determinations, the department shall rely

(b) Obtaining a permit by misrepresentation or failure to fully disclose
relevant facts in the application.
(c) A change in a condition that requires a temporary or permanent
change in the activity.
R 281.924 Wetland determinations.
Rule 4. (1) When performing wetland determinations, as required by
section 19(3) of the act, the department shall utilize criteria consistent with
the definition of "wetland" provided in section 2(g) of the act and shall

!Weir Immo ammo slur

government agencies
(7) Any permit issued by the department under the act may be resoled
or suspended, after notice and an opportunity for a heanng, for any of the
following causes.

(6) Any permit issued under the act does not obviate the necessity of
receiving. when applicable, approval from other federal, state, and local

extensions.

shall be granted if there is no change in the activity for which the permit
was originally issued Administrative fees shall not be required for such

(5) A permit may be issued for a period extending until the end of the
following calendar year. A permit may be issued for a longer period of time
if agreed to, in writing, between the applicant and the department. Before a
permit expires, extensions of time may be granted by the department upon
receipt of a written request from the permit holder explaining why such an
extension is needed to complete the project. Up to two 12 -month extensions

shall reflect the requirements of all appropriate acts.

act, the applicant shall submit 1 application for all activities regulated under
these acts. Only I permit for these activities will be issued or denied by
applying the criteria of the appropriate acts. If a permit is issued, conditions

Michigan Compiled Laws, or Act No. 346 of the Public Acts of 1972, as
amended, being §281.95I et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws, or the

the Public Acts of 1955, as amended, being §322.701
et

considered to base made the determination required by section 9 of the act.
(4) When a project involves activities regulated under Act No. 247 of

application shall be considered approved and the department shall be

application within the time pros tried by section 8(2) of the act, the permit

(3) If the department does not approse or disapprove the permit

requested. and if the proposed activities are otherwise in accordance with
the act

mailing of notification of the permit application if comments of nonobjection
have been received from the municipality, if a public hearing has not been

act. The department may issue an individual permit 21 days after the

considered in determining whether such a permit is in the best interest of
the public.
(2) Applications for activities that arc not classified as minor shall be
reviewed through the process prescribed under sections 7, 8, and 9 of the

the act. The factors set forth in sections 3 and 9 of the act shall be

opportunity for public review and comment. Categories of minor activities
will be established in the general permit in accordance with section 10 of

Rule 3. (I) An application fur a proposed activity which is within a
general permit category may be processed and issued by the department
without the noticing or hearings specified under section 7, 8, and 9 of the
act. The department may process, by public notice, an application which
would normally qualify under a general permit category to allow more

R 281.923

proposed activity involves a coordinated review by federal agencies as
provided for under the act and section 404 of title 4 of the clean water act
of 1977, 33 U.S.C. § 1344, the department shall prepare a fact sheet
pursuant to 40 C.F.R. §124.8 (Apnl I, 1983) and 40 C.F.R. §233.39 (April
I, 1983) for inclusion in the application file.

; I
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nant functional values lost within the impacted wetland.

IF

permitted activities, unless a phased concurrent schedule can be agreed
upon between the department and the applicant.
(8) Monitoring to establish documentation of the functional performance
of the mitigation may be required as permit conditions, as well as necessary
corrective actions required, to deliver the wetland resource values identified.
(9) Mitigation, by replacement of lost wetland :esources, shall not be
required if an activity is authorized and permitted under the authority of a
general permit issued under section 10(1) of the act.

comment in writing to the department on the proposed mitigation plan
before a permit is issued.
(7) Any mitigation activity shall be completed before initiation of other

owned property or where the mitigation is to occur in the same municipality where the project is proposed, the municipality where the proposed
mitigation site is located shall be given notice and an opportunity to

(6) Except where a mitigation plan is to occur on state or federally

BEST COPY AVAILARLE

(e) The proposal shall give consideration to replacement of the predomi-

(d) Any proposal shall assure that, upon completion, there will be no
net loss to the wetland resources.

elsewhere.

this subrule are inappropriate and impractical shall mitigation be considered

(c) Only when it has been determined that subdivisions (a) and (b) of

practical and beneficial to the wetland resources. When possible, this means
within the same watershed and municipality as the location of the proposed
project.

be provided in the immediate vicinity of the permitted activity where

(3) In developing conditions to mitigate impacts, the department shall
consider mitigation to apply only to unavoidable impacts that are otherwise
rrmittable utilizing the criteria under sections 3 and 9 of the act.
Mitigation shall not be considered when it is feasible and prudent to avoid
impacts or when the Impacts would be otherwise prohibited under the act.
(4) When considering mitigation proposals, the department shall make
all of the following determinations:
(a) That all feasible and prudent efforts have been made to avoid the
loss of wetland resource values.
(b) That all practical means have been considered to minimize impacts
(c) That it is practical to replace the wetland resource values which will
be unavoidably impacted.
(5) If the department determines that it is practical to replace the
wetland resource values which will be unavoidably impacted, the department shall consider all of the following cntena when reviewing an applicant's mitigation proposal
(a) Mitigation shall be provided on-site where practical and beneficial
to the wetland resources.
(b) When subdivision (a) of this subrule does not apply, mitigation shall

meet with the applicant to review the applicant's mitigation plan.

conditions are designed to remove an impairment to the wetland benefits,
to mitigate the impact of a discharge of fill material, or otherwise improve
the water quality.
(2) The department shall consider a mitigation plan if submitted by the
applicant and may incorporate the mitigation actions as permit conditions
for the improvement of the existing wetland resources or the creation of a
new wetland resource to offset wetland resource losses resulting from the
proposed project. If agreed to by the applicant, financial assurances may be
required to ensure that mitigation is accomplished as specified by the
permit conditions. The department shall, when requested by the applicant,

may impose conditions on a permit for a use or development if the

Mitigation.
Rule 5. (I) As authorized by section 10(2) of the act, the department

R 281.925
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42N/21W

428/21W

Gulley Run
Dredging
Delta
Baker Creek
Dredging
Delta

91-03-0137 12/13/91 USD1. Forest Service,
2727 North Lincoln Road
Escanaba MI 49829
Acts/346

91-01 -0138 12/13/81 USDA Forest Service,

Traverse Lakes
Miscellaneous
2320 Ripling
Sterling Heights MI 483100tsego
Black Lake
91-05-0394 12/12/91 Harris, Rodney M
Bulkhead
21678 Rathlone
Northville
MI
48167
Cheboygan
Acts/346
Lake Huron
91-05-0399 12/13/91 LaHaie, Charles
Fills
PO Box 236
Cheboygan MI 49721
Cheboygan
Acts/247/203

;

01

23N/04E

Sage Lake
Bulkhead

91-07-0578 12/10/91 Larson, Kenneth R
541 First Avenue
Hale MI 48739
Acts/346

40N/18W

ml Is I MINIMMIO
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qous
16N/04W
91-08-0312 12/13/91 Isabella Soil Cons,
Soil Conservation ServiceRsioving Obstructions
Isabella
Mt Pleasant MI 48858
Acts/346

148/04W

wetland
Fills
Delta

drains/streams
Culverts
Isabella

91-03-0140 12/13/91 East Delta Parish,
% Gordon Fox
Cooks MI 49817
Acts/203

PO Box 30050
Lansing MI 48909

Acts/346/203

22 23

Delta

14DOT,

Bad Axe Drain
Bridge
Huron
91-08-0310 12/09/91 Huron CRC,
County Road Commission
9413
Bad Axe MI
Acts/346/167
91-08-0311 12/12/91

17N/12E

Little Long Lk
Dredging
Iosco
91-07-0580 12/10/91 Terrence, Rubert L
4458 Lakeview
Hale MI 41739
Acts/346

25

8

23N/0P.E.

Elm Creek
Dredging
Clare
91-07-0579 12/09/91 Sucre. Lake Property,
Owners :As:nciation
Farwell MI 41.'322
Acts/346

17

17N/05W

10

19N/18W

Hamlin Lake
Bulkhead
Mason

91-06-0488 12/13/91 Kennedy, Michael S
6470 Jagger Road
Ludington MI 49431
Acts/346

12

20 29

5

21

27

19

25N/15W
Upper Herring
Riprap Shore Protection
Benzie

91-06-0487 12/11/91 Crowell, Robert P
16770 Sedlar Road
Kaleva MI 49645
Acts/346/203

Ogellaw

31

27N/15W
Long Lake
Fil s
Benzie

28

10

23

388/01W

36N/01E

30)4/01W

1

28

91-06-0486 12/09/91 Petherick, Keith R
215 Berwyn
Birmingham MI 48009
Acts/203

Acts/346

91- 05.0393 12/09/91 Brooks, Donald

1

2

St Marys River 475/02E
Riprap Shore Protection
Chippewa

uron
Dredging
Mackinac
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91-03-0139 12/13/91 USDA Forest Service,
2727 North Lincoln Road
Escanba MI 49829
Acts/346

Acts/346
4131/20W

428/21W

Baker Creek 12
Dredging
Delta

91-03-0136 12/13/91 USDA Forest Service,
2727 North Lincoln Road
Escanaba MI 49829

Ogontz River

418/19W

Mormon Creek
Dredging
Delta

91-03-0135 12/13/91 USDA Forest Service,
2727 North Lincoln Road
Escanaba MI 49829
Acts/346

11

428/19W

Coho Run
Dredging
Delta

91-03-0134 12/13/91 USDA Forest Servic',
2727 North Lincoln Road
49829
Escanaba i
Acts/346

2727 North Lincoln Road
Escanaba MI 49829

22

Little Black Cr 42N/20W
Dredging
Delta

91-03-0133 12/13/91 USDA Forest. Service,
2727 North Lincoln Road
Escanaba MX 49829
Acts/346

Acts/346

11

unnamed drainag 39N/21W
Culverts
Delta

91-03-0132 12/13/91 USDA Forest Service,
2727 North Lincoln Road
Escanaba MI 49829
Acts/346

18

27

Lake Michigan
Dredging
Delta

5

17 18

91-03-0131 12/11/91 Nicoll Jr, James A
639 Renshaw
Clawson MI 48017
Acts/247
37N/19W

46N/35W

Perch Lake

91-02-0102 12/11/91 USDA Forest Service,
500 North Moore Street
Bessemer MI 49911
Acts/346
Iron

3

Smith Crk Basin 458/31W
Dams
Iron

91-02-0101 12/09/91 Minerick, Robert
PO Box 97
Sagola MI 49881
Acts/34G/184

.race 0 up er,
E J Mertaugh Boat Works
Meisel MI 49745

91-04-0302 12/13/91 Warth, Fred i Audrey
1023 - 4th Line Best
P6A 678
CANADA
Acts/346

Applicant

Act /247

bate

16

91-13

Trap Rock River 568/32W
Bridge
Houghton

Application

91-01-0140 12/09/91 Houghton CRC,
County Road Commission
Hancock MI 49930
Acts/346/167

Town /Re ge Section
17
478/42W

Lake Gogebic
Dredging
Gogebic

Waterbedv,

NEW PERMIT APPLICATIONS
Meek of December 9, 1991

Applicant
Application Date
Number Received Name
91-01-0139 12/09/91 Slazyk, Joseph
744 Sussex Drive
Schererville IN 46375
Acts/346

NEW PERMIT' APPLICATIONS
Week of December 9, 1991
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Appendix E: State and Federal Wetlands Regulatory Agencies

State:

I Federal.

Michigan Department
of Natural Resources

I 1Istric I

-

1..Ind and Water Management I >1% Winn
P.O. 13( ix 30()28
Lansing..\ II ii(Ric/
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i

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
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Crystal Falls. %II
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'114)1 (,3)-3311

-2i-2(0C

(90(31 -81)-2i.r,
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Histru.a 12

NewberlY. \l1 t')ot-1
4900) ',13--;131

N lI tlt street
Plaill%% cll. \II
oi-i:)-(-is;

1)istrict

P.0 Pox on-. 1-2,2

U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Region 5

Box -:4;-;

.1%

i.tv1(1112. \ II

,silt

\

I )t,trit. I

Wetlands and Watersheds Section
\\:(,)\\
West Jackson
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I
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.\ II
fl)2.12
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Ihstrict
izis

Pontiac.

Chicago. IL 1)1100.4
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I

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

\Villiams Like Road
0,11')

East Lansing Fick' Office

;134 WOO -1 ;Utl

3112 :lanlv
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I piR

Harrison Rd

East Lansing. NII

REGION mEADOW,TE.S
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Appendix F: Local Municipalities With Wetlands Ordinances*

As of February 12, 1992...

\ovi. City of
Oakland Township
Orchard Lake. Village ot

Orion Township .......

.....

( hebovgan
Kalamazoo
).ildand

N)Ulitheid. Gly
Waterford Townchip
West Bloomfield lownship.
White lake Township
Whitewater Township
Wixom. City

Charlevoix

.

.

Forest I Tonle Township

Green Oak Township
Grosse Ile Township
Hamburg Township
Haves Township ......... ....... ..............
Independence Township
.......................
Like Angelus. City ot
.

.

.. Livingston

Oakland
Allegan

"1'P (\\ nship
.

Fenton. City of ..........

.

Oxford
Pinckney. Village of
Rochester Hills. City

\N'ayne

(.lode biwnship
Evangeline

Ingham
Oakland
Genesee
Oakland
Oakland
Oakland
Oakland
Oakland

Meridian Township
Milford Tiiwnship
Mundy Township

Oakland
Genesee
Oakland
\Vashtenaw
Charlevoix
Oakland
Oakland

Addison Township
.\rgentine Township
City of
\uhurn
.\ugusta Township
Bay Township
Bloomfield Township
Brandon Township
Brownstown Township
Burt Township
Charleston "Township .
Clarkston. \"ill.tge

County

Municipality

County

Municipality

_Genesee
.1ntrun
Livingston
\Vavne
Livingston
Charlevoix

Oakland
Oakland
Oakland
Oakland
Grand Traverse
Oakland

Drafted but not yet adopted:

Oakland
oaklaricl

Brighton Township .
\nn Arbor. City of ..

lownship

Livingston
.

Washtenaw

For citizen wetland protection advocates that are interested in receiving copies of the ()I-cilium-es above for
as models. please contact the municipality directly. In ad(.iition. many of the organizaui ins listed in
. \ppendix .\ have model local ordinances «) distribute In addition. organizations such as the lichigan
society of Planning Officials. the American Planning Association. and private consulting !mils such as the
Planning and Zoning center. Inc. ha( e local model wetlands protection ordinances available.

rarrimin tht)se /c/)u/1 c.(»ichtioit the Issuance n /.(1 lucai permit ,,,/ aipmpriate
anti li,(lertql 11 ethnic' permits to 1/))se which re(fit (t separate local wetialt(ls retstew mid penult
)1(h1/allCeS Itl
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Appendix G: List of Educational Materials

1.

Television/Video: (all targets)
It.

5.

Schools: (students)
.\

"Last panic. Tiis super station. National
.ind sii, ftre,..ry
\iklubon
113s super station.
;olden I
I
National Audubon sotto\ and stroll lirc\very
1.

I

(:ompany.

\ Nlagniticnt Celebration of Nature. 'IBS super
station. National Audubon s Kieft and stroll
lire\very CompamD.

(

Hie \Vetlamis of 1X-1-4'410,10..1n 1:ndangere(1

\Visconsin
lesource, slide show put together
\VetIsm(1 \s.ociation. Ill King street. \I:Kitson.
\ \'l c3 O3
2.

I)

etlands Encounters: Ptesentations Ian c...onser\
[ion and F.c.ology ("sing 1.0.e 1lichigan
I )ennis Laidler Wetland 1:11counters. NIVCC
Box 3023-i. Lansing. 111 18000 Cost: Silt) till
Wildlife Discovery: Elententar\ Classroom
Presentations on Conservation and Ecolog y.
\11VC. PO 130x 30.23C. Lansing. MI .48000
T r a c k s Nlagazine. Christie Bleck. Tracks. P.O Bux
-;(123c. Lansing. 111 489(19. Classroom subscriptIon
ailable lot S1.50 per -.indent a school Fear
Audubon Ad\ ensures. Fredrick Baumgarten.
National Audubon society. 013 Riversvilk. Road.
(1reenwich, CT (10831.

Newspaper: (all targets)
A.

6.

Your Opinion- 1.)\- R I.ix on entort.einent of
\\ (Aland regulations. Times I

Outdoor Sports: (public)
.1.

Nlichigan Duck !hinters .\,,cmation Newsletter

Collins. Poi, Huron.

".
3.

liadio/PSA's: (all targets)
\. wetland,
seconds. penns\ h atria
B.

I)

4.

Environmental Court( it
Wetlands Ps Environmental Count il
\Vaulting Nligration Ps.1
\uduhl m sot left'.
\
Watching NligratIon
\uduhun sue let \

Outdoor Sports: (students)
1.

Lansing. 111 'stink)

8.

\ I\ atria

Workshops: (all targets)
Wetlands A Workshop tor Citizen In\ olvement.
Pennsylvania Wetland, Worksh,,p. sierra Club.

seoilLls. National

Box 01111. Harrisburg. PA 1-106.
,r0 ,o.o1111,

B.

\.111o11.11

Schools: (teacher)
Held Manual for Water (.)utility \lonitoring 1n
En\ ironmenial Education Program tor st
\lark K. Nlitchell an, William li stapp ISo pages.

D.

11x0 inches. -o photos and charts. paperbound.
\vailahile through William sum). 20';11 Dela \van:.

\nn Arnr. Nil .181o3
B.

Wetlands Protection seminar. Pennsylvania
Environmental Council
National Wetland symposium. Urban Wetlands
and Riparian Habitat. The Association of Wetland
\tanagers. Inc.. Box 2103. lic.rne. NY 12023.
Wetlands of the Great Likes: status of the Science
Base: Protection and Management Options and
Needs. Association of Wetland Managers. Box
2103. Berne. NY 121)23.

\ 'CC Weekend Courses Become an Instant

811 postpaid

Naturalist. Beastly 13eh.n tor. Raptor Rendez\ ou,
Weekend Course. NIVCC. P ) Box

guide to the determination tit
\\ ater quality In local waterways. Kan' \\ kler.
Pennington. NI. SSA() each.
Envinmmental Education Curriculum Guides.
c.o.:1(1es K-12 Li\ mg laghtiv on the Plaret and
ing Lightly. st Mai
la\ mg Lightly in the city
.1uclubon Center. I I List 1311A\ II Dec:I 10:1C1.
Protect NIavtly.

Lansing. NII 189110

9.

Manual: (legislative, regulatory, landowner)

1

\lik\
I)

NIUCC Youth Camp. 111 .CC, P 0 Box 30236.

Lnit price. slc.on ck s.
\\'I
AtkluIN in Ath..entures Le.klers Iii de.. \ntie
Schwartz. National Aucinhon society. 013

13.

Riyetsyllle Road. Greenwich. CI11(1831.
Tracks: Teacher (.1clicle. Christie Itleck. Track,.
Lansing. NI1 is9u0
P.1). Box

michigan state tni\ ersitv co, peram e Extension
servict: 1-11 Youth Program.. Wetlamls Alleci
Iiiix
You and Nle. =
I need stales Fish and Wildlife -.mitt. I labliat
and Issues Ric II \\ etlands.

I 'roan Development Planniw, Guide. (1111Isiet
I leztrtland RCY-l). c99', 1tkesit.le Blvd. suite B.
Indianapolis. IN 402-8. Co -.t. S1- 10) each.
Wetlands: Nlitigatint, and Regulating Development
Impacts. the I .rban land Institute. 1090 Vermont
Avenue NW. Washington. 1).0 2000C--1002.
Weiland Protection (4iideho11k. Nlichigan
Department tit Natural Resources Land and Water
\ lanagement Iti\ ision. P.U. Box 30028. 1insing.
\II 480110.

I)

\Vetlands Protection: .1 Handbook for Local
tificials. 1)c:1).in:tient of Fm ironmntal Resourt es.
C.110101on\\ ealth of Penns\ I\ ania. I larrisburg.

PA 1-120
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Appendix G: List of Educational Materials

10. Manual: (activist)

1 -i.

11,tryin /A:1(111) And
I, A\ t,, Cope AIth the
arlyle lilakenex II 1 t it /en Anon manual
11
for tilt ise L on( erric'(t al), tut the 1
Fninneers en( tumult:malty (le-Artion'e and
et on, mut:ally astetul \\ Ater tin 'grain, FL ()pie,.

\

Newsletter: (activist. public)
'Li real Like., A eli.111LIN. pul,1111d 11%

I

111e \l111 W.11C1,11Ull I

1

Il

I

Guide it) Prole( tin,' \Vetlanel,. National

citizen

ilLth(e Federation. I too 11,111 "!reel \\V \\ 1`11Intzton. 1).C. 201)31\ Co,,t. In .25.
ittzen , (tuide
\Vetlands Arid Water ()Lulu('
A etlan(1 Prote( non. Like NlichiLtan 1(Alerantin.
1:. Van Buren "!reel. ,ate 221'). (.111:Au.o. II. t tc,t)Iirs

'cc

\
\

1.

IC1(1

r1 1";

Pc1M,V1%.1n1,1 \\ enne
A

Alit:lug:in Aeilanek: .\ and(' for l'uyenv I twner
and Il mle 131111(ler,. \

It

-\\ etl.tritt
\V( tr1( in A Wetlanti.

'Fit(

(

hiLtan \ \ enue

\lAnaLteineni anti Indiana 1)(vat-

c,(1% Me.,

11C Re.41(

ruiLitie t iiner,ity. A eat Lila\ elk,.

1.1,N1

IN

)111111,11)(1

)11 1111(2111.111011.11 10m1

(,)[ffte, [tin ( iitetiue

\\ (mite. l t ltih Floor 1111)(1,or I )man() Ana(la
\\ ate' N(.\\ Inc And the
\\ Ater NeL\ , I
I

16. Brochures: (public)
Ie(ogniiinei

1:R.'slmater Foun(Lttion 'ill \Lim ,tree[ liaktea(I.

.\i'my carp,

I

You ina( need an .1nny permit to \Lod: on your
t)((ii lan(1.- 1:

Newsletter: ( regulatory)
\mural Re,,urce Re:21,1er. \

.icaner \\'.1k-r. I tiro(' Protc(hon. Troslon

Int, irithini tri

AIt l'""

1()1(1111:. 11.11,1t.o..111(1 NI, tie.

The Leader. puhliheLl tor Altiliate leader, t tl the
ixteenth
National Wildlife FeLleration \\VI:
treet NV' 11aNhinQii in. I) C 2!)04(1
L.Iwier
)n Leader. NeL( for .\
\
I cadet, \atiot-hil :W(11111(111 ticlely \"1-111
1

\lendian. Lnie flu/. 111(11.inapoli,,. IN to.2o
Like \ 11(1111.,in Monitor. Lake \liclugan

\ An Buren treci. uut 2.21S. Chi(AL4t)

II. (viol's,

;real Lake. Repine!. Center for the I )re.it
\oil!) 111(1u:tan ILL:nue. ',title 111,.
I

tut- \\ ctlAnik
I

I)

maul

King `street. 11A(11,-,on.

'etlAnd. \
154 -11;

ontrol.
Like Count\ I lalth

Department 111) in tritniAltal I leak!) I )1( ;Alan. .1110
I ',rand \ \ entie. 11 Juke:Lan. IL cif it isr,
The Platte: \ Ft( er I ntler iet.te. \Vaier (IL:L(1(9-

'11(.111 protect, threaten to dry tip the Platte River in
\cbraska
e.senti:11 ints_tratc)ry stiyover tor

Platte Hi\ er (intraie.n.
National .1tiduhon -"it( iety. '01 l'enn,L ILArita
\( (Arne I..
-till. .111int.Atin. I ).C. 20(103
1incrica Fn(Lint.tered Wethuld,,. Department of
the Interior. l
11,,k anti 1111(Ilite
\Inertia
etlan(i. I )ur \ ;tall Lank lietAcen Larkl
rid \Vater. 1. 1:n(tronntent,11 Pr( iici,tion
;1111,111(11 ,,andhill

1 gen(

.

)Ih« tit

vilantl

\\*.itt,r. \\*Ahinett tn. 1/ I

hicivA).11. 0uccl 1

(flinty

What 1:.1)(1AnLLered Fe-Lim-cc, (int., Lake

luean I )(Tail

13. Newsletter: (NGO's)

tiara. Sc) 11

.1nin C ccrh, itt Engine r,. Ii1111:111)

1)1,1r1(

men( c t1 Natural Rt.:, tun
ti ) tio\ ;i1u2s Lans,Int-t.

I I

eilailik

Isngincet,

K.

1.

it-ttA19

in Indiana. heir re 1:( 'Li
.
In(liana 1)epArtment cct

ineni or Natural 1:e-sotir(
Indiana s
2, ion LAILe 1:nhant. entent
Program. I )1\ isit in c it ill and Water cori,,erva
1, in. inkihina 1),1,Antnint cct Nattir.ii

tical Lakcs

t

1)epartment ur

\atur.il Resutirce L.uui ,uxi \\..iter
Bo\ itt2t-i. I..ir-trit.2. \II

II.

Ileac)(. (

li

\X'.

15. Brochures: (landowner)

ot the I (writ

ireat 1.Alsc.,1;o(urnot,..

\

)1

I)( \animal

W.1,11ingtun.

Fin(

11. Newsletter: (legislative)

1 2.

1)(,Ale,

.it'. \II 0-2.2

(

li

I IP (.1

111.

1)101.11.1( Ct.' In (.CnIer

11% inminental 1:(Itication.

11-ahin,Aton. I )(

.m(is

H

I).

lllr

)

01-22
. \ICiI, 1.11d,iligertLI ',pet Ie, \( I

Lem:

Re,11.1i110111.1111111 liullettn,

I even
cur, it) Prow('
luiLle to Local In( ol( (Anent in \Velland Protection.
inn( 11.
,rte; shed
I ip of the Mitt

\h(1-1i,4.111 \\

II

c,11%%.1%. \II
li

Nix 8(1. charl(ton. ( 2') f!)2

11( )

c,lukll.

()Hite itt

2,1 1011

inc in

1". Comics: (student)
\
Wel(.011le 1,, \\ Ltlan(1-..

I'm irontnental
Dearliorn

I

Prote(tton \gen(*\. R('Llai in S. 2
tret:t. (..lucie,o IL ituiti

18. Fact Sheet: (legislative. regulatory)
\
\Vetl.mcl Proto. ucm C oaltnon tor l'enn\ !Lama.
Penns\ Rama 1:11( mm111(1)1.11 I

hetnut Street. `mite
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Appendix G: List of Educational Materials

26. Collateral: (all targets)

19. tact Sheet: (activist, public)
I .e.11 Lakes 1.1(.1',

Like',

\

1

1111....11.1.1 1.

\ \ critic 'suite

11,

II( Ing:in

1 Ilse'
I

\.iitti.11

1

\.ition.ii \\ flelllie I L.Lici.nuni .\(iii,u)
`,:tti(111:11 \\Millie Federation.

I 11111

It

\ W. W,1,1111121(111. I) c. 2t 111;1,

\

\Lenue. \(%

\

\ L enue. `suite I I''1 (1)1(.1Q° II. ().4)1

121

ReeLl
)1/1,-

I

\ lilt

1

PAO \I\

It

\.in()11.11

. Lung tirme. IL 00o.1FecleratRin

11),

1.1)1.111leel
I

28. NN'atcli Programs: (activist, public)
t,t
A etl.ind
\
:u1), P I

I,

22. Reports: (activist, public)
I

I Itc I elm.' I.
\II, hii2.11) \enue. "tine

he < item Like, Nen' alt.,-

\

;real Like.
It
Fiest,Ltre.

\

I

NIIL11)(4,in
,2'vz,

I

fluted

\II

,)31-2.()-o

1111'

I)

Inc en-

29.

Wethnii,

I ,'ruin 1,,tie, .ind

,Ik

I king ,Iret.q. Niacits, )11.

iii()(11

Hotline: (activist, public)
ILT),

1,,iinLi.tinni. I2 =(' 2 ill)
Ilk.
\ W. \\ .i,111111411 111. I) I. 2 ,(K-

24. Reports: (NGO's, extension)

I I

J0111 .1 Nreinil. Like. (11.
I lit I,l in (.1 WART. l`-(

I rank!'

23. Reports: (regulatory)
the

.11.

.11Cr \\ .11(11 PP 1.141.11»
\VC11.111li

,rner. \I \ (,2

\ e tint

linormation \eiLL-ork. A '1,consin

A ei1,1,1,1,

no

11,11 311,1 \\ 11,11,1,

I

\ ,nnin,11
!, )1A Pr()RA a I 111e1,aiev..r. I enter '1.111e

\

o,

lov \Vet 1.mck W.Iteh
\ ational iitlubun
l'u(,)isain. ()rem Lake, IeLnon.11 I Mice.
I\ )02(I I.
',tun: 11111.
\lcinlian

\\

II. h.)(1 I I
en,111,f,

.111 ,114( 1.

I

loth

11

It

1

\AT De-

etlanLis
I)L.n..trtnient.
\\ .i,n11)01( In. I) l 2,k13()

Ntiek..t \\\

\ 1111 \ I

Hp.
),,i,
I

1'((-4 1 nh, L.

I

1)1

\12ICI1111(1111

.111d

I humid \I
1 rwineci,

1.er

Ne\,-, t onf,ress Passes Wetland, hill. I hick,
I ininnted National Ikaciquartc..r.,. ()fie W.liert(iLL I

\

/

21. Research Papers: (all targets)
punt
wound punt.,
\.
\1100t-.)1.1

Ii , I Air .Ur

f

Iturnper NIL kL.r.

file

\re,t, (.1 (,(oLern.

fact `heel: ()real
enter kw the Oren

(IL\ \

L.,

2". News Conference: (all targets)

.20. Fact Sheet: (landowner. bisiness)

\

Hind.

A:11,1111e I )1,1,0(iii

.1tiLluk
Illinciis Fine,t Itiver. Fite NIILItIle ulk.

noninen1.11
1,11 Iii '';11

tent
IIH)22

11..11v,i, I Jep.irtnn.nt.

\

I 1(1.1'.1.,;(.. 1)1(.12,..1111

1:1T1'

Punic-4 ...,.ience

le'L

\,111()r).11 .\

.1\ n1.4

I IL ro.,n4L.

1.)L.p.iriment 1)1 \.itur.11
N.\ 3(11128 Lm,111(4. \II ii-mt)

lent.

\\ Ilk. \,Iti(in.t1 AuLlul)on ,(ii lei\ .

\

(..t1.1nLI,

1,1.()Lluced In ih Niirni,:inw

it

\ II

l'(..n

11N:in I wpm-fillet-1i

Re,,,tirkt.. I -.")(1-29..:--`0.I)
It 11 line
)11
\ A ci Lind. Pri

8

1

30. Billboards: No FA:amp/es.

\ I )1,,Ip1)e.trinv,

11,11 ,tnil
",e1\
t11 ,inil
Irre.t.tir
Wilkihi rnh. nietnni. \ition.11 \Vell.iilL1, In' en
wry I 'riled. Ine l 1,1le). ilV (.cnter..",tilte -11'1

31. Projects:No Examples.
32. Advocacy Days:No Examples

Ne\Lt(in i. wrier. NI.\ )21;8

25. Reports: (legislative)
Like,

\,1\ is, in

It, '.11(.1

die lineman( in.il

Icrt(n1
1))3,) It-poit

I It).).1111.2,111,

.1'...it Lake, A mer I tu.tln\ Iiu,lr,J Itt.purI

i(nt

in.

dem Like, \ \,Itcr1,11 killi, h e,
.1C.1(

the (din!! telk'(...,
I lit,:
itct.
II dial/el., Pr,11i 1.1 ,,,,,,,11111/11 duel In< lirde
li't' 117)1,t(..!1)(rif1 fly Groff
(1111(11111,i1(11

I 11,C, 1i.1,111 11.1n (11C.Ii Like, ii.1,111
111 111, \

111(1111.1i

Note:

pis') 11'I'' )11 ,11
e

1111!1.111 "1.11(11111.111.

11,111 .111(.1

\t1141,1,1

\

lir1,1);

/II-

11111-1 1
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I was in a quandary about how to
end this guidebook. One thought
was to write a lofty chapter meant
to inspire the reader to take
action on behalf of wetland
protection. However. the title
would have had to he "A Call to
Action.- and there are so many
-calls to action.' out there, t:te
term has almost become a cliche.
Instead. the decision was made to
speak directly to you. the individual who is reading this guidebook. in the context of the inot
critical wetlands issue of ailthat
,-tlands continue to be k,st at
alarming rate.

V'etlands in this country were
originally thought of as areas that
bred pestilencewastelands that
were to be filled. drained. or
otherwise converted. The l'nited
States federal government had
several

programs in the I 800',,

and early I 900's that subsidized
the conversion of wetlands to
other uses. In the recent past. we
as a culture have come to realize
the functions that wetlands
provide in maintaining ecological
integrity and the values that
directly benefit people. Now, we
live in a culture that. for the most

states Presidents Jimmy Carter and
George Bush have stated the
importance of wetlands protection. I lowever. despite good
intentions, we are still experiench.g the gross loss of wetlands in
the face of state and federal
regulations.
The factors that motivate individuals to get involved with working
to protect wetlands. or any other
resource. are as unique -is the
individuals themselves. Wetlands
touch us in many ways throughout our lives. some individuals
are motivated by the fond childhood memories of playing swords
with cattails or dipping their
hands deep into the green
gooevness of frog spawn. These
folks want to provide the opportunities for their grandchildren to
have similar experiences. Other
individuals seek to protect
wetlands because of the enjoyment they derive from catching
fish that grow fat on food pro-

preserve the simple opportunity
to leave the hustle and bustle of
the concrete world and enjoy the
relaxing hustle and bustle of a
vibrant and productive natural
ecosystem. Still others want to
protect wetlands because of their
benefits to human health and
welfare such as water quality
maintenance and reduced flooding, siltation, and erosion. Some
individuals are motivated to
protect wetlands for the simple
sake of the wetlands themselves.
Wetlands pro% ide such a multi-

tude of functions and values that
everyone can find something
there to motivate their involvement in protecting them. Wetlands continue to be lost at an
alarming rate. It is critical that
each individual get involved to
reverse the trend. So. whatever it
takes, motivate yourself and your
friends and ensure your opportunity to experience and enjoy
Nlichigan*s wetlands.

duced in wetlands or from

hunting game birds and animals
that rely on the habitat that
wetlands provide. Some individuals want to protect wetlands for

the open space they provideto

part. at least says that wetlands
are valuable and ought to he
protected. State and federal
legislators have enacted laws to
protect wetlands. Even Thited

,

ort-

The Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council is a nonprofit
corporation whose purpose is the protection of w titer quality
and the promotion of the wise use of water resources. The
Watershed Council promotes these goals through advocacy,
education, water quality monitoring, and support tier sound
environmental policy.

For more information concerning the Watershed Council's
activities. please call or write:
'rip of the Mitt Watershed Council
P.O. Box 300
Conway, Michigan 49-122
Phone: (616) 3'47 -1181
FAX:
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